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requirements different from others.
.1 m answering the
question we can]
heroiorc. speak in general terms onlv.
1 hei e are two ehiet classes of
poultry
■pci's, namely, those who, on eonsiderareas ot land, have
large flocks, and
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raise every chicken pos-

Hag- poultry keeper

is
genereggs and c hickens.
lie can ot both.
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and these are so well
ud-c'siood that it is an easy
•mimetic! :i special breed to
cut'
eac h individual
leeds known as “Asiatic,"
■

!
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Value of Roots for Cattle Food-

[large poultry keepers raise
ken-, and depend on eggs for

tin

-[.

give

ot beets as a nutritive

c

Ripe

one-eighth pounds
equivalent lor one

pound of hay. l'aking this estimate as a
a
correct one, if hay is worth $20 per ton,
■'
lii'ii arc included the different “Oo- beets are worth eleven cents and seven
Brahmas,” etc., arc mills per bushel But the value here given
>li.oigtiac‘s
,y clist uiguished as
great layers, is the nutritive value alone, without esti:
ceo-strong seating proclivities mating the advantages derived from their
ilua
is 1.niers
t ehickuse in other respects
from experiments
made in feeding beets, their practical
i-iis arc
generally slow in ma- value lias been made to range from 13 to
"cd with ttic- com- 24 cents per bushel, with
hay at $20 per
lo". very valuable to the
ton.
An exact estimate of the practical
d poultry breeder
value of beets tor cattle lood is a difficult
no
i' a
valuable and favorite matter as it is now. and ever will lie. hid
t so profitable when
from mortal ken. The improved condition
e.i
ct .s when crossed: that
of the cow (when fed to cows during tin-i -hic-keiis i' an
object winter'), her increased usetulm-ss during
w
'd
cv- had c onsiderable cxthe entire season, her lessened liability to
the large breeds ot poul- sickness and disease which high feeding
iiv
ariably lciund the half with any one ol the ditl'erent kinds of
si.
;i
file chicks of grain induces, her lengthened lease ol
; •• -I: table.
"ctf n it mature so rapid- life, her evident satisfaction and ported
■_
“n
■in their
lakedness ot contentment, which is so plainly manio
i'uost
itieai period ot their fested while eating her daily ration of
list ase than the half roots, are each and every one legitimate
items to be taken into the account in estiimii h earlier than
mating the practical, the actual value cd
t:
n'geh in their favor beets as food for dairy slock.
-mid
uni greatchanges
After carefully looking at the subject in
!
iln poultry breeder, all its bearings so far as my limited ext growing and early
perience lias given me opportunity to do
k. i'. who i-ares more for so, 1 have come to tlie conclusion that
1 ourlh ol
July broiler” beets for cattle tood are well worth lull as
n
September, a cross many cents per bushel as good hay is
■'ii \ arieties of the Brahma
worth dollars per ton, without taking into
e
in :i
fowl is most desirable. consideration the increased value of the
uiai and profitable cross has
manure, and that tin- average cost, when
■: a eeii the Brahma and
Leg- stored in the cellar or put into pits, with
tlsjii .ng maturing quickly, and every item of expense included, need not
.. is
being early and good layers. exceed eight cents per bushel.
■1 _r"
Now. as the price of hay in Central
poultry keeper, who wishes
than chickens, of course the New York will probably average over$12
umug breeds, or their grades, per ton during tile next decade. ! do not
Ouaiiii
Crosses ot Leghorns, discover any risk in
growing lu-ets for our
-a
l‘i ish, with the common fowl,
dairy stock.
11
uiill !• be. ii the whole, about as
My advice to all dairymen who are not
good layers, as the convinced in regard to their cost and their
o’
I' and they -taiid our rough value as cattle food, would be to try a
mate much better
small piece each year until “they become
m
foregoing, we have fully persuaded in their own minds,’' not
t'
hide the breeders ot only ot the cost of beets, but also of tlieii
-■
t
sold at “fancy prices." value as food for dairy stock.
*
tended :o treat simply of ordiI will conclude this paper, already too
pouitri keepers.
long, by saying that since its lirsi appearlew practical men who ance in print 1 have had two years addi..oj :.i: oi that good selections, tional experience in growing and feeding
c
seleeti ,:is oi perfectly sound, roots. Two years
ago, my success with
iltln lungfaill fowls, are as valuable to Latte’s
Improved Imperial Sugar Beet had
arg>
poultry keepers a> are the been all that. 1 could have desired. But
< >ui
reds
immon barnyard
during the month ol July, for the past two
■
ng uneration,
or
rather seasons, this beet has been struck u itli
ntui.
almost
very breed that has rust
By a liberal dressing of salt the inoii'ii.
her.*, and the “good jury to the crop front rust will lie greatly
s
iln oi the thoroughbred anlessened, yet nearly one month’s growth
otiei
apparent We once was lost each season w ith this beet, when
i eh had the !
>es of a
the other kinds grown in the same field,
l the Spanish,
wmte lace
planted at the same time, and treated in
I
i'll
mil the leathered all respects alike, wore not ailootod in the
ceds Thusit would least bv the rust or blight.
•.
tie- birds uniting such a
1 would also add, that the more I Iced
! Moods were not sometimes beets to dairy stock, the greater value I
.a de as
In i-aiefullj bred varieties.
■a
place upon them as a good, lmtriti.'iis,
poultry keeper who wishes health-promoting cattle food.
to
Brown Leghorn. Black
c
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younger, and lays more eggs
bio*ui Brahma, is larger,
and domestic than the lull

r
and makes a good setter
tln.-i which the Leghorn rarely beMas- Ploughman

l.i-gh.

The

|

Qraveustien

Apple.

1 lie Gravensticn istlie best apple in the
The
world as all poluoiogists agree
other da\ we met the man who set the
of this variety of apples in
first
Mr Gorham Parsons it the
America

grails

Fatherland Farm, Bvlield. received l'r

mi

Europe a package of the grafts from the
seeding tree. They were left at his counting-room Boston, and lie sent them to his
country place in Brighton, but his overseer, having no spare stocks tor them sent
Our nformant, Mr. 11
1>. Rogers, was grafting over the old trees
at Bylield when the gratis arrived, but the
foreman of the place, seeing that they

them to

Bylield.

highly

August.)

more poetical and more
strung organization than myself,

her

a

portrait

on

A

straight,
profusion of light

the wall

young woman, u ith a
hair, blue eyes with a tar-otf look, a melancholy beauty, tender ami twilight, that
face which the l-'rench call /irulr.itinii.
site was dressed in diaphanous white with
here and there a blue ribbon, anil her beautilul hands were clasped on what seemed
to lie a

balcony.

room were costly trilles, the
The room was
spoilsot an European trip
fitted upipieerly with handsome tire-arms,
suits ot armor, boxing-gloves, fencing-

Around the

foils.

1 looked to Mrs. Morton tor an

ex-

planation.
’This suite of rooms,” she explained,
“t have given up to my son-in-law, Mr.
■

Ayseough. During your residence here
you will have an occasional visit Irom him.
He comes and goes as he pleases. In
the

adjoining

trunks,

rooms

which

are

neither

thoroughly unpacked

I

poor Gertrude's
lie nor 1 have
Me have never

had the courage
She letl me through the spacious anteroom. linen-closet, and so, to a large bedSome
room where were many trunks.
dresses hung in the closet, some bottles
ot perfume, dressing-cases, and little ladylike things strewed the bureau and tables.

lady might ha\e just stepped from her
toilet; it seemed occupied and home-like.
A

Il was evident tnat the young husband
found a sail pleasure in thus surrounding
Four
himselt with the material ot grid.
Mrs. Morton looked about her through her
Lears.
M e retraced our steps, hut in passing again through the linen-closet she

turned, and opening a little door disclosed
a
garret stair-case.
tome and see where my children
said she.
used to go up and down.
••These were my rooms in the days ot
cc
Cunt-c and
my
voting uioihcrhood

old uursery
So we mounted upw ard into the large,
spacious room, which deserved a better
name than garret, and she led me to a
comfortable apartment whose windows
commanded a splendid view ot the surI could not help saying
rounding city
what I have so often lelt: AVliy are not
the disused huiis.es of the rich the summer
J1
Mrs. Morton did not
h<ones<it the poor
seem to teei Lliat siie was called on to put
these comfortable apartments to any such
She only called my attention to a
use.
gigantic wisteria vine which coiled round
the window, and which was in lull blossom and reached like “Jack's beanstalk

1

r~

yarns.

we

great pleasures, particularly

a Sunday
evening, had been to have
Thomas light all the gas that I might see
the works of art to advantage; and it gave
me, too, a sense of companionship which
I needed.
On that evening Nancy and
Thomas took their only pleasure. They
went out, leaving me entirely alone
The

of

months
Alone so far as companionship went, but with a man and his wile to
cook and wash tor me, to shut up and open
and protect the premises i afraid ? Never!
So site gave me ample fiduciary power.I. a poor reShe was going to Europe.
lation. was only too glad to have such a
luxurious home. As she took me ovei
the house I saw her eyes till with tears as
site essayed to open a certain door.
I remembered that even into this fortunate |
1'here I
lile had come the inevitable grift.
The
was one empty chair, one dead lamb.
eldest daughter had married, hud gone
abroad tor her wedding journey, and had
been brought home to lie laid in yonder j
church-yard, which we could sec Irom the
w lull' >ws.
Yes, this was Gertrude's room! There
was

and 1 began to make my
of the house with a sort of

room,

(•nc of my

mer

...

|

eough's

inspection*
anxiety,

were a little shiveled, owing to their long
voyage, and that they were rather small
specimens of grafts al best, refused to
have them set, declaring that he would
1 be Blue bia» Region of Kentucky.
not pay lor the work. Mr. Rogers nothing from the earth, in
ever-ascending, ambito his tious
lei- have heard much of the daunted, carried the poor grafts
tendrils, to the chimneys of this, the
fruit
celebrated
a
somewhat
raiser, fourth
ll.io Grass region of Kentucky, father,
story. \Ve visited the other rooms,
to set them in his trees
and
which had the plain, decent furniture of
w
nderful country
Bating the But proposed
new
didn't
believe
in
There
Rogers, Senior,
an opulent and sensible household.
itinn-s
Rowing out of bad tangled
apples in general, nor in these they were, empty and deserted, but clean
at \\ islnngtoi:. it is perhaps
in particular, and he and
withered
: the
an
good M’c closed the blinds and winhappiest people on this would havegrafts
none of them.
dows. came down, and retracing our steps
utinent.
As a last resort, Rogers carried the through Gertrude's room, we locked the
in,-thing about the blue-grass scions to James
Peabody, who favored door behind us. 1 took possession of tlic
No
a, es most wonderful effects.
»i pi
everything new' and fancy, and who gave key, to deliver it when he should arrive,
am where as in the blue-grass
to set diem, w ith the un- to Mr.
Her,- we have an instance him permission
Ayseough.
derstanding that they would go halves on
a-.in ..in oin- a our exchanges:
Occasionally I visited these rooms or ms
fame
the
trees
The
third
the
year
profits.
to air them, and see that no strange mouse
bn .-ii 1 r,unman of Fayette Counitcarried a or other intruder had violated their
-urned nil to pasture on the 1st into bearing and Mr. Peabody
h
quiet
cattle
of
the
to
the
show,
apples
Am
hist ten head of plain two- plate
loneliness, 1 was very much attracted by
much
attracted
where
attention,
they
Gertrude's picture. It so happened that 1
Gil the “7th of August or
.1 e-ittle
though the committee could not name had never seen her; her brief hour of
,..m inen aller he weighed them off
them. They were cut into minute pieces
that one had gained 6ii<J pounds,
youthful bloom had been spent before .1
and distributed among the connoisseurs, returned, an
an average of t.jo pounds each,
:,;ii.
army officer’s widow, from
it the champion
i
.-as,,f three pounds and a Irac- all of whom pronounced
my hard life on the Western frontier.
The next year, Mr, Peabody car- (Iften 1 would stand and look at the pic,,-i
Is there any other country apple.
.lay
ried a plate to the fair ot the Massachusetts ture bv tlie hour—it fascinated me; then
in- -,| the
tinglobe that can do betSociety where he met Marshall P. Wilder, rousing myself from my rcvery. 1 would
the President, who had just arrived from complete my ouiuls and go back to lm
i
,i
n-t only the finest cattle that
a basket ot apples, a bunch
room.
n
tin- blue-grass region, but Europe with
name which has always
After Mrs. Morton had been gone about
i,
t
anluiinil the most beautiful of grafts, and the
Graff
Stein—Count
been
spelled wrong,
a month, 1 had a visit from Mr. Ayscougli.
m tin
rniou. Bays a LexingtoncorStone—being the name of the proprietor lie was a pale and interesting young man,
t tin- furl. Field and Farm:
unh-M
rhei must be something in the di- of the estate on which the apple originated. very refined and educated, evidently inin.- Blue Grass region
u
which All the grafts in this country came from llueneed by bis sorrow, lie talked incesa.
on the
santly about bis wile, and was interested
n..ds tin Iniiuaii forms into lines of Mr. Peabody’s tree which took pity
a, e
and prints upon the cheek, the poor, imported scion, after they had been in my admiration of her portrait, lie took
[Newlmrvport me in to show me some of the contents ol
1 have looked quietly refused everywhere else.
leantv.
.in ot
Herald.
To my horror 1 found that
the trunks.
the rustle of a silk dress no
.. tin
some very valuable jewelry and silver
:..r.-i- set- my heart in a Hotter, and as
The Fall River correspondent of the comprised part of that mysterious luggage
indug int. raptures over every pair of
\ ,-s tieat
1 meet, that day is past
..
Boston Journal pays the tallowing tribute which had never been unpacked.
lint, Mr. Ayscougli,” 1 exclaimed, “you
Benedict that 1 am. with threads of to a brave woman :
to leave these valuable things
An objection is brought against women are not going
creeping into my hair. 1 am prehere in this empty house, unlocked and
ired to render a calm verdict upon all as
lack
the
that
requisite
they
surgeons,
strewn about in these trunks, and no one
i.-st ions ot
1 have nerve and
woman's charms.
courage.
but me to take care of them!"
mill
Granite
of
the
places but have never seen so
the
burning
During
a
lie laughed a sort of empty laugh, as if
beautcongregated in a grand in Fall River, the charred and mutilated
1'
.1'
-mgre-gated hero during the bodies and fragments of bodies were car- he did not care what become of them, and
from
"scd.
There were blondes ried to the Pleasant Street Mission for gave me no sort ol satisiaetion.
ilist
1
iinetlw- and all so evenly matched
j
identification and for burial preparation. that moment, 1 do not know why, began
I had had the comfort
veinu-ss Unit it would be difficult to They were taken from the ruins in
to feel troubled.
gunny
off
whi. il should be awarded the palm. I bags and other sacks; and as
after ol seeing all the family silver carried
bag
h mention the fact without wishing bag, with their fearful contents, such as a to the bank before Mrs. Morton went away,
dwell u j ion it The State which breeds headless trunk, a foot and part ot a head ; and if 1 had thought of them at all, 1 was
.usand' of fine horses only follows the little children’s bodies burned in one mass, convinced that all burglars were aware ol
which shapes the eternal litness of requiring careful handling for separation, that fact and would never trouble me in
Now 1 had a sort of uneasy
in producing so many women of the strongest men grew sick and faint, the least.
sensation about Mr. Ayscough’s room
and turned away from the awful duty.
pi a less beauty stamp."
The gentleman in charge of the work which l would gladly have had removed,
who will do this? and Miss Adele in fact it became the focus of many uneasy
asked,
1 tie nu.lt island .it Jersey, in the KngStuart
Hutchinson, lately a Fall River sensations.
4
iiai.iit i
a
enL ft the IaindiiM markets
Mr. Ayscougli liked to come to the liand now a student in tlm Medical
teacher,
..'.iitli' tiiis
iw
spring, $1,000JXM1
of Boston University volun- brary and look over the new books which
"I
new
th
1'he season’s Department
ixitatoes.
teered her services, and from tlm begiu- were sent to me to criticise. One day he
j, ■ it tins vegetable gives for the total
the took up a book on Spiritualism, which
island $35 an acre, it is be- uiiur of the feartul task, involving
i tiu
of separated limbs soon fascinated him. 1 was extremely
ed that an equal success could be had handling and arranging
the gathering up sorry when l saw how lie fastened to it
uthi-rn counties of Ireland, if and portions of bodies,
tiito each, the care- and began to drink in a sort of dangerous
energy and enterprise to try of the ashes belonging
comfort from it,
He talked to me about
lul searching for marks tor identification,
it, and asked me if 1 had any belief in the
with other details too harrowing tor pubcommunion of spirits.
lic recital, neither nerve nor courage noi
lie iounu a most, robust unbeliever in
tor a
San Francisco woman
\ story i> toldot :•
patient womanly willingness failed
All my habits ot
me.
thought, my rough
Let us give honor to
,i,
was ,n the habitot receiving frequent I single moment.
experience ot life, my anti-nervous temot her husband, whom honor i.s due.
hands
the
at
-ligations
were
Bible
of
perament,
against the theory and
story
„„| who one day read the
ot
When next her conPulpits have no business any longer to practice tew Spiritualism. He went away
...uison and Delilah
days, and 1 returned to my
she sheared him trade in the iears of men.
Instead o! after a
it was prone in sleep
ot hair folding the shadows ot the world’s morn- lonely life.
Perhaps J was not sorry when
that
spear
every
completely
the unusual sound of a voice askface and head. Bousing ing twilight around the credulity of the 1 heard
from
.lisapiieared
people, they should light the lump of God’s ing lor me at the front door, and went
a giant refreshed,
imm Mb slumber like
to see
nephew Richard, a good
situation, noonday and gladden the world’s
the
hope, down fellowmyfrom
n<
speedily eoinprehended
the West, who had
as and challenge its
a
Such
and
reason,
illuminate
young
and reached for her.
caressing
make his fortune, and
to
its faith, and emancipate its
o
the
to
dreamed
city
come
never
she
conscience;
-lie then received
the usual and thus open its eyes to the grandeur of who had found me out.
before. She did not even have
and pour stimulants
des“0
destiny,
but
Richard was of course very anxious to
into its
He was lined,
,r, ip on him.
Bible sluggish purpose to turn possibility see the sights ot the great metropolis, so
J
clared her utter disbelief in those
into reality.
a<need to make a tour of the amuse■

in favor of the acrobats. The woman was and here and there had twisted off a
?
beautiful creature, and had for me a or a tendril.
weird attraction which 1 could hot acGoing upstairs, I went to my closet tor
count for, but it is unnecessary to try to the key ot Mr. Ayscough's room, and as I
I began at this did so, I noticed that the
account for some things.
queer little emtime to believe that 1 was growing fanci- broidered slipper was gone ! In a moment,
ful. a tiling which never had occurred all my superstitious terror came back upbefore. Once or twice 1 had sleepless on me.
As 1 entered Mr. Ayscough's room,
nights. 1 thought a great deal too much
about the jewelry and silver in Mr. jVys- where the portrait
hung. I was struck hy

Ghost.

ot something wrong, 1 know not
what. Here was the portrait, and the
handsome ornaments ot the room were
untouched. 1 looked in vain for some
proof of disorder. 1 soon found it. The
a sense

writing-table

was

opened, paper spread

about, and a pen with fresh ink in it was
lying on the silver inkstand!
As I stood
gazing at this inexplicable
tiling a door swung to and startled me
from my stupor. 1 went to the inner room
policeman in the square had become some- through the linen-closet. As 1 did so, the
what ot an acquaintance of mine, and l door
leading to the garret gentlv moved.
had pro\ ided myself with a whistle by
it by an invisible hand.
1 had never
which I could call him il necessary in noti -I'd or thought ot'this door before, nor
these periods of utter loneliness
Some- had 1 ascended to those
garret rooms
times as lie walked qtider the window, i since Mrs. Morton had taken me thither
would step to the balcony and speak to mi the liist day ot my arrival.
A sense of infinite horror took posseshim, so long as 1 heard hi- tramp, tramp,
1 was not utterly isolated.
sion of my soul 1 was then in the land of
One .Sunday evening 1 was walking up spirits
The dead Gertrude did haunt
and down, looking particularly al a tine, these rooms consecrated to her
It was
Venetian picture— a wilderness of color her pleasut' to
me back, write at her
one
ot
ot
and action
those pictures
table, even
tgr the cast-off garments
l.eut/e in which a myriad of events are she had worn, to use the
perfumes she had
pictured as going on at the same time— loved in her life—perhaps to go up into
when mi eye was irresistibly drawn that ploy-room where she had
p!aved as a
toward a mirror and i saw--good (iod chilli, and whitlu-r I would follow her.
what did ! -ee'r’ a tall, straight, female
I was lilted out ol m\ -elf.
1 went on,
ligui'e, covered with a profusion cl light 1 knew not how, up the garret stairs; nor
1 saw the dead Oertrude, stepped w
hair.
[ much astonished when 1 tound on
lYom her grate, tin- very presentment id the topmost landing the little embroiderthe pieture 1 had so often studied. Site ed, spangled slipper which 1 had missed
was leaning on the balusters of the grand
lrom my closet shell'.
I went on toward the pleasant be,|.room
staircase, and the image was reflected
1
or
mirrors
for
three
could
which was curtained by the wisteria vine
through two
1
stood.
She and looked in There she lay, the
not see the staircase where
goldenreached me by reflection !
haired (iertrude of the picture, sleeping
The horror was so great that 1 do not on the bed in the corner. This was no
1 am sure 1 trick of the
know how long 1 looked.
imagination, for on one foot
saw her start to go, and 1 know 1 tollowed
was the companion slipper to Ihe one I
her. 1 lost sight ol both mirror and stair- lii'ld in my baud, ller breathing was
regcase Indore 1 reached the door, but cerular and soft, and the color of youth and
I
heard
a
door
shut
at
the
of
the
was
on
her
health
cheek
and
top
tainly
lip Tear
stairs as 1 reached the lower step. It was seemed to depart out of me. I approachUm door ol Mr. Ayscough's apartment,
and
tool;
ed
hold ot the hand which lav
flic vision was gone, but two senses had outside the light coverlid. \o sooner had
and
!
heeli appealed to
I touched it than it grasped mine like a
sight
hearing
bail sense enough to open the front door,
T liis being, ghost or live woman,
vise.
I
and
then
sound my whistle,
dropped started up and held me fast.
When 1 resumed mv conscioussenseless.
■Who and what are you ?” said 1.
Thu priness ! found myselt on the sola.
A woman, like yoursell, answered the
vate watchman was bending over me, and
ghost “Have pity on me
1 told him my store.
“And why are you here- -what does it
“You’re getting a brain fever, ma’am." mean T'
said he; “you’re alone too much: you
“Do not look so frightened,” said she;
li
must try tor a little more company,
1 like you very much; you and 1 have
you aw a woman goin’ up stair- we’ll lived together jail summer. I have heard
soon catch her: but 1 guess -he was here,"
1 know l
you talk with Hr. Ayseongh
So, summoning Lightened you about the ghost
1 found
tapping his* forehead
some of his brotherhood, we went to Mr
out the first night w cann
In-re how
which
found
we
locked, much 1 looked like the picture of the dead
Ayscough's rooms,
every thing undisturbed : the portrait was lady, and 1 have copied hei dress so that
Was
it
true she I could use the likeness to tee best advanin its aeeu-tomed place.
had stepped from it to come and speak to tage if ever 1 should be caught
But I
me' (>r had my brain furnished that tall, have
overslept, myselt and have boon
white figure'
caught at last1 It does not much matter
< M course it was the latter, and I did not
I am sick
1 shall not last long.
ButJ
intend to be conquered by such an illusion. must go’ It is almost time tor rchersal.
1 had an interview with a phy-ueian. who Ferdinand is
waiting for me hot me g,
told me that these things w ere not uncom
How could I grow so careless
moil,
“Dot you go,” said 1, “out of this house
“It is vert natural, my dear madam,"
Never!
thief1
know
not
Burglar
■

j

-aid tlie doctor, “that you should have in- what !"
vited tin- particular appearance, both by
No, neither.
Tome with me to Mr.
tour hat ing h mked so much at. the picture,
A\ -cough's rooms
Tverv jewel, everv
•md lit tom after conversations with Mi
bit of silver i- safe.
1 have taken nothing
Avseough on Spiritualism. You did not j but some paper, and that is all here You
know how much lodgment these topics ■hall have it, but you must let me go. We
We never know are the acrobat you have often been to
had made m your brain
until the time is past how a tiling has see
1 would hear arrange in the morntaken root. Now I advise you to leave ing with your nephew to come and see
this house and travel. Alter your course us m the evening.
Then I would look
of life, and you will not be troubled bt
for vein good, kind eyes and gray
hair in the audience, ami 1 would think
specters.”
After talking with the doctor, 1 deter- ‘Nile little knows how intimate we are,’
mined to icumin: 1 did not leei that this and 1 would laugh at tiie thought. Xovv
was a thing to lie afraid of.
My natural come and ’"-re that i am no thief, and then
courage came to my relief, and 1 deter- let me go
mined to stay and light mv battle on the
So Mie took me down
f.
■

same

Richard returned, heard my

field.

story, and was very much amused
that his prosaic relative should have had a

ghost

vision.

I went

life, and

on

saw

with my work, lived
no

more

mv

old

i knew 1

ghosts,

could conquer my nerves, it 1 had any, but
I was -, erv glad when Mi Avseough came
to

1871.

spend

a

lew

days.

The next morning alter his arrival, however, he came down to breakfast with a
As he
very perplexed countenance.
walked around my writing-table he took
up and examined iny letter-paper. It was
ol the plainest kind, foolscap generally,
and as lie laid it down he laughed rather
nervously and said
1
“.Mrs. Martin. who must iiaril.ni me.
Tou
have met with such a singular loss.
remember my writing-table; ii had a
quantity of note paper with my monogram on it. 1 was in the habit of writing
my notes from here, and last evening I
looked for same and found it all gone.
Of course it is a very trivial question : but
do you know any tiling about it?”
Of course my indignation smothered
every other sentiment. For a moment,
however, 1 remembered that to Mr. Ayseough I was but a poor old woman, whom
Mrs Morton had placed in her house to
take care ot it. and 1 was in the habit of
using a great deal of paper. So he put the
two together and supposed 1 was guilty of
the petty limit.
1 answered him a- calmly as 1 could
that 1 knew nothing about his paper.
lie came again after spending an hour
in his apartments, and asked me to come
and examine them with him After a moment's embarrassment ho began: “1 don’t
know, ill's. Martin, but 1 am sure these
nothtilings are not as i left them. 1 miss
1
ing. hut they have been disturbed These
dresses of Gertrude’s do they not seem to
you to have been displaced—1 could almost saj worn ?”—he turned pale—“1 feel
almost as if she liersell had been here.
There is a certain perfume in the air which
she used to use. Could Nancy have been
fumbling among these tilings!" We called
the house-keeper, who owned to having
swept, but who was above all charges as
to the wearing ot the dresses.
We dismissed poor Nancy and looked
over the valuables. They were intact, not
a jewel had been moved: but not my most
assiduous eloquence could induce Mr. Ayseougli to remove these valuables to a sitter

place.
As 1 was looking
fore leaving them 1

through the
picked up

a

rooms

be-

little

em-

Hhat

into the eye

Knife

in

day.
it

Long Island, there is

at

v\<*s,

not tin' glaring gajht
newspaper otliee that kiii.■• I
crystalline lens. What happened
«■.!, :
may hap- a to any person ol

day

in

eve

a

became

-aving

the

< Mi

must

presenting my

Mill'

concern

self before the i > >etor.
about the dreaded
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e
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ind just
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listen to tin

word, ehloroioriu; the right
t.otaily blind, and tin* cataract in
the lclt w a- almost total' m operation
was
inevitable. It. cm no? last long, I
thought, as l braced m.-dt i the chair
e\e was

many as 7,4Id, or roughly speaking,
three out of every four, live to be twenty
years of age. In England only b.t>27, so
in the
live, or 78? fewer than in Norway
United States hoy’s have nearly a- go. -I a
chance of life as in England, while girls
have not. But in France only 0,022. or
scarcely more than one out of two. reach
twenty. While in Ireland no more than
4,8oo, or actually less than one out of two.
attain that age.
More suprising -till are
the statistics regarding old age.
Out of
the same 10,OW, tor example, we learn
that in Norway 2,487, more than one out
ot three, reach seventy : in England almost
one out of four; in the United Stales, still
as

splashing rivnli Is bursting through t
.,!.
rustic bridge-: by minialiiiv
turning miniature mill-wheels; by liattd
tore and tin a
some statuary, placed
o

over

ea-,

-collided corners, where, you atm.
; ind by a larg. lake d
with islands, who a rustic b..a:-h

i.

..

laeni unaware-

it- shores and
waters.''

a

fleet of smaii boat

n

i
A Waumni; \ •
Jinlg. i i l.r
in Brittau -i,nTu;tere. m
Providence,'' says : ••Winn my friend I b
11
John 1'. (i ray wa a 1: • 1
I :
fifteen years old lie was cmpf \
clotli tin tory, wIii'ii* il was par! "i :
■

w

1

riting

■

duty

to

which

attend

was

particular

to

tie

dyeing

ippu

in an adjoining huihl nj.
tend 111-■
business w:t- :

•'

dye-kettle and u, I
whereby the doth -h uld rev \
< >n.• d,
wheel through the t|\ e
thus employed he heard a \ ie.
I.
him, •(io out of the hu d:i .g
I
swei'ed, "what shall I go mil lm
doit.’ Alter a little while Insaid to him. -tio out ol this liuilding, I
i
lit
vou.’ Again he answered. 'Uli.it
1 tell you I’m not gmng
do that fori1
I do it.’ Again, an interval of lime pa
and the voiee sael liior.mie-tly. •(.
of this liuilding. I tell you. inner I. tt.
< In out
i i. out
-Well he replie I. I
and
won’t quarrel about it. 1 11 go out
under tin.'

■

■

■

1

broidered slipper, of which 1 could not
find the mate, but 1 showed it. to Mr. Ayseough, asking him if it could have fallen
out ot one of the trunks, lie took it and
looked at it long and earnestly, and finally
said that he thought it had belonged to a
costume that Gertrude had worn in some
private theatricals in F lorence. It did not
look to me exactly like the slipper of a
lady, but this explanation seemed to give
it a place.
1 took it out of the room with
When the doctor came I was past speech
me, absently, and threw it oil a shell oi or action. In the delirium of a brain fever
I passed the next month.
my own closet.
When Mr. Ayseough arrived he read my
As August, with its dull heat, came on,
I yielded to Kichard’s solicitations and letter, 'idle doctor
says his tury surpassed
went with him to the seaside tor a lew all description. I do not wonder! to have
nothing to wreak his vengeance upon but
days.
When 1 went back to my lonely charge a feeble old woman, battling in the idiocy
1 had a great lit of
literaiy industry to of a brain fever.
make up for my long and to me unexpectYes; yes! there were the acrobats!
ed vacation at the sea-shore. With a sort They were to be iound and punished,
of sense of duty neglected, I went, one They, the miserable disturbers ot his hoday, my rounds over the house. As I de- liest solitude, the invaders of his dearest
scended to the lower regions 1 found Nancy privacy, he would wreak his vengeance on
quite agitated over a discovery which she them!
had made outside the door. The wisteria
The doctor, sitting by my bedside,

A

the D'dawa -e
the border ot' Mordent' wpurehased l.spi' acres of land, on yvh:
It wa a mag: :
lie erected hi< palace
f m e
eon; house lor those day-, built
w i: ii
and eovered yvit.li white pla«tei
d w
slanting root, high dormer
under til* bn >■
narrow ••bull s eye-'
sloping eaves, heavy oaken window hut
tot's and broad doorway-, yvitlt wood a
lint iii-nlc u-,
columns on each side.
grand staircasp and great reeepl >u
dining rooms, and huge lirepl.e-e wi,:
marble mantels, sculptured with marvel
Ions workmanship, and bed.ham i.-r n
with rarest tapestry and inugnili 'em
paintings, some by the very ido-t i.f the
t.-l
old masters, and most of them pi.
-uia
to Joseph in his regal days by lii1 he gn und
«. ardinal Feseh
out
in the most pictures.[ite. sty
Joseph’s favorite retreat- of h- m
id r.
prosperous days. The monareli
served at letist his princely tasti w h.
lire
threw tf his imperial pretension
died walks and drives led in a ben hd.
iug maze through thickly loliaged ait..n
and deep woods; oyer sharp. .-Id hi'
whence the silver I h'law are w ibl
.-a
for miles stretching away to ta.
down into fresh, dewy valley-, y, j-

j

aught

yi

••

li 1*

me

I’ai.

lb in u* vuri

Appleton's on ••doseph Bonaparte
»ti a heavily
Jersey” says:

all that need

give

■

■
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with me, and 1 had let one
ot them go—a
pretty protectress I! i can
not remember how 1 did it. but l know 1
wrote a telegram to Mr. Ayseough and
sent Naney for the doctor. I know I wrote
aiso a letter, for it is before me.
"Mr. Ayscokih. Yesterday in visiting your
apart incut 1 became convinced that some intruder had been meddling with your inkstand.
I will confess to you that I have hern the victim
ot superstitious fears, and that I believed once
that I saw the* ghost of your wife. I was weak
enough to feet these fears come over me again.
As I searched about the rooms, half in terror,
I observed the little garret door swing gently
open. 1 ascended to !imi a woman sleeping in
tin* nursery bed. So astonishing was ilie likeness to Gertrude's picture, that I still believed
I saw a wraith.
■1 took the hand, however, of a live woman,
li was the acrobat Rosalind, now performing at
Blakely Theater. She and her husband having
gained access to the garret rooms in tile early
summer by means ut the wisteria vine, have
lived there ever since.
“She has taken
nothing. I have lei her escape. forgive me and forgive her. she seems
half-crazed
a
poor creature, and I have a fellowfeeling for her.
“Mary Martin.

■

1

and the knife descended
A few shiPful
whirl- and the deal lens was cut, the
blade was drawn out, and tin water of tin*
e\
trickled down mv cheek an ins eited
unresistingly
j maeUtrom which swept the eve's inhabitant- to death in space
the lower rooms. Possessing herself ot
beyond their sky.
file pain had not been that of a mosquito
the kejs she unlocked the trunks and
showed me the sparkling diamonds, the
sting. There had been tin smallest possible puncture ot tin* horny miter covering
pearls, the silver which were indeed all
ot tin- eye, known in the books
the
there, intact. She then looked longingly
cornea : and mn* under tin* thin, transin the other trunks. “Ah r"‘ said she, “1
do love luxury 1 wish 1 could take some
parent -avers, of tin* cornea, the knife
touched only tin? dead crystalline lens.
1 am no vulgar
of these dresses' But no
•s" far as
thief!"
sensibility was concerned, ii
! might as well have cut a corn on the fool
How did you get in this house?" at
“Now.-'
id the Dot tor, a.-, in* carefully
last 1 touinl voice to say:
restored the gem •*! a knife to !-is -ate, a
“Uh, we climbed by the wisteria vine,
new aqiie< u- hum »r, like that
w hich
tm
it was nothing to us; we often live in de- men
only, one out of four—a tritle higher
lowed the >b-c 1 out f \ our e\
will bum
serted houses in summer; a lortress is no than
in France 1.77b, or about
England:
*
stronger than its weakest point. We are one out of 8 1-2; and in Ireland only -Si.L, in four lours and begin h d -solve tti
acrobats; we go over roofs, up vines, into I or one out of 11 1-2.
If this table is to be dead lt’ii t Ait l ha e cut ami 1 wi-b \ mi
windows easily ; but i must go. You will depended upon, we tints learn that ot all i,o take you* case and Pee high, -«• Thai
lind a little place under the fence where countries in the world Norway oilers the ymir sy.-tcin may absorb the icu- a> last is
the upieous humor dissolve- i
At nightfall newborn child Lite best chance of
What i
we have removed a board.
long
Doe?
we would creep in, and then ascend the
ing high, th
And mean by
life; while Ireland offers the worst
vine. We always went out at the front France universally admitted to intaiplained, **i- that you shall take plentv of
door when possible and that was often, ns soil and climate are concerned one ct nourishing tool, such, for xainple, as
n et-leaks
and oat-nn a!
a
d
cream."
as you went to walk, or were shut up in
the most favored regions of the earth
the dining-room, or library. We know oilers but little better chance titan Bo- Then he told tin* >tmw t• f the Highlander
wno navmg been numtiM witu Ur. .bmuhow to watch our chance, both within and land.
-on’s spiteful definition of oat-meal—“food
without. Never was a city house so shelA Departed Don
The New York Idr men in Scotland and for horses in
tered from outside observation as this
\ ou have
no neighbors in the intrusive
correspondent of the- Boston Journal l-ii“ aud"—retorted with. Ami what line
We have unfastened a window or writes: “Don Bartolemc Blanco lied a imr.ses they have in Knglaud and what
sense.
two out ot which we could always drop short time ago and left three million- to linemen in Scotland."
Briefly, the Docint the garden. You have been a placid he disposed of by will. 11 is will was made tor. bade me cat food lit for the human
and kindly hostess to two people who love in 184o. Nearly all his relatives are in stomach, instead of the paving-stone soup
\ believe mo, madanie, we could
Spain, and to obtain the benefit of his will and brick-bats that are srned on New
have frightened you out of your wits !”
they must all come to America and reside Ym k tableBlanco was a great Catholic and
She darted up stairs and returned like here.
-Tlie dissolving of a bead lens s the
lightning, went to Air. Ayscough’s table loyal to the church, lie left $0011 each to I eye. aid the Doctor, stealthily punching
But
and gathered som more sheets of paper, every Catholic church in the city.
a bundle of needles into my
spinal column,
rolled them rapidly together, took one ot strange enough he left $1,000 in his will “is a slow, tedious
process; but t is safe
my marble hands, and pressing it kindly, to the American Bible Society. 11c was a and sure. It is not practiced by the provery eccentric man, and one of his custom
slipped out ot the door.
fession, because tew patients can Icook its
lie never gave to tardiness and few oculist- can wite-tand
1 was powerless, was queer enough
ics, 1 let her go.
hown the front staircase, out of that hand- street beggars or vagrants. But every the
temptation to gratify their patient
He
some, respectable house she went, and 1 Friday lie drew from the bank s.'>o.
the risk of removing a lens at
taking
had promised to protect it' Two tumblers drew it. in live-cent pieces. These he put
If an oculist has successsiltiny
-ingle
taken a Ion- from one eye by a single
acrobats—gy mnasts—thieves, murder- into a basket and laid on his .le-k at No.
er-, burglars, for
1 knew, had been l.'i William street. Everybody who called
he will
touch the

tellow-imnates

1

■

om-tiiiig assertion taim-d with
Wilkie t'oliin-' oeuii l in “Poor
Mi
finch
Therein Ilcrr Wra
sures J.u.'ida l inch that tin*
operation b>r
cataract
n
almost painlc-I could not
believe a.
Dm. pain or n * pain, there was no
Tin* Doctor would not
escape to me

CllA.sci-.s or Livin'.
A medical yvriter
of eminence has been collecting evidence
as to the
chances of life which children
have, upon being born, in different countries. Out of 10,000 cliildren born it is
found from official statistics that in Norway

1

■

pain
that

ill

impr.w

I
It is .saintn 1 M
Since lie has emain i.
!
self trom the davidl life wlliell a
;
sit-inii ill his prime must !■ a.I, lie
time tn give me the story of hir.
He i- the pioneer of the phyu ||" Inn e made the ei
Anieri
In his youth the miem-e.-p
dally
his toy, and the eye the mystery die
bulged to master, llis earlier ..p.
were
upon the eyes ot fishes: then
operated upon those of insect-, ivpi
quadrupeds, and birds, ami at i aig
upon those of man : but he did imt y.o
tine to touch the human eye until lie ha I
i,..-t
learned now to make Mature ],
motor in the restoration ot vi-i a
\nd
now, on resting alter thirty-eight year
of usefulness, he i- able truthful1 v t -ay
as he does with holiest
pride, 1 never
loft an eye.”

‘^ir,
tid he wit ii emj>li:e i
‘1 never
to-*k a risk, and l will nut begin to take
risk
at my advanced
Ib-idc-.'he
age
*■' tbiui" d.
exhibiting a knife whose intinit'*'-imai blade wa- barelv vi i 1 > 1.• under a
powei mi niagnifyiii'f gla-- ••there i no

Tilev

|

Klliott

sec

and inflammation
be feared
1 1 qtlc-'fcd the j to. t »r 1
rof'Uin

occasionally
long, and extremely swift and poyvertul in tin ii motions. But their blubber is thin and the
whalebone .scant, and they arc- considered
less valuable than the other- of the specie[W illiam II Bideing. in Harper's Magazine for (fetolu r

have

m

pm

,.

mai'mi.

of it head-matter, the value of which will
he explained anon,
finback whales are

spectacle-

vertising agent.

■;

day thirty-one bomb-lances more.each containing half a pound ot gunpowder, were
exploded in him before in- \ ielded. The
monster produced 11-7 barrels of oil, halt

i

•My great old oculist ha\
from active practice. I mat m;
name without suspicion of lie:tig hi-

taint

com in which
patient aivtradilionafter the
ul!y kepi a fortnight «: 1
common operation for cataract.
M\
practice," said the Doctor, in
an wei t"
my question, “dues not confine
the patient at all I will not
operate when
the atmosphere or any thine, in
the
patient system has a tendency to inllam-

Davis mentions a sperm yvliubyy recked two boats and afteryvard charged at tin- ship, tearinit away
the cut-yvater and tite copper sheating
around the bow. Several harpoon lanccand bomb lances were tired into him without effect.
During the night he remained
on
the surface in the vicinity of tinwrecked boats, and was frequently heard
fighting the fragments. On the follow imr

of

eyesight might

dark

Captain

wearing

the eyes. I might ha\
vision was left, and | )< )ssi bl V

to

your work
my lir -1.

penetrate

■

go to m; oculist, right
him and make arrangement- tor you to-morrow, and meantime 1
w ill relieve
you of such dutie- as can not
readily be performed by an amanuen is,
whom the Sim -hall employ to a -At in
1 will

y
m

•■■■

.-

You

ment-

011

■

■

“ibis has gone
long enough. Yon must
'‘* 1'
an oculist at. once, (n*
your eves, may
be irretrievably ruined
by these experi-

which first

’|>cvm.

of tin*

rock-salt and water.

ha/e : the
*ttin«g
sun looked like a sun viewed
through a
-lass covered with a thin coat of lampblack, wn-1 the moon w i~ no longer visible
1 hon Mr Dana at down at
my ■!« -k one

retreating animal, lie drew a-heath
Unite and managed to cut the cord. When
he again come to the surface a boat n i.-ucd
him and conveyed him to flic ship, ILankle yvas broken, and m the presence of
ills men lie set it himself ami tln-n r-- cm
ed his usual duties.

feet

bathing

iinpo-'-ibh
(ias-lights
orangc-<v.!<>r* il di-ksof

the

than

the

common

'1'

■

TJo

namely,

t.
u

nutriment. Vet they might Inn.
saved it I had changed my..ui~
previous to their entire lur'd.,
death. II, when dimness
i
.i•.i,began to manliest itself, I bail in!.
hour a ila\ from my desk .:
w•
it
open air, and at tin -nine to
steaks and that ineompar 11•!• I
meal and cream. 1 might ha
i
I
1
myself against the inshli
death ; and if to good b. i w 1
I
!

ed

■

daiigerouM

■

uni-

tides of the blood have be>m n,
tiie imndreds <*| nr
veins that carry life to the m.
crystalline lenses lieing remote b
vascular system, nnturaliy died o|
to

water, especially that of the sea, is
good lor weak eye-', but useless in a ease
ol cataract.
1 hat demands the knife.
1 In* serpentine
spider-webs which floatin trout ot mv
right c\r were sh>\vly and
imperceptibly 1 *11i(*\vr11 1»v the lading of
all objects that were not distinctIv defined,
and the power of vision in the left was
tar reduced that reading became
yX'ii

he was entangled in the line, and
struggled hard to free himself, Imt before
fie could succeed, he yvas jerked out --It),
siglit of his horrified shipmate' A l>: 'ul
of line yet attached t.> the whale was
around his ankle. Drawing himself nearer

more

if he works

men

in

daylight.

Salt

a

face

are

was

employment,

glasses

solution of

Sag Harbor,

marble monument
bearing a touching record. It i- in the
form ot a broken ship's mast, with an utistranded hawser twisted around the foot,
and engraved upon it are the name- nt six
captains of whale ships belonging to tintown, all of them under thirty years of
age, who died within ten years of each
other, in actual encounter with tin- ministers ot tlie deep.
An old whaleman yvh
had escaped death several times used to
declare that lie only lived ‘‘ on borrowed
time,a monument of t iod’: infinite mere
We may also mention here the
Captain James Huntling us an example
of a xvhaleiuan's endurance.
Hi, boat!
yvas
upset and rolled over him l>v a ia gc
sperm-yvhale. When he rose t-- tin- -uV

even

1
j.

morning

I went to an
optician. Strong
served their purpose for
1 hen the eye
required

eyesight.
cataract

Perils of Whalemen.

pretty cemetery

I

powerful

“the new aqueous humor wiii. lt uili
form will resume the work < f di- -oh ;•••;
t
the little that remains of the lens, md
long hence you may read." A fortnight
later, with the spectacles which 1 mu
wear henceforth, I saw tin- .I of tinminute hand o! niv watch us 1
iw it
in
boyhood. Two months inter I <w i‘.
street lamps straight ahead,
.seen wit'
out. spectacles, every gas jet was a men
cus ot a hundred
lights. I he tn-\t oj,
tiou yielded no pereeptiltle ri'sult at th.
time, but a month afterward 1 read th.newspaper. And so the Doctor's rutting
were repeated from month to month nnti
the field ot vision had been so tar » nInr;■.1
that l began to read manuscripts with tin
right eye, and was ready for tile Do. t.
to begin work on the left
The op. ratii
bad not kept me trotn my w .rk a

My Eye.

has been taken away.
True courage j a while.
something
would not have fainted away; (rue coni'- j >1 greater magnifying power, and I ransacked
would
the
have
the
age
woman, and j
opticians stores, and even emcaught
!
would not hat e had a brain fever
Yet. ployed an expert to make a combination
for ail she cost me, 1 have still a eivat u! leuse>; but all these artifices failed
j
with tin* lapse of time.
tenderness for mv only ghost.
Xext I tried the
turlmcn s panacea tor diseases in horses'
Tlio

a

I laid worked iuee~-anllv
three years hum twelve to f.ml. .n In
a
day, taking no open dr ever.
and eating the innutrition:, indigo
victuals that are served m the hole
I mler sueh u rour-'restaurants.
istenee—a sheer invitation to death
who becomes conscious of
impaired the

vouiagu, nil llmldrai delusion
was taken out of me
by rather au extraordinary experience, I grant; hut still it

In tin'

through

■

A

of

■

■

from Sir. Uomioi’s Nnv York I.oagi
r.j
About three years ago the written telegrams on till! tissue-paper which the Sun
received Irom the office of the New York
Associated Press began to seem dimmer
and dimmer, until at last I felt constrained
to ask the night manager of that institution to he more liberal in
usiug the chemical sheets which supply color in manifoldTheater. The well-known German acrobats.
lie replied that the manilblders inFerdinand and Rosalind, in the performance of ing;
their great flying trapeze act, last evening. variably made more copies ol the telemissed the bar, and fell with terrible .. to grams than were required by the members
the floor. The woman is deuA The man still ot tlie Associated
Press, and that he sent
lingers, suffering terribly. He was noticciI as to the
newspapers none that were not as
being unsteady and nervous when be began,
and the woman was evidently entreating him to plain as though written with a coarse pen
1 did not
stop; hut he would not. She was a beautiful and black ink on white paper
and loving creature, evidently educated above dream tiiat the defect was in
my
failing
her profession: hut the man is said to have been vision.
After some months a fine, fantasa drunken and sullen brute.
This terrible ac- tic cobweb
tracery began to tloat before
cident of course caused an immense sensation.
my righ eye, and on .shutting mv left eye
The large audience immediately dispersed, sail
1
was
mmole to read with tiie right. Then
dened by this dreadlul spectacle. It is to be
hoped that it will bring these aerobatic per- a Irieml said that a Mini was growing over
formances into disfavor lor a longtime."
m.V right eye. Instead, however, of a
I never saw Mr.
Ayscough again; but dim covering the eye. it was the death of
he left me a handsome present. I after- the crystalline lens within the
Then
eye
ward had reason to believe that he gave it became evident that blindness was
the unfortunate acrobat a decent and creeping upon me.
Christian funeral.
The remedies that lricnds oifered were
1 never attempted
again to live alone in varied and numerous. The first tested
a
great house, nor do I flatter myself a was that which suggests itself to overv
wotuau

■

he

pupil, becoming a gauze again
“Never mind,” said the Doetoi

NUMBER 11.

heard his infuriated words, and at the
same time
glanced over the morning
paper,
“Stop, Mr. Ayscough," said ihe old gentleman, “your indignation is just ami
natural, but the power of revenge is taken
from you
A greater than we has spoken.
•Vengeance is mine.’saith the Lord.” And
he read the following paragraph :
leaf
“Horrible Accident at the Blakely

a

tin! know what fear was.
But 1 laughed
aloud when my dear friend Mrs. Morton
asked me il 1 should he afraid to live in
her beautiful house alone during the sum-

■

try returns, a cross between Brown
in I
Whit. Brahmas, or White
and Dark Brahmas, will pay
tio.
than any other stock.
The
.leathers and matures earlier,

He took me out ot an evening, vine, which I had noticed as carrying its
perhaps three limes a week. I remember brave luxuriance front the ground to the
being very much charmed by a pair ot chimneys, looked faded and cut, as it some
acrobats, a man and a woman, who were blight had passed over it. it had long
entirely independent ot the law of gravi- passed its blossoming, and was in that
tation, and who sailed through the air dark green, rather dusty condition which
“on the dying trapeze” with all jhe aplomb city vines assume when the summer has
and tearlessness of birds, liiehard used to nc'. rly gone. It did look faded and broken.
laugh at me as I, night alter night, declared Pephaps some animal had run across it,

I had from childhood that low order ot
courage which consists in not knowing
what tear is.
It was an imperfection ot
nature which was unnecessarily lauded at
the expense ot my brothers anti sisters,

who, having

OCTOBER 8,

merits.

e saw but the
peace, the blossoms white.
And the hunch of ripened w heat.

From tin* Aldiuc lor

■

s

Wheat.

My Only

■

■! While Leghorn breeds are
h-'. mi' and limsi valuable in order
wti. h w e have named them
i
tin- viiia ref who wishes early chick:i
.d
egg- tin- Dark Brahma is.
in si. eithei lull bred or
'. t;
grade,
;
j(articular as to the purity
I
but wishes the greatest

BELFAST, MAINE, THURSDAY,

o bent to-day o'er a outlined
The chemists ol’ this country and those !
form.
And our tears fell softly down;
ol Europe have often analyzed almost I
W i* looked our Iasi on tin*
aged face.
every kitld ot cattle food for the purpose i \\ itb its looks of
peace, its patient gran1.
of ascertaining the nutritive value each
And hair like a silver crown.
one contained. Taking good meadow hay
Wo touched our own to the clay cold hands,
as the standard by which all other kinds
From lite’s long labor at rest;
ot cattle food is compared, I see that And
among the blossoms white and sweet
of
the
chemists
some
tind one pound ot We noted a hunch of
golden wheat
<
to
about six and three-fourths
htsped close to the silent breast.
hay equal
of beets, and that others tind three and The blossoms
whispered of fadeless gloom.
one-half pounds of beets equal to one ot
Of a gloom where fall no tears ;
hay. “Now. who shall decide when doc- The ripe wheat told of toil and care.
tors disagree
Without making a deci- The patient waiting, the trusting prayer,
The garnered good of the years.
sion. let us add the two extremes
together,
\\ < know not what works her hands had found,
which will amount to ten and a
quarter.
W hat rugged places her feet;
Ibis divided by two. the number of docWhat cross was hers; w hat blackness of nigh*:
us live and
tors,

M-

-•

The Doctor thought it prohub
might find the Feus not hard
!
to be permanently
poshed a dde
enough
and the use of the knife showed him to lie
right, h'or ten minutes subsequent to the
operation the branches of t
in. the
street, the signs across the w iv and th.
print of the books on the Doctor's tab
presented themselves with distin.-tue
and then the semi-liquid sul-stanc. t t
dead tens returned to its place
it

Republican Journa l.

Keep.

1'he question i> often asked, “Which
.. ■1: poultry arc the best ?” and it is
pretty difficult question to answer; for
there are so many different conditions in
which the fowls are to be
kept, and so
odifferent breeds ot poultry, that al'i

I ahead.

II
so he stopped his work and went out.
had to ascend a few steps to gel mu. eei
he hardly reached the upper steps |„-i
the who;.- building fell, and enisled |.
pieces tie kettle, furnaee. end v
where lie had been at work

The St Louis Republican rel iti
Smith .Miller, of (db
tollowing
county, ind., represented his distriet
Congress W hile he was in emigre-

fully

i ;
other,
hardly
operation,
Inthat.day between certain hours got live the peril lrom the sympathy ot the eyes is
cents. Ills ofiiee resembled a hogshead of
great. Besides, in the extraction of the purchased a magnificent service of -dlv.
sugar with Hies around it. All the vagrants lens, an operation in which,"’ the Doctor plate, which made liis table shine dm in
in the city knew the habits ol the old man continued, with a
tinge ol bitterness in his frequent ceremonies of hospitality
and availed themselves of his bounty, lie bis tone,
"thirty per cent, ol all the eyes At his death, a few years ago. he lelt the

on

so

a sort of transcendental Catholic
II.wanted everybody to be in the line
Church, it they would not be they might
go to heaven their own way.

cut are lost, vision i- not restored in per- service of silver to one of his two son-,
Those boy
have
fection for the iris is often destroyed, and the one fir-t married
so much of the cornea is cut to let out the
been watching each other -harp as hawks
dead len- that the live transparent layers ever since. Each wanted the diver, and
which fmm the cornea can not be perfect- each wanted a good wife, while complying;
A Short Courtship and a II veer M u:- ly joined in healing.
In ray practice of with the conditions of the old man’s will.
uiage. Fouryearsago a broad-shouldered,
dissol ing the crystalline lens in the It was not so easy a thing to do after all.
bronzed ranchman of California, who was aqueous humor, I avoid these tremendous : A tew days ago P M. J. Miller, the eldest
in Detroit on route to v isit bis parents in risk-, and instead ol consigning the pa ! son, slipped oil’ to Evansville on an errand,
Massachusetts, entered the dining room of tieni to a dungeon to an ait the healing ot and while there married Mis- Ada Marlin,
But the younger.
a hotel, fell in love with the pretty girl
the wound. 1 send him to his home or to at 1.30 o’clock I'.yi.
who waited on him at the table, and as lie his business with the assurance that with- Hugh Miller, was on the watch, lie took
ol the
was about leaving requested an interview
in three or four hours Mature will close .Miss Roxie Wilson before a Justice
with her. At a later hour she met him the puncture in the cornea, and do the Peace and was married to the w oman it
When P.
in the parlor and received an offer of the
10.30 'o’clock A.M., same day
healing as only she can do it."
ranchman’s hand and heart and abundant
Six operations were performed, and M. J. Miller and wife arrived at the tamih
worldly goods. She said she would con- seven mouths passed before the lens had residence in Princeton they immd Hugh
sider his proposition and give him an an- been sufficiently reduced by dissolution to Miller and wife already there, and the
swer at the breakfast table.
During the gi\e me tin power of dimly defining ob- table spread with the family silver for the
I pon comparing notes it
night she thought the matter ov er serious- jects through the right eye. Then the wedding feast.
ly, and when in the morning she took her progress ot dissolution became less snail- appeared that Hugh was married three
eccentric lover’s order, and he asked in a paced, and within Hie next few months hours before his elder brother, and the
low tone “Are you going to California?” pure light entered over and around the heirloom therefore passed into hi- hands.
she repled “\res,” and then went for beef- dissolving and gradually vanishing lens.
Miiiikn ntonnng there came over the
steak and potatoes. A few days ago there But the
obstructing lens still kept its Great Western
road on its war West, a
about the streets of Dehumor,
were seen
in the center of the
was

J

riding

troit a liappy-looking wife and mother,
with a eurlv-headed boy in her arms, and
the ranchman by her side

A little four-year-old boy just beginning
to learn the catechism, and who bears a
striking resemblance to his uncle, was

asked by his mother, “Who made you?"
He answered “Dod made me.” “In whose
image?” “Uncle Jim’s,” answered the

boy.

aqueous
the pupil, first, like a pall, and
then like a curtain of gauze, as it became
thinner and thinner, and then almost transparent. The space through which pure
light entered at one side of the ey e was
affording from month to month

place

covering

widening,

additional proof

of the certainty ot restoThen arose the desire to hasten
the golden day ot light by pushing aside
remained of the opaque lens, that
being the only obstacle to vision straight
ration.

what

trunk which made the hair of the baggagi
smashers stand right up. It was tltim
tour inches long, three feet wide, and was
made of solid boiler iron, an eighth
ot an inch thick. The handles were of
iron, riveted on with great bolts, and the
lid was fastened down with an immense
padlock. On one end of the trunk was
painted the words: “She can stand it !'
and on the other, “more coming
[Detroit Free Press.

THAT SCANDAL.
Curt Lr* ter from Theodore Tilton.

A

York, Oct.

New
has the

11 raid

I'll

I'heodore Tilton—

in

171 LtVIXiiSTON Street. 1
linoiilvl.VN. Oct. 3, 1871.
S

N>>

Editor ot nit: Herald:—1
co r jlist learned from the Brooklyn papers (Inn net as yet in any other way),
l i:.t Mr. John Winslow, disti; a attorney
nut a member of the Plymouth t'hureh
«.'Mimittce ol investigation and the author
their untrue and unjust report, has
used liis official position to procure against
a criminal indictment for
i1
libelling his
lent, the Bov. llenty Ward Beecher,
i he pubiie will recollect that in the spring
et i■s7:i, Mi
William F. West, a member
■t the Plymouth church, formulated and
'pounded against me the charge ol
mdering Mr Beecher specifically in
thi' that 1 had accused him of criminal
.:tiuacy with Mrs. Elizabeth Tilton. Mr.
Beecner had then an opportunity and iunation ;o convict me ot libel, if I was
But instead of accepting the
guilty.
aai.cnge lit* declared to his assembled
ngrogation that he "had no charge to
I

1 in

o

■

■

aake

against me."
Again, the accusation of Mr Beecher's
adultery was repeated m my "sworn

itcment" to the investigating committee
Juh last but it did not elicit a prosealien tot lil.ei
Again, last summer Mr
An. J
(.ay nor. a stranger equally to Mr
:
ocher and myself, lonnally
a

s!

lodged

miplaint against me for libeilBe, .her lor exposing his guilty
itniKiey with Mrs I ilton. But instead
t
mg this occasion to test the truth
: mi
accusation, Mr Beecher and his
i.dr i attorney
exerted themselves to
,-ss the unwelcome prosecution
.le.i.a:

Mt

lliese

\ 11<•:

opportunities.

successive

iu 1 ly avoided
by the pastor ot Ply
'iitli l hurcli. t" prosecute me for libel I
I.
ii.-iv justified in
asking the public to
'i'biitc tic
present tardy indictment

the fact that the Plymouth
a
■uiinittee's report, drawn by Mr.
A
"W
lias tailed to command popular
•de.iiami that Beecher and his district
■■'
ii. \
have t mud that they have now
u-l

me

to

■

ivfu

the

desperate attempt to
position of an apjiarent

.save

in the

in-

ac.■

■

miual. and so to discredit me in the
...I of
my ease by loading me in advance

the

indicted witness
tin- exigency, I deem it my duty solemnar.d with a full sense of my responsibly to r.-aflirni the literal -and absolute
"nth ot my charge against the l’ev. 11.
A
l''.'''c!icr
t" reassert the literal and
ilute tal'ity
ot the special pleas
bv
Mi

obloquy

of

an

Ii I. h

lie has vainly sought to exculjiate
.Hi-, t
1 promptly accept the issue.
'.Ini'
.actant A tendered me. and to the
■
d mat there may be no delay in the de.ol the c.uitroyersy 1 demand
an
immediate tri il.
In k< n»oi: i: 1 n.To.v
a

■

11

I

I HO

'til'

'inii.r.ix

-Mii.

Ai.

VISSI

m i

ni.i:

Til.TON

aM>

nr.roi!!:

the

.i:am> .11 in.

\i u A.U!K.
o
Hev. llenrv Ward
i".- hci appeared before the Grand Jury
'■•
morning in regard to the indictment
1 heodoiv I ilt.nr
The indictment yeas
•r. pared and read to Mr. Beecher, and he
■ml ii w as
irred.
The document set
th that . Theodore Tilton
wickedly
I maliciously wiili intent to injure and
mdaii/c l.’r-v 11 \\ Beecher in his
good
■

and character, subjecting him to
nteniju and disgrace, and provoke him
and ids friends to commit a breach ot the
peace, published on or about Sept. 18th or
aus.-d t" be iuddi-hed a false, scandalous
m i malicious
libel concerning him
A
rtion ol the libellous article referred to
w
ai
alleged commission of adultery
with Mr- Kii/abeth Tilton: au assertion
■-• the doubttul
paternity of a child born
ii owing war.
The Grand Jury also
■d i" Mr Ib-eelier a second indiciment
m~t frank i> Moulton which is wordinilar to that found against Tilton.

ITHI.ISIIKD

KVKRY THURSDAY

MuliNINYi

nun aTm mm really see true
i.i tile worship ol sentiments.
Plymouth church deserves credit for tlie
a
-.'to
w.hi which she sustains her
although, we are apt to tear, her
" m
ei-s ha e not lost their
disposition to
i-i
Mr. Beecher rather than Jesus
■

Whatever

1

comes

Mr.

Beecher

ger h*el that lie i s on the ‘ragon the rock of
edge, but
im uth atleeiions
It is pleasant to see
nic
people win believe in some one,
:
Mi
Beecher should feel that he is
I among men—at least, as men
oi

standing

I

■

cm t

min

hristianitv.

The Bangor Trotting Park Races.
■!

it.

tie
te

tin- 'ecciml dayot the fall meetRanger 1 rotting Tark Associa-

devoted to

trotting in

the foreiuton

ii; tin- afternoon.
The horses
“ >'d at
o'clock lor the conelu:
.a m,sited races of 1 hursdav.
first 1'ia-s tor horses that have
rum

live heats had already
tt'd vith
Lady West, Hiraiu
11
tin',
and Ked .Jacket to start lor
h*
>t.
hc-at. Lied Logan and
Andoyne
hat iiia‘ tviin a
hetu
in
the
five.
.ngic
\v;t- :akeu bv Ladv West
■in
'"tenth by Red Jacket in
_rhti. and ninth heats by Hiram
•' and •. H l-l
The first money
i"
by Hiraiu Dyer; Lady West,
lied Jacket, the third; and
Amt, ;ln fourth.
tie t ace tor horses that have
beaten
mtc'. lour heats had been trotted
i:
-lay Lmpemr 'William and Jim
•m il
having one and Honest Harry
1 in- tntJi limit and first money yvere
if'THoliest Harry; time. 2.il.S ; hmim
se md ; Jim Fisk
third
<Dive Logan, f.iurth.
I race, commenced Friday and
no c-tcil
Saturday atternoon. resulted
■eton tor Ludlow, who
won the
third and fourth heats,
Charley
*1
winning the first The third heat
‘1 -rate time—2:3i$
the
best
1-4,
'at made in tinmeeting 'Lhe last
to at iva- trotted in 2 ;:!4 1-2.
In the trot
1

•'*;ii

■

1

:t"

n.-at' were

eiass on
trotted

.Saturday only

five

Amy won the "first,
Hiram Dyer the second,
Lady West the
Ann was tlieu withdrawn and
1.1 Iv West won the lourtli heat.
Ano•■•
-ioti the tilth heat, ami
then, on uo'•■t
t tin
darkness, the conclusion ot
w:i'

:i>

postponed

ii'-n the

to

Monday

morn-

heat in the 2 :4u
..i" w.is
trotted, and won liy Lady West
> 1;.',
giving her the race; Anodyne
•'■•■ 'ceoiid.
In the afternoon in the 2.40
a— Honest
Harry won in three straight
it- I. 2 ■■>. 2
4
4. 2.JO 1-2; Emperor
«

A

concluding

second.

.'am

LJie

eoneluding

race

demonstrated that

tlie Kellogg
(Iovernment was simply the creation of a
drunken judge, and that it derived no -up-

Having

port Iromtiie

pendent

but

entirely deFederal bayonets, (iovernor

on

was

surrendered the State to the
forceThe Washington

McKnerv

1’nited

people,

States

authorities then called upon Kellogg to
resume the inactions he had previously
though unwarrantably exercised, but he
protessed to believe that his life w as in

danger and

tor several

refused to

days

leave the shelter of the custom house
walls, Now surrounded by 1. S. troops,
and with New Orleans under the guns ol
naval squadron, lie again .-its in the
gubernatorial chair of Louisiana, placed
there tor the second turn* by the strong
arm "l the Federal (Iovernment and iu
defiance ot the will of the people of the
a

Mate as

The

expressed

.it

the

polls.

ot recent events in Louisiana

course

has been tar from satislactory to certain
Republican leaders, notably to lieu Hutler,
who is burning to again distinguish (or
extinguish) himself on the battle-held.
The ■•new rebellion" in the South proved
to be no more than a peaceful movement
on the part of the people ot Louisiana to
regain that of w hich they had unlawfully
and unjustly been deprived
The ‘war
of races" hail no existence save in certain

cNli'nuilliiLc ill.

lie

•■-

iiluriM

r:u

throughout

length

and breadth ot the

South, vanished like the mists of the morning before a tropical sun. And now in
the parishes of Louisiana the colored
voters are joining forces with the conservatives for the coming election, and
the White League is to be rechristcned
and reorganized
to

man

so as

membership.

to admit the black
All this is gall and

wormwood to certain Radicals, and to the
baggers who have fattened on he
prostrate South like vultures on the corpses
of the slain. They would far rather have

carpet

Kellogg precipitate a tierce conflict
than retreat as he did to the custom house.
They would have gladly witnessed the
seen

war

of races

ed

have

;

they

gleefully

so

eontidently predict-

seen—ol

course

from

distance—the streets of New Orleans red
with blood. This would have given them
a new lease ol life and fresh
opportunities

a

tor

plunder, whereas

nearly

now

their

race

i>

lint despite their manipulaWashington, their retainers to
leading Republican Congressmen, and all
the aid the
Attorney General could give
them, things did not turn out as they
run

tions in

wished, and the coming session ot Congress will in all probability see Louisiana
once more

in the hands of its

own

Senator Seliurz in a recent

people.

lengthy

and

elaborate speech at St. Louis, upon national and State questions, reiterated liis

opinions expressed in the Senate that the
Kellogg Government is a usurpation; and
alter

reviewing the

present situation

went

to say—
lint tile-gn at wrong was commit'ed
before;
ii wii- when a Federal Judge,
palpably uversiepping the limits of bis jurisdiction and perpetrating an outrage without precedent in our
liNtory, was supported by the power of the
National Government, in'an act of virtualh
creating a State Government, which lunl nil
legal evidence of election by the people. Ii was
when, even alter the President had confessed
Ins doubt, that Congress
neglected to undo the
usurpation, and to make room for those who
had jirtma facia evidence of an election hi the
people. The wrong was committed even before
that, and in more States than Louisiana; it was
when the Federal office holders in the
South
were permitted to
use
their authority and
prestige as a power in a partisan c onflict, and
tor the <*uppert and
perpetuation of partisan
Mat.* Governments, the most
rapacious and
that
ever
corrupt
disgraced a Republican
country. It was when the keeping of the
Southern States was deemed more
than that they should have an honestimportant
and constitutional government.
on

grand -yveepstakes, with

and till

to

start.

fright.

A Humor comes lrora
that
a ( alii net otlicer has talked with the
President and is convinced that he has no intention of lieing a candidate for a third
term
That the Cabinet officer is coni' ieced is
delightful to know, but why a
< abi net officer alone Q
Here is the President
opportunity tor a statement, which
,t would be an act of
in him

Washington

to

withhold

ingratitude

the

people

of Louisiana

a

fair
its
The

Radical

The suit ol

majority
the Senate, and labored
earnestly and
effectively to prevent any action by that
body which would be unfavorable to him.
So that
practically the President alone is
in

responsible for the usurpation
ana, and

this

in Louisi-

he

will be
responsibility
called upon to bear when lie
presents
himself as a third term candidate.
J lie “compromise” which
we arc told

Rale in the South.

building the Belfast rail- falsehoods against the South, and for
against Axel I lay lord, formerly fomenting, through its agents, disturbpresident of the company, will bo heard ances in that unhappy region. On the
tnis afternoon in the United States Circuit one hand it is hoped to rekindle the embCourt. Misappropriation ol the contrac- ers of sectional hatred as a means of pertor's funds to the amount of eight or ten petuating Radicalism, and on the other
thousand dollars is charged. The trial to divert public attention from the deeppromises to be a very spicy one and of rooted and wide-spread corruption which
special intc rest in Belfast.
pervades every branch of the GovernBradbury & Bradbury bring the suit, ment. Rut this well-worn cry of “Klu-

contractors lor

road,

and W. II. McUellan of Belfast. Strout ol

Klux,” revived just before an election,
but heard at no other time, has grown

Portland, and Nickerson ol Boston defend.
Messrs. Willson, Tennant and Dana are
C
B. Hazeltine.
Col. Wildes.
Joseph Williamson, Seth U. Milliken. W.
II. Simpson. M. Cooper, (leo. B. Ferguson,

stale from frequent usage and must soon
be relegated to the receptacle tor dead

here.

slanders; while

in directing, as now,
public attention to the South, Radicalism
is simply placing potent weapons in the

II. N. Lancaster. Raymond S.Rieh, Abner
Monroe Young, Henry Wy-

(iilmore.

hands of its opponents. The condition ot
many of the Southern States is indeed
deplorable, but it is Radical rule that
brought them to that condition, in Louisiana, the government chosen by the peo-

man, David Houston and others are present as spectators or witnesses.
II was thought a settlement might be
lunt. but a trial now appears certain
The

Fitck-Sherman

l*oor »Jenkins!

ple lias

Wedding.

It was Imt

a

short time

at

congratulated on having the
Fiteh-Sherman nuptuals oil* his hands. It
is to lu* hoped he secured a card uf admisceremony,

for he

compelled to disguise himself as a
waiter to gain access to the White House:
ami that must have been exceedingly disagreeable to so rare and radiant a creature.
was

But Jenkins will make almost

any

in the

lb* has been

pursuit

known
and car

to

ot his

calling,

sacrifice

condescend to place both eve
alternately, of course to a key

hole, and is not above* bribing a lady's
maid or a coachman. Bribery in W ashington is, however. cumparativeh an easy
matter.

relief, no defense would come
change,
to ihe peoplt from such an arrangement,
h
would lie the same old game which lias been
oil' ,.n Ibis people lor tlie las1 six vears.
played
file ortieials. who under the constitution are
made elective by tin people, would in fact be
the appointees of the toots of tin* Radical Kxeent i ve.
Tlie government thus created would
be tlie same sham and fraud which lias indicted
upon this State and people the unnumbered
wnes that have brought them to the
present
condition of impoverishment and -lumbering
revolution.
no

lias

Indeed,

there,

been reduced to

a

d

anywhere, it
seieiu iBut let us

“haste to the wedding."
Jenkins telegraphs trom
under date <>ct. 1st., that—

Washington.

Now,

even

!i Y A N O I, l) 8 ETT LEI!.
CHAPTER XXXII.

fl8;i8.)

The year 18J8 was exceedingly lean in
local events. The people were too busily
engaged in political manipulations to take
a hand in anything else; there was hardly
room for anything to happen save ••Election.'’ The contest between the two great
parties, Whig and Democratic, was bitterly personal, especially in this locality.
The Whigs were the victors at the spring
election; the tables were turned at the
fall election with a terrible whirl. The
Democrats carried everything before them.
They were the “outs” and fought with
desperation; the “ins” were equally desperate in their efforts to retain possession
of the loaves and fishes. It was a regular
“bread and butter” campaign.
The political power of the State was in
the hands ot the Whig party, Edward
Kent having been elected Governor. The
doctrine that “to the victors belong the
spoils,” although up to that period regarded by the party as heretical, became practically an article in its creed. Col. Geo.
Thatcher ot Monroe was appointed Sheriff ot the County in place of Jacob Tratton
removed; Bailey l’ierce, Clerk ot the
Courts, in place ot X. M. Lowney removed;
Solyman Heath. Register of Trobate, in
place of Win H. Burrill. removed ; and
Webster Kelly, County Attorney, m place
of Charles R. Toiler removed.
All the
appointees, except. Col. Thatcher, resided
in this place; Belfast was “provided for.”

the negroes,

Col. Thatcher was a son of Judge
heretofore the willing, because ignorant, Thatcher of the Supreme Court of Massaoiicw Member of Congress.
11..
tools ot the men who by the grace of chusetts,
was born at Biddeford in 1790, graduated
President Grant have been permitted to at Harvard in 1 -s 1 g, studied law with Hon.
rule and ruin the South, arc joining hands I Cyrus King of Saco, where he commenced
with the white tax-payers in their efforts practice in 181b. lie removed from Saco
to Monroe in lSflb and resided there until
to secure reform and honest
government. 1841. when he was
appointed Collector of
At a meeting ot the Independent Re- t'ustoms tor this
port, and came here to
publican State Convention of South Caro- reside. In January. lStb, he resigned his
lina, at Charleston, Congressman Cain (a office of Collector and returned to Mottroo. where he resumed business and recolored man) in a speech which attracted
when he removed
sided until
18b;;.
much attention, said that “the time hail to Westtord. Mass
where lie died sudlie
conic
wlicn the whites and blacks must denly June 1l\ 18b7. aged sixty-six
was a high-minded, kind-hearted, honoract together, as the interests of tin* State
able gentleman.
demand it. There was no tear of a war
.Mr. Kelly was a lawyer by prnle.'Sinn.
of races, as the whites had had lighting He was born in Salisbury, N
II. and
lb*
enough, and the blacks do not want to graduated at Dartmouth in lSiin.
eoinineneed the practice of bis profession
it
taxation
had
all.
Rurdensome
light
Frankfort from which place lie reat
prostrated the State and there was no rea- moved to Belfast, lie held the ollice of
son
why the Conservatives and Republi- Deputy Collector under Col. Thatcher,
’’
Collector of Customs for this port, apcans should not work together for reform
in 1 ST 1, and during that term repointed
In Louisiana, too, the colored men are

be

sion to witness tin* latter

prevented by Federal bayoexercising its (unctions, anil in

other States irresponsible carpet-baggers
have been upheld in their saturnalias of debauchery and plunder by the authorities

the dear expectant public with an accurate
inventory ot the wedding presents
Now
to

been

nets from

ago that he was called upon to chronicle
the Grant-Sartoris alliance, and to furnish

he is

ANNALS OF BELFAST FOE HALF A CENTURY.

It is for h two-folil purpose that tiro
Attorney General’s office at Washington
has been made a bureau for disseminating

POUTI.ANI), Oct. 7.
Willson, Tennant, & Co.,

•

acceptable llepubliean as tlie tilth, or umpire. I lie 1’ieaynne says hr conclusion:
No

Railroad Suit in Court.

The

I Special Dsspatch lot'll1 Republican Journal.]

on

Washington,

sided

•The marriage e-mimnv in this city today,
which united tin* eldot daughter of < >t*n. Sherman and Mr. Fitch, of tin* Na\y. wa> witnessed
by the most brilliant and distinguished eompam
that has ever assembled hen* for a similar or
perhaps tor am other purpo>t*. \ ari«>u> eireiunstanet*' ha\t* i-onspired to give unusual interest to this ploant affair.
Tin* contracting
part ie> represent the army and na\ y respectively, and both are popular in all circle* where
they are known, it is seldom that am voting
couple have found -•> many people intero't.d in
their wooing and wedding."

rallying around the Conservative standard,

in

Frankfort

\\ Idle

residing

in

this county he continued in the practice ot
with the same end in view. They have the law and stood confessedly at the head
ot
the Waldo County Bar.
He rerealized at last that there can lie no prosmoved lo Bangor in 1S4D. and from thence
no
either
for
life
or
prop- to Boston in is,si. lie was rapidly acperity.
protection
The Seuatorship.
erty. under carpet-bag rule. Mr. Attorney quiring rank at the Suffolk Bar. when on
I lie .senatorial question is
General Williams, in directing public at- a visit to his friends in New Hampshire
eliciting a
he was taken suddenly ill and died at
deal
of
to such facts as these by liis slandiscussion,
which
so
tention
far
us
good
Hcnniker. duly 4, 18bb, aged forty-nine.
certain Kepublieau contemporary's are
ders on the South has certainly budded
Two Mormon preachers visited our vilconcerned is not conducted in the best ol
And then follows ever so many columns wiser than he knew. Rut what an escape lage on the '_':!d of February and held forth
for the country when the Senate refused in the evening to a large assemblage, attemper. Yet we had been told that the of what some
people might call twaddle,
tracted by curiosity to learn somewhat of
late election settled Mr. llamlin's return to
to confirm him as Chief Justice.
but which others have doubtless devoured
the faith of the “Latter-day Saints." The
the senate most conclusively.
Xmv it apwith as much relish as a Beechcr-Tilton
men were both illiterate; they may. perThe say ing that ''as Pennsylvania goes
pears that a compromise candidate is seri- statement
The preparations." which
haps, have had the gift of the Spirit ; one
ously talked of, and that, according to tin* were oi course “most elaborate and ex- so goes the Union'’ has lost its signifi- of them certainly had the gilt of gab to a
cance
She no longer votes in October as very extraordinary degree. He took his
following Associated Press despatch. <hn- tensive,'' we are told kept
••Washington heretofore, but hereafter holds her state text trom one of the Epistles of St. Paul,
ernor Dingley is tlie
man—
coining
societ y as well as Washington shop-keepers
and evoked a malediction on all who
ItosToN. (let.A Maine report alleges that
elections in November. This year forty- should
in a (*onstant Hotter of excitement for
preach other doctrine than “Christ
rx-tun Peril a m
friend- pro] lose the urrawvthree Congressmen are to he elected in and Him erucitied
No converts to the
ment of the senatorial question witli the HamNor does Jenkins pause j
many weeks."
lin faction by taking (ioveruer Dinglev a- comOctober, elections occurring on the loth faith were made here. They were more
here. Soaring yet higher he tells us that
some ol tin* islands at tinpromise candidate.
in Ohio, Indiana and Iowa, and on the successful on
eastward of ns, on which they had been
An Auburn paper tells the same story. ••a connubial atmosphere has pervaded
21st in South Carolina, and on the 22d in
laboring.
the mansion of
with some additions, and the Portland everywhere." and that
West Virginia. A gain of one or two
In the month of April follow ing a series
Sherman
was
the
centre ot the great
Advertiser in reviewing the Senatorial Gen.
Democratic Congressmen in Indiana is ot “protracted meetings”, as they were
social whirlpool that i< so agitated." The
situation, says—
styled, were held by the various religious
conceded, and it looks as if the Bepubli- denominations in our
Witli all tlie iutliience lie has
cards
tor tin* Fitch-Sherman
place : not, probably,
to
I
tear.
brought
wedding
cans
the
Mr. Hamlin i- not sure to-day of a majority of
would lose
two congressional
to neutralize the etieet produced by the
“were prizes tor which hundred.' waited
die Senators and Representatives iVom'hi- ,,\\ u
district in Maryland they now hold. Ohio Mormon preacher, hut from an honest
< 'ongressional
district.
Of the Republican- about two weeks ago with tluttcringly exconviction that something should lie done
elect, wlio.-e opinions are declared, a
Itepublioans expect a small majority on to cheek the
majority pectant breast>
Of these lac similies
arc opposed to Id- pretensions, and if tlie
rising tide of immorality and
Demothe
State t teket and a gain of two Congresscrat- are taken into the count, two-third- of Muart*
With republican simplicity
irreligion. There were those who doubted
given.
men.
Nebraska elects a legislature which the expediency ot the movement, queslegislature liill-t in* ,-et down against him.
1 he General of the Army
they readI he Argus adds—
is to choose a successor to l .S. Senator tioning the permanency ot its apparentand Mrs. Sherman invite you," etc.
The'
\ ,..l nil U..VV nOHnntln lllat Ole 1 U'lim. al iv
I
|,
ly good results, but all were agreed dial
Tipton, and West Virginia a legislature tile
full li.M ut wedding presents
‘"•■ill "> the legislature i- much more
not given.
morals of mu* village needed reform
iiiipiiii.un
than was Ml tied auiieipateil. \\Y li:i\<• ma<l>which is to elect a V S. Senator in place
but the Speaker and Me Blaine
sadly.
two
gave
m gain of (iiree senator-, amt
sixteen Bepi-,<>i lion. Arthur Boreman.
One of tin* results of the Knox < 'onvensentMtivcs—.juite a dift'eren! result from thot :imu oiie-hrut iloxen solid .-.ilwr >j)oons, in
tion and the dissensions in the democratic
telegraphed by Mr. Blame to the President.
a ease, tints
whose
Butler,
anticipating
1 he Bangor
The New York and Boston papers come party growing out of it, of which mention
Whig id Monday last rises name does not appear among the donors
was made in a preceding chapter, was the
to explain that neither Senator
to us laden with details of the Kiteh-SherHamlin the trousseau ot the
bride was '‘princiremoval of Col. Daniel Lane from the
nor his triends have
man wedding, referred to elsewhere.
The
any knowledge of the pally ordered trom Baris and
Collectorship of this Port and t he appointcomprises
Post's Washington correspondent says:
ment ot Nathaniel M. Lowuey. Esq.: this
alleged propositions of ex-Hovernor l’er- all that Worth and Paris
shops can furthe afternoon a friend said to the father event occurred early in the spring. David
ham s friends for a
During
of
the
compromise
nish.
in this ease Worth does not make of the bride : ‘•Ueneral, you are democratic in W.
Lothrop of this place was appointed
Senatorial question and it further declares
the man, but the woman. The store ot your tastes: why do you make this display, Deputy Collector and Inspector in place
which for splendor and magnificence borders
that “the idea ot compromise is
of Nathaniel 11. Bradbury and Isaac Allard
regarded j the courtship is not important at this time, on tlie exhibitions
made by the royalists of
as absurd
by the friemls ot* the Senator, but halt a column in devoted to
European nations." Keplicd Uen. 'Sherman ol this place was appointed Deputy < olit.
telling
quickly, evidently desiring to say no more on lector at Frauktoit in place of Beniamin
whose election is abundantly assured.”
I lien eimies a
descript ion of t he wedding, the subject: "This is the work of Mrs. Sher- Shaw.
The Commercial thinks Hamlin's elecman." The gossips explain the matter by the
in which adjectives are
-vi me
annual
spring meeting. April
piled upon adjec- assertion that Mrs. Sherman was determined
to
tion is out ot the
ijiiestion. and says:
tives. and Jenkins tairly out-does himself outdo the White House people, in which she 1 Utli, Nathaniel II
Bradhurj', 1 hennas
it
also well understood tied Mr. Itainliii
and
Marshall
James
Gammons were
undoubtedly succeeded, for in scarcely any reSuffice
it
to
will not. it lie can prevent it.
say that the knot was (irmly spect does the Urant-Sartoris wedding stand chosen Selectmen, llenny Colburn, Clerk,
permit the elcei""i ol either Ml.
Washburn. Mr. I..1. tied in St. Aloysius Church by Archbishop very well when compared with the affair of to- and John Haradeu, Treasurer. They were
M r. l’erluiiii. or any friend of theirs,
lie Uoidd
A lady remarked: "Now how strange it
all Whigs with the exception of Mr.
tiffin tiovernor Hingley to tin* death.
Bailey, in the presence of friends and a day.
would lie if, after having been lucky enough to
Bradbury, who was a member of that
for
a wife the daughter of the Ueneral of
I tie Commercial then
get
number
of
“distinguished guests.” tlie
suggests to the large
this poor navy officer should some branch ot the Democratic Party which
Army,
Kepublieans the name of Judge Peters of I'd*' President did not reach the church day he the son-in-law of the President of the assumed the name ot Conservative The
that city, whom it says “Mr. Hamlin until after the ceremony had begun, the Euited States."
largest number of votes thrown was ITS
J ik il/h r dares nor can
On the third day of May died Asa
burses attached to ids carriage
having run
successfully ojipose.”
lie
—.James Brown, the man who ran the Edmunds, Esq., aged eighty-one
for a “settled” iptestion this seems to away ru ruut<, and thus caused delay, it
came to this place from Connecticut; the
i.s supposed to have been an anti third distillery in the Windsor woods, lias been
be a pretty lively one.
year of his coming is not known to the
term team.
But of course every body is sentenced to §1000 line and six months compiler. He was by profession a schoolSome four hundred females will U?
ltd continued to practise bis
anxious to know how the bride was dressed. imprisonment, in the l'. S. Court, at Port- teacher
thrown out of employment
vocation „;ntil far advanced in years. He
by the transfer Jenkins says—
land.
was a Sergeant in the
of the printing ol the internal
army of the RevoI’lie bride wore a di*\" of the riehesl white
revenue
A. \\ iswell. Emj.,o!‘ Ellsworth lias been prelution and was one of the picked men
from
gru>
made
the Printing Bureau in the
grain,
with a very long train. The sented all elegant gold tohaeeo l.ux valued at
stamps
who under Major William Barton crossed
front widths are trimmed
witiija box-plating of •Sdfjil. [Commercial.
1
S. 1 reasttry to a }>rivate concern in
white satin nearly half a yard wide; under this
over to Rhode Island in the night ot Jnh
That
is
too
much
value
to
to
the
are
two
narrow flounces of silk, hound w itli
\ew York. The government lias the
expose
!!, 1777, and captured and brought oil'
the same, from the waist ner each side, and
vicissitudes of a tobacco box ; Major General Richard Prescott of the
presses, machinery, material and skilled tailing with the train an* large revers of rich ordinary
but then the owner needn't always carry British army, lie xvas Chairman of our
hi. edged with narrow
pleating* ot crepe
employees fordoing the work, and ought yd
Board of Selectmen at the time the British
lisse, and ending in a large low of w hite salin it unless lie chews.
to he able to do it
took possession of our town in Ik 1-1; the
cheaper than those who at the top ot a flounce a quar.er ot a yard wide
that goes around the back widths im the left
•—A correspondent wants to know what same who replied to the bearer of the
must necessarily derive a
llag
profit from it. side of tlie skirl. From the waist to ibis bow*
ot truce, as narrated in a previous chapcow it was that caused Morton to
1
is
a
full
the
breachy
and
beautiful
heexprossageon
garland of wax orange
stamps when printthat
had
we
received
earlier
notice
of
blossoms and leaves, ending i a large spray run ahead ot his ticket in Freedom. We ter,
ed. from New York to
the coming ot his Majesty’s troops we
Washington, is no of tin* same in the centre
of the how. The
inconsiderable item, and this is saved by bank w idths are eomposoil ot" .cry large putts can't say. Human judgment is liable to should have been prepared to give them a
silk running lengthwise and divided
by err, and wo have tell uncertain about these different reception. Master Edmunds was
bating the work done in the Treasury. of.
shirring; the body is a basque made close at
When the stamps were
tin* throat, and liuished with a narrow knife- matters ever since Air. Tilton jumped out a large, portly gentleman—such an one as
printed by private
ut silk, inside of wide
Sliakspeare bad in bis mind’s eye, probais a very full ot the matrimonial
parties before the country was Hooded pleating
pasture. Please don’t bly, when he described the Justice—“ot
pleating of crepe lisse fastened with a knot of
with well executed
silk and sa.tin. wilh orange b ossoms in the rack tiic editorial brain with such hard
lair, round belly, with good capon lined”,
counterfeits, but this centre; coat sleeves
ending in a pleating flared
itas not been the ease since the
and from the peculiarity ot his personal
work has a little, inside of w Inch is also a full
questions.
of
pleating
appearance was sometimes called by the
been done by the government. None of erel>e lisse; the bows on the sleeves are just
—Air. S.
.Simmons, ol Boston, a bro- bad
above the wrist and are made of white satin
boys ot the day. “Toad Edmunds”
the oilieers in
charge of the Printing w ith orange blossoms in the centre. The veil ther ot the collector, is out in a letter He was the father of Alvan Edmunds, a
is of tulle, and
Bureau appear to know
completely enveloped her; it
that for three years, as a govern- highly respected and worthy townsman,
why the change was fastened on the
head w ith a wreath of the stating
of the late Charles C Edlias been made, but it is safe to
same beautiful flowers worn on tin* dress.
ment
that
oflicer, in government time, he has grandfather
say
Her
munds, and great-grandfather of the late
ornaments w ere an elegant set ol pearls, the
some
intermediary parties have found wedding gift of her
from place to place packing caucuses, Norman N. Edmunds, f
ather, son, grandmother; in lier hair, which gone
profit in it. Congress when it meets should was very beautifully
dressed, sue wore the intimidating liquor dealers, and buying son, and great-grandson all rest in the
and
in
coinli.
tier
hand
carried
the
fan
into
used
the matter.
eniptire
by
same plot in Grove Cemetery; the family
her mother when she too plighted her troth to voters in the interest of Butler, but that
is extinct.
a brave and honorable mail.
The bride’s travel- he is now ashamed of his
The star ol Men. Butler is
course, and prowaning just ling dress is of steel gray silk, with a long
Master Edmunds was a prominent memto stump the district, in opposition
now. Even in the Essex
district, whiih lie polonaise of camel's hair, the same shade gray poses
ber ol the Masonic Fraternity. The first
hat, and a plume and gloves to match.
to him.
lias heretofore carried in his
code ol by-laws ot Belfast Lodge was
pocket, he is
After the wedding a reception was held,
which
Blaine criticised ..home lramed by him, it is said,in 1K17 ; although
encountering opposition
daily grows
-Speaker
and the bride and
left on the night
the first printed code, dialled by Samuel
rule” doctrine of the Democrats, in Clevestronger and more determined. Ho no train for New Yorkgroom
Gordon, James Poor and Timothy Chase,
to remain at the Fifth
longer appears before his constituents
land, the other night, when serenaded, was not adopted until lfklti. Master EdAvenue some days and then after a visit
with the bold, insolent
and argued that the Federal government munds was the first Treasurer ot the
swagger so char- to Mrs. Fitch’s brother iu
New Haven they
ol him, not
acteristic ol the ma.i, when sure of his
should give as much protection to citizens Lodge. A truthful portrait
an elaborate work ot art, bangs in Maleave for St. Louis, their future home.
He
no
in
of
the
one
Stales as it would give them sonic Hall.
footing.
longer bullies and bluslie with them.
in a foreign country. Very true,Mr.
ters, but takes the stump in a meek and Joy
The Menagerie ol June, Titus, Angeviue
Speakand Co.; was exhibited on grounds near
er; but “home rule” means also the rule
lowly spirit•—lor him and supplicates
The President is still governed
by his of a State government honestly elected, the Academy on the 19th of June from 1
where he has been wont to dictate. The
to 4 o’clock I', m. The proprietors claimit
and
his
short
moods,
peripatetic
seems,
and not a fraud supported by Federal ed in their advertisement that “in the coldevelopments in the Louisiana case will I
in
!
stay
Washington to attend the wednot tend to make smoother
lection would be found a greater variety
Butler’s path
power.
ding ol a young couple in high circles
to C ongress, unless a
—Life is very uncertain to a man who than any heretofore ottered." The public
majority of the peo- there has been succeeded
were willing to take their word tor it;
by another flight doesn’t subscribe for one or more
ple ol Essex are as corrupt and unprinci- j
papers. very few came to see for themselves how
from the irksome routine of official life at
as
himself, which is not for a moment
pled
A Decatur, 111,, man who was attacked
by like tact was.
the Capital. 11 is departure on a trip of
to be supposed. It
a footpad, a few days
appears Butler was in
In the afternoon ot the ninth of July a
ago, owes his preseveral weeks in the west is said to have
servation to several newspapers in his party of live gentlemen lelt this place on
Kellogg's pay for a while, and did his excited the ire of
certain Northern Rea hunting amt fishing excursion among
bidding, but when remittances ceased he
breast-pocket, which prevented the blade
Rut. what are they
the islands in Penobscot Bay. They arturned against him, and his next friend. publican Congressmen.
from entering his side. A tile of the
rived at Owls-Head in the evening and
to do about it?
going
This
is
not by any means
Judge lJurell.
Republican Journal, ($2 a year) worn passed the night there. Leaving there in
Ill an editorial on prohibition the Bos- under one’s vest, would be the most
a new phase in Butler’s character, but
the morning of the next day, with a light
perwind and under a bright summer sky,
that it will militate against him in his ton Journal says:
fect coat of mail that could be devised.
when about two miles out from the Head
That the sale bv the glass of intoxicating
present canvass can hardly be doubted.
one of their number, Eben \V. Hilton, was
drinks ought to be done a wav with is anoint
Hon. (J. 1’. Kimball delivered the open- killed by the accidental
we believe, lias been reached, and will
discharge of his
The Southern Republican Convention, which,
j
be sustained by public sentiment. That the
address
at the opening the of (iranp rifie, the ball entering on the right side of
ing
which meets at Chattanooga on the loth, sale of the liquor for household use, or for the
his chin and lodging in his head, lie lived
use of guests
at hotels, ran be prevented, is
Army Fair, at City Hall, Portland, on about two hours
will recommend Grant lor a third term. the dream
but in an insensible state.
only of those enthusiasts who allow
His remains were brought here and inThe Congressional delegates to this con- t heir better judgement to be carried away by a Monday evening last.
terred on the 12th in Grove Cemetery.
theory. Up to this point a very large majority
vention, now in Washington, say Blaine of tlie voters
are prepared to go.
—There is no particular significance in Mr. Hilton was the
only son of Col. Eben
lias no strength in the South.
The effect of such a law us suggested by the result ol the town elections in Con- Hilton of Wiscasset, and at the time ot his
Hie foliage is
untimely death was only twenty-six years
taking on a few modest the Journal, provided it could as rigidly necticut. The vote is very light. Several ot
age. He came here to reside in 1831,
autumnal airs, and soon the landscape enforced, would be to give a
monopoly of of the smallest towns have voted against At the time of his decease he was, and had
will shine in mellow glory, if viewed the retail liquor trade to hotels—a
very the liquor license, but most ot the layge been for nearly a year, the landlord of the
Phoenix House. His brother-in-law, Mr.
through a glass oi new eider.
good tiling indeed for hotel proprietors. I towns have voted lor it.
1

the

Congress is certainly open to censure lor
seven
Mollie Morris lading to take action in the Louisiana case
"••a in
three straight heats:
Shepard at the last session ; but the responsibility
Knapp 'ceond Ludlow third : and Charley does not rest
upon Congress alone. Presi'lorri! fourth
Lime-i—2.J2 1-4 ; 2.J2I-2*;
dent Grant must bear his
1
I his closed the
share, and it is
which
meeting,
Keen a -m-eess. Mollie Moore and no small share either, lie
first decided
i. 1
Shepard Knapp have gone to St. the question in his own
way and then
John
turned it over to Congress. The situation
At fire o'clock
Friday morning a powder was embarrassing to the faithful.
'•
They
lying in a canal near the Zoological
I,.miens at London exploded with terrific could not endorse the Kellogg Govern: iv,
Ihe report was heard twenty miles, ment, which they know, and every
body
li .- thought that twelve
persons were knows, to be a usurpation and a fraud.
,-,| l ive liodies were recovered.
Lights But had they so decided, or had
a
they even
railway station and other buildings decided in
favor of a new election, their
miles away were extinguished by
oneussion
Many persons narrowly action would have carried with it a direct
>-s<
a|>ed death A number of animals in censure of the President. And care was
a,Zoological Cardens were killed. The taken to prevent
1;!'
any such action. The
of powder that
exploded was case was
tons
l ives were
investigated
by the Senate, on
uprooted and houses
iv,
miles distant were
shattered. Seven the question of admitting Pinchback, and
persons arc vet missing. There was a the
Judiciary Committee of the House
,»-l icet panic for hours, and not till the
reported Judge Durell lor impeachment'* ,hp terrific
lUM’
report was learned
but nothing further was done in either
Mars of the people were
allayed,
•several persons died from the
House. Grant’s friends are in the
i-

give

11. SIMPSON.

heated imaginations. Not a drop of black
ll‘»Mt. AliAlN.
blood was spilled, and when the usurping
I he New 1 ,rk Herald of
Saturday last
c
Henry Ward Beecher returned to Kellogg (iovernment was overthrown,
T.y tii.aitli hurcli last evening. His reeep- blacks joined whites in the general reau :e e,Hint ot
which appears elseThe blood-thirsty White League.
where. must l.e gratilying to all who be- joicing
»>
ili.n
u/
n

is to

election, though it looks very well
face does not bear a close scrutiny.
New Orleans Picayune says of it—

I’nder our election law,.the whole control of
the results of anv election held in this State is
gi'en to a board of canvasser', who arc apWIL LI AM
pointed by tin Governor or elected by the
KDITlllt AND PliOPlilKToU.
Senate, which is exclusively of one party.
Sliix KiPTiuN Teems. In advance,
a year;
This board has absolute power to count the
within the year,
at the expiration ol tin vear,
votes and determine who arc elected and who
#3.00.
an not. without any right of appeal or superAn VKKTisiNi; Terms. For one square, (one inch
vision by any other tribunal.
of length iu coluiiiu,) s?l.27» for three weeks, and .’•»
Then* arc provisions in this law which give
cents tor each subsequent iusertiou. A Tran ion of a
this
board the most flimsy pretexts and utterly
square charged as a full one.
unconstitutional and illegal grounds of setting
aside an election result, of counting in or
<#»*>. M. Pktknv.i 1 1 & Co., f. State si., Boston,
and 47 l’ark How New York, are our authorized
counting out whom they please. Thus if there
Agents for procuring subscriptions and forwarding is a row and disturbance at any precinct orpoll,
advertisements.
whatever effect it may have had, on an affidavit
jey*S. K. Nieks, No. d Tremont Street, Boston, is thereof, the board is authorized to set aside and
of
this
and
his
lor
tin
exclude
from the count the return at such prepaper,
agent
publisher
receipts
and ordt rs are always recognized.
cinct. Not only this, but to declare the minoriAjT’Ok.O. P. Kowi.1.1. & Co., 40 Park How, New
ty candidate elected.
York, w ill receive advertisements for this paper, at
The provisions of this law are such as never
Their orders w ill receive prompt
the lowest rates.
in any country in the world where free
existed
attention.
49*HoitA<'K Do on, 121 Washington St., Boston, suffrage was recognized. Its administration
is an authorized Agent for the Journal.
has been worse than the letter of the law.
The dominant party is thus enabled to make
the government, to till the offices, to render
ADMINISTRATORS, KXEITTORS and (it AROIANS
their
advertisements published in the Journull and void the popular will.
desiring
nal will please so state to tfie Court.
It-is a vain folly, an insult, to ask the people
to vote under sm-feu law if they are not of the
SUBSCRIBERS desiring to have the address of party which commands the
majority of the Repapers changed, must state tin* Post Office to w hich
turning Hoard.
the paper has been sent as well as the one to which
'That Hoard at present is composed of live
it is to go.
persons of intense Radical purtisanisin. who
tfaf'BATKs & Lin ki :;4 Park Row, Ni \v York, have been proved to be competent to go any
are authorized agent.** for procuring adverti-enieuts
lengths to strengthen and secure the a-> < ndenev
of their party.
tor the Journal.
Gov. Kellogg has been profuse of promises to
Subscribers are requested to take notice of the give the people a fair registration.
of what avail will that he when, after regisdate on the colored slips attached 10 the paper. It
i> the only form of receipt now* used. For instance,
tering and voting, the results are to he deterla Mai 74, mean.** that the subscription i< paid to that
mined and declared by a board thus constituted
date. When a new* payment is made, the date will
and under a law lhu> framed:- Efforts have
l*e changed to correspond, and SUBSCRIBERS ARK.
been made to change the character of this
REQUESTED TO SEF Til A T THEIR DATES ARK
board, and long conferences and discussions
CORRECT. Subscribers iu arrears are requested to
have been held thereon. It is tin* Iwuist of .Marforward the sums due
shal Packard, representing the Tinted States,
in command of a large mili4fcarln sending money, state T HU POS T OFFICE and now virtually
to which the paper U sent.-,***
tary and naval mice, that he has defeated all
such proposals. The most that has ever been
proposed i> that two members of the board
Louisiana.
'tumid ivsiiiii. ;md th;il Kellogg will |]|| tiu-ir
\a<amch's with persons of the anti-Uadical
I lie Louisiana question i.~ by m. means
party. Iea\ iug three members of llit- ultra Radsettled, but at present peace and quiet ical party—a majority—to constitute the board
and to do all that the live members could do.
prevail in that State. Troops and gunThis is all that was granted to tin* Conboats sent there at large expense to the
servatives by the compromise, ami this
tax-payers of the country might a- well was the most
important question at issue.
have been left at their loruu-r stations.
I he concession it will be seen is a verv
The McKnerv (iovernment declared at the
slight one. l'he advisory board is to be
outset that il intended no resistance to the
ol two from each party with an
Federal authorities, and it made none. composed

name

■
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Thomas W. Lothrop, succeeded him in the
month following.
The Siamese Twins, alias “The United
Brothers Chang-Eng,” received visitors at
the Eagle Hotel on the tilth and 14th ot
July, and on the tilth and 17th the “American Arena,” or Circus Company, A. Turner and Sons Proprietors, exhibited their
“beautiful steed ot horses and first-rate
Equestrian Performers,” for twenty-live
cents; children under ten years of age
halt price
The annual fall meeting was held on the
l:»th of September. The whole number
ol votes thrown on the gubernatorial ticket
was 751; for Fairfield 417, for Kent “'.Ml,
Sealiering 5. Fairfield was the successful
candidate. James .McCrillis was elected

Generaltien.
lion.

l-JugemMichigan.

The Richmond Enquirer calls Hen. Toombs
the Boby-linU of tin* past.
The Vice-President hopes to be able to preside over the Senate next winter.
Ellis Spear of Maine has been appointed
Assistant ( ommissioner of Patents.
Senator Thurman thinks that tie* next President will he chosen by thebotlscof Representatives.
The Penobscot County Pair opened at Bangoi
and will continue three da\s.

yesterday

“Hamlin isn’t out of tin* woods vet.” is the
the Springfield Republe an on the
situation in .Maine.

comment of

)n the 17th of the same month the Eagle
Hotel, which had been vacated by Mr.
Bailey Pierce, was re-opened by Messrs.
Pickard and Sawyer, under the name of
the “American House and Belfast Stage
and Steamboat office.” The change of
name wrought no
change in the management ol the
house; the new landlords followed in the footsteps ot their illustrious
predecessors and announced in their advertisement that their larder would lie
kept supplied with the liesl the market
afforded and their bur well furnished with
the Choicest Liquors; “bar" in italics,
“choicest liquors” in capitals. Mr. Sawyer died at the American House outlie
(

seventh ot December, lSo'.l,' aged
thirtytwo.
He wasthe son of Capt. John Sawyer ol Portland. He had resided in this
place at the time of his decease hut little

It is reported that the daughter of Albert \\
Paine, Ksij.. of Bangor Me. is engaged to a sou
of President (riant.

The season has arrived when the
house begins to use profane words
sto\ e funnel joint

By ironing

tile first male ot (lit* species ever
to this country,
two lemales,
the first ever imported, arrived a lew
months earlier, and w ere the great attraction of the day among qiiadruped-ianeiers
With the giratles ('apt. Simpson brought
two Arabs as their keepers and attendants.
N
I*.
Phey diii not belong to the corps
ot “Arabs” who made their first appearance at the
polls in this place at the Election hold this month.
W e had unusually cold weather
through
the month of November; lor many dav s

they

They tarred
for

Kana

is man

mourning

\>

ban

Rochester, V H., hotel keeper, divorce t
hi- wife about u year ago, was
cully
remarried t«» the same lady

A
from

\ lovely Dclawar willow owie two th<4.
and acres of peach trees, but what
pity
there’s not a pair on the premises.

Irishman returned from hi- travels ...
compared his landlady to V esuvius. *-•
vv
tine old crater”

All

lanlly

“she

cansc

Cov. Dingh
attending a-

National

y

and Hon. Joseph i'itcouib. ire
delegates the < ougregut loinii

ouncil al New Haven

»

( i.

The Supreme ( mirt of the District ot « Mum
Ida lias approved the judgment of the court tielow that insanity i- not cause for divaiv.
Tin* tishing schooner William Tell, ol L'llworth, ha> been in the Hank fishery tbrty-thiv
> ears and i> still a good substantial vessel.

>pinner. the watchdog of the Treasury, married a young lady who used to wait on him at
the table in a hotel in the interim
,j
Wvv
York.

was

A

skirt thrown aeros- two telegraph
the top of a house in New York, >u-

iiooi*

wires

on

pemled eomnmnieation and bothered tie
for

tors

a

opera

long time.

The brig II. H. MfCdvvry, trom Hath, with
iee, ran on Little Mill Rock. in Hell Cat
knocked a hole in her side, and tilled.
1 he
w as no pilot aboard.

“the cold Nov ember."

The Lewiston Mills are reducing time
I !»,Continental and Lincoln mills are ruuning hall
The
time.
Androscoggin runs two-thiM*Hlier mills follow soon.

brick school-house.
I lie steamer

Bangor. ( apt. Howes, made
trips per week during the usual
season this year.
The discovery had been
made that there was sufficient depth ol
water to admit of her coming within half
a

and feathered
he woiihl not put on
tin* dealh of bis w ife.

cause

I

the science of Phrenology was introduced to us in December by Doctor Bartlett in a course of lour Lectures at the

her

preserved perfectly

an*

has been discovered that the jointed fishing r«»il was invented because one rau’l hide a
long am* pole under his coat.

below zero, ami tor a
ot tin* month we had good
lie newspapers
throughout
New England pronounced it the coldest
Nov ember we bail experienced since lsl5.
and predicted that it would lie rememas

leaves onthe wrong side,
a moderate hot tint-iron,

It

good portion
sleighing. 1

bered

autumn

between paper*, with

tin tlie,‘liMil ot this iiioiitli tin*
Brig ( arroll of this place, commanded In Capt.
Josiah Simpson, arrived at New
York,
bringing two giratfes, male and female;
was

of the
ill-lil-

Tin* King of Bavaria lots twentv-eight carriages, but In* can’t ride in but one at a time,
tin* same a> the rest of u-

nity.

brought

man
over

ting

more than a
year; long enough to sei lire
the esteem and confidence of (lie commu-

tile mercury

his friends in

•Blaine wa.« received with spirit in Chicago."
Wliat brand!''

Representative.

it

visiting

Hale is

two

Mr. A. lb Brown. formerly manager of th
rnternatioiial Telegraph* ompanv.jiu Portland,
was recently
thrown from his carriage it R,
Beach and badly injured.

mile of our wharves, and passengers
received and landed at a

were

place where Mctiilvcry's ship yard

'The Pennsylvania state elections no lunger
take place in October, but, like the election111 most other state-, ai
imw held mi Vo.-mi
is, her.
!

landingnow

at the toot ot Ally lie street.
The last number of the Waldo Tatriot
issued on the 21st of December.
The
prediction made at its birth that it would
“die a yearling" was fulfilled.
Tor the first time in the annals of Bel-

Schooner Kqiial. of Rockland, vv itli a cargo ot
m k,
ran again-t the bridge
breaking ln r mainmast and
I be ,lam i,
doing considerable other dumag*

corn, from New \
at ILunari-cotta,
to the

fast, Christmas was recognized as one ol
days in the calendar. There
were religious services in the
evening at
the North Church, l nitarian. Baptist and

the noticeable

Methodist houses.
The services at the
I'nitarian house were alter the maimer ol
the Kpiscopal Church.
The number of deaths in town during
flu* year was thirty-four.
The

Situation

in

Mr. and Mr-. William Lincoln celebrated
their golden wedding on the 24th in-t. at
Dennysville. Man\ of their friends and relatives came from different parts of the State to
pay their respects t*» the aged couple.

allowing the Republicans twenty days to
carry out the terms of agreement, and it
during that time, they do not in good faith
the

slight.

"•auniel It. Wadsw Hill. a well-known eiti/eu
Last port i- dead, aged s:». Mr. Wadsworth
w as
in business in Last port some titty years,
having retired a few years since. He was the
son of <ieii.
Wadsworth, ot Revolutionary
faille

A New Orleans despatch says that the
recent compromise contains a provision

recognize

was

ot

Louisiana

[>r. Iidiminds. in Knglish physician. w a
has been lecturing in New York. says, “that
the babies of London art* never sober from
their birth until they are weaned.
A
it) tided
with drunken babie- is terrible.

Kellogg (iovermuent, keep

the peace towards the negroes and

bridge

The faithful organ- are much distressed b\
the frequency of independent Republican nominations. Certainly it i-an irregular thing m
send an llOllc-t Republican to* (ingress.—* 'hicagi> Tribune.

cease

from the acts of intimidation, the Republicans will lie absolved from making the

Butler > motto on that letter
</umr
means that he
will take thing-as hr
tiiid-them
He w ill take them of course, but
his timling them doesii t always imply that they

ti'oitrr"

appointments agreed upon.
despatch

A Washington
Thin*' says that

I" the N
V. are lost.
private advices bum
A servant girl in Pittsburg, Pa., recent!)
Louisiana show great disgust, ami that
cbased a burglar into the cellar of the house.
the compromise is not considered
binding ! and lot king him m went for a policeman. wlm
on the mass of White
Leaguers and Con- arrested him. Her cellars' was immediately
servatives. It is stated, says the despatch, raised.
that live hundred men sleep on their arms
Martin Luther believed in iniinals’souls, and
! in their immortality
every night in New Orleans
1 let\\»n-oled ;lgnev
A New Orleans special to the Herald mg 0V*T tie ileatli i»t her dog bv telling In
says that it was reported in Democratic that she would have pet to plav with in ff. ».
circles last night that another Congres- eu, and that it would have a golden tail !
sional investigation of Louisiana affairs
ot 770 delegates t.» the Massachusetts repulwill be urged to prove that undue influ- liean state convention :.n ar<- for Talhot, J4'
unpledged. <> ant i- Till tot, 71 fur la *ring, und
ences were used'in the
Kellogg-McKnery ■JO
for Butler.
1 hi- estimate was prepared
ease last year.
Monday evening in the Advertise! utli -. and
is
It
not believed that the effort to lorm
is based upon the in-truelioii- given .l.degutein eaueii-.
a unification party in New Orleans will
be successful, as the feeling against com11
Six year.- ago a Portia
Democrats
in- ried in a .jjd.JdO die--. >le i- now a resident
promise among the
creases.

St.

( lair ( ountv, III., ami at last ,u-muiitliv ing tor In r three children und trunk
hu-ltaud l»y digging potatoe-.

of

Iii the registration

m

gamed

New Oi lcans the

eu

Democrats

are largely in excess; tint the
I’retly old boy- ill Lmope. (.ui/ »t dieii ut
Republicans lead in tin- country
Is said tins negroes
y-seven.ami Brim Mentsehikotl at eight
seriously con- eight
liv*- i- just tukin:-’
run from ltu--iu to Purls
template keeping awav from the election He is th.- graiidstm of th' tirst of tin
.-

Aristide Marie,

and

posed Kellogg in

the

a

creole, who

nominating

family

who made siieh delicious pa-try that Peter tin
(Jreat promoted liim to poiiti*
ami tin* a

>p-

conven-

tion ot 1875. advises this course on the
j
ground that Kellogg's policy since the
At ( iinbridge, l.ngland, the public becalmriots, indicates a repudiation of the ne- I so deeply iulere-ted in
doine-tie druiua thu»
!
groes. He says the negroes will rinjuire they were not satisfied at the fall of the curtain
to see tin- \ illain of the piece mounting the g tl
guarrautees or they will not go to the low-. They wanted tin* eurlain up again to
polls.
him hanged and tlu v made
row ahoiit
net.

a

see

Johnson' has written another
letter oil Louisiana affairs in reply to
t ('Connor.
He says O’t onuor's v iew lias
no support either in principle or authori-

Reverdy

it.
The si Louis Republican is alarm- 1 I*. cause
Boston has "taken to hoise-rueing
B->-tou.
it -ay-, "has inherited the opulence und <..vei
which the South oiier possessed, alid vvhai
more
natural than that it -hoi.Id take to evil
and bet it- money on Sp udsh < > k» and
way

ty.

the 'tribune's New Orleans despatches
state the second check-book of tlov. Kel-

Kentucky thoroughbred-Vu-t-ii

logg shows that only a lew pages had been
used
The second entry therein is as follows: “April 8th, 1873,- Myself sent Win.
L Chandler to Washington, i> C
tort
Cushing and Matt 11. Carpenter counsel

V diilford.i min..letter -ay lbv Mr. Murray
times drives into town lV->m hi- farm a, at
immense slouelied haf. shirt with -ail-m -ollu:
a leather licit ami -heath knife in belt. trow -eiwitli hoots above the kiiei
H Mui iv vvoul.
only consent t** appe.u in the pulpit. ->i I<-.-111<
desk, iii that b -autifu!-•*•-!urn. h. w -odd draw
like a "perfect hor-e
soim

Ices $3,000.” The other stubs show some
$5.i,ooii paid to various parties in New
Orleans for militia and gunboat expenses
between April and November, lsT.’i

The reward --t "ju.nno u, th« Bo
.-a---till in force, and Ail-u Pinkerton aiuioum
that tin -aim w ill be -dimpii-hed
him ui.
Id- force to the parlies win- shall give inform,,
lion which shall lead to the reeoverv ot ti.
child, and the capture of the abduct- i-

A l,n i: l.xsi i;,vw i Fi;,u i> the llangor
Whig says the Grand Jury of Franklin
county, at their last session, lound bills ol'
indictment against one Augustus It Warren, of New Sharon, lor obtaining by cer-

tain false and fraudulent pretences, of the
Ashbury Life Insurance Company ot New
Fork, a policy of insurance upon the lile
ol his sister, Mrs. Serecta Anna Warren,
payable in case of her death to himself,
for the sum ot $3,turn; also against Dr.
Warren, Serecta Anna Warren, Luther
Curtis and Reuben Fenderson, for conspiracy to defraud said company by certain
false and fraudulent pretences toobtain the
said policy ot insurance, The principal
fraud

alleged

was

in

pretending

to the

company’s medical examiner that the person

presented

Serecta Anna
the time had

to him lor examination was

The Vroostook Pi»
County Fair in Iioulton a iot ot butter mould
ed into fam y print-, "rich bright and \eil>.vv »
gold”, the handiwork <*t t duughtei >t H -n. I
(
Madigau of Houlton. li w as not entered
for a premium but t- show that the voutm
lailie- of a family of high culture can vu- with
n
tin* farim-r-. wive- ami daughters in their
vocation.
The Provinretown VdV'irut- des. rib.in«
hundred'
capture on >aturda\ la-t ot
porpoist- who unfWtunalelv he fheiu*el\t*«
got into the 'hallow w at* r between the «du*r<
and the hat in that town, and wave attacked i*.
a
battalion of boat'. A large number <*t th<
tish were caught—perhaps two hti
r«
mdl
ea*h w ill yield eight t<* ten gallon' >d -ii
-•

Warren, who, it is alleged at
consumption, when the per-

examined was a sound and health}’
person, and not Mrs Warren. The application was made October
1873, and the
policy was immediately issued The inmired died Dec. 58th, 1873, and soon after
the company paid the loss to the assured
Afterwards J W. Green, general agent
for that and other life insurance companies,
from a variety of rumors was led to closely
investigate the ease, which has resulted in
the indictments above menioned.

few i».
A woman at Salt/burg, Minn.
>inee shot a squirrel in her door->at I and on
di'.
a<
»*identall>
harg« .1
setting aside her gun,
the other barrel, the eharge pa'-iug through
her heart.
Her husband, who win»««st*d the
shooting of the squii rel. siarti d toi th« iiouse n»
congratulate heron Ini njark-manMiip. hut
i. i* d. id on tin
'iliei
was horritied to
thre'hold.

son

Another Washburn has got into cilice
name is Elmer, ami lie is the
new chief of the secret-sen ice bureau.
The recommendations of <»en. Butler,
Col. Whitely and Allen Pinkerton nearly
11 is front

lost him the

place,

—Senator Morton, whose physical ininlirmities will not permit of his standing,
is described as the statesman who wears
his pants out when he speaks.'’

—Nearly three weeks have elapsed
without bringing forth anew “statement’’
from Beecher, Tilton, Moulton & Co.
This is something to be remembered on
next

Thanksgiving Day.
—One by one the salary-grabbers are
snutied out of political existence by thenindignant constituents,and fade from sight,
leaving only a bad odor behind them
Butler’s turn

next.

m.vv

(

Alachi.is
i he

iias

Heecher

a

C.i'i*

»i4,

Union

<ays
Curly last
week it became known to the public that
hVv 1\ 1 Merry, pastor ot the Centre M
worse.

Church,

was
charged with a grev ions otlence, his liouse-kecper being > nrn nh
Mr. Merry’s w ile died a year and a bait

ago and the woman who shares in In*
crime was his housekeeper until June hi*t
Their criminality, by their own admisM. n-*
am! confessions, dates back to April last
Mr. Merry has resigned md the society
without

a

pastor.

No doubt

Whitely, Nettleship and other

Government detectives
the

principle

thief;

of

were

setting

but on what

a

appointed

principle
these

is

a

the Gov

dishonest

eminent

prosecuting

Is it the same in both casesJ

—A man down in Hope is buildiug
eider mill. [Kennebec Journal.
And

on

thief to catch

officers ?

a

steam

everybody Will wish him success
pleasing Hope, thb fond de»ire

Kise w henro thi*
Tliis longing after”

•

s

apple juice.

News of tho

City

!

Hazeltine for
h tt pear* from hi* orchard.
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Mavsville, t a!.,
lends in this city. received
k .-oiiic specimens of c ali-

attcr-on. of

'.».■■

■u

1

-1gI!i day > ou the way.
.nape- weighed five
-\
d-d -ious evidences of
d111■ 11\ no-.- (-1 that country.

d du,.

<

dims-,

lie

oi

im

ii. w

i-

coiitined

ently passed hi-

iv

mouth. Star in the West, Marsh River. Liberty,
Quautebacook, Trojan and Sebasticook.

birth-

*4th

The work of shutting in—closing up of the
outside planking-—on Capt. MeXear's new ship,

on that occasion by many
friend- an
received numerous tokens
1
kind t v remembrance.
Among the most
Mar i-\ a
mijUoi made by Mr-.
il"
meraldo mother of Fx-Gov.
wb
in liei
'*•_« ; yi*ar walked to the
•use and pre-elited it.
.i-

—•

building in Carter's yard, was finished mi
Tuesday. The work b being rapidly pushed
forward and-he will launc h in a lew day-

M

She has been named the
Boston gentleman.

~

>
*■

■'

Mu *o.l.
I

0.

>•■!"m

Wmierport,

oi

of

•«»n-ists of

i"

an

1

fi"

with-

! 'in:

iron ring hold-

-mall bag. and a conn th*
fruit. A irreai deal of
or bruising from careless
picking,
instrument would -ave.
i.io.of,

"

lo
ti

oi

a

Huzcltiii"

B

«

pa-

It F arranged to
polr. j.y vvliich to reach

a

md gat

is

o- a

Pi l

.a

ii.

.-end-

has purchased of l> G.
outailliilg seventeen acre-, oil
IF!!
i>! This be lia* plowed, and

li*-M

u.l-

!

ii.-

F

•.

ostiiig with manure from
the \ maihuven granite

ti

the cattle

quarries,

land ought to yield
ton- oi nay to the acre, and give a haudUii- proiii.
A lurye barn w ill be built on the
Mi :1 habought an udjoiuing lot,
I* v
iii
»car undergo the same treatl.

bi-

in atm. .nt

Hr

'<

ment.
im

1*jr.j

t

m

i.i

t

which takes place at
14th, will he a delightful

*eii.

invcr-

.rii

*1

i-ited thi-

»
*v:

h

K*-d

good music
city hilt he

Bur*
is

well

apiiul humorist, whose songs
tipin* ui't- received with unbounded
Mr-. H. B. .Smith has appeared be-t

it

audit-nee*- and is remembered as a
tdv and a first class singer.
Miss
W
i. Winch and Miss Persia
■%

.ip the full company. We
public mav look for something of uniii-’, luakt*

uk

w

on

Saturday evening

and beautiful

«

display of

auro-

from this vicinity
At first
tight shot from the northern
Ui»* /.fnitli. -nitrastmg beautifully
iarl 'due
Hit- sky.
Soon these
'Ofpt*. of ilainr apjieared in the upfhr—t- broadened and ran by flashes

a!

-ffii

band

Hoi-

:ii

a

itH

■

Limns.

itN

iiii

advertisement.

i

\

•mi. -i:

oi-

until tie* whole assumed the
igantie curtain let down from
v•»! which \ lie lower edge could be seen.
v
mg and -was mg as if in a breeze, and the
if"
Seen against the
'ia/mg with light
v-i

alei

wc-i.

jifui'a:>.*

ti

■_

the ,-k> ibt- effect was beautiful,
began to fade, and slowl)
until darkness reigned again, reliev»f

K.

in ii'ciu

miuutr- it

nt oui.

only b\

'd

Wilke.

Hu stars.

Pttwi.i.

I \«-kt»\kmi:nts.

While

building and improvements have
going on within the city proper, the east

c\t»
i.

u-

tbf

\

been idle. Mr. Hiram
Peirce ba- advanced hi* work- at Goose
t-r to sii 'li a point that a few notes in de-

ie

k

ot

iM

ba-

hi

nut

art now

has already erected a grain
“•ti. >4 f
0*'. thro* -tories high and basement,
bh*h will be supplied with
machinery of mod! n tiuprov ckcnts. for the
grinding of all kinds
I be frame of a store house for the
oi graii.
r-»*

apacity.

H«

-torage of grain is up Ui by 50 feet and three
lories high, if 1 a piaster mill i- to be erected.
When tli. .lam i- completed it will flow a pond
twenty acres in extent, from which an abunIce houses
dance of ice can be cut in winter.
.I lo.ooo tuns capacity are soon to lie erected
■

below the mills, which lie intends to till the
cluing winter. On either side of the river lieoiw thedamMr. I’, has laid a substantial
granite
■* ‘ll tilled in with
gravel and soil. This gives
a wharf front of 325
feet upon the west side,
200 leet

up..n the east, which w ill accommodate both mills and ice
houses, at. which
mere is a depth ..1 ifeet of
water, allowing a

aim

--el oi Thai dealt

n, come
directly to the mills.
elevator will be built to lake
grain to the
ipper stone-of the mill, and used iu the discharging of grain loaded vessels.
Tile raising ot Hie water will overflow the
present roadway across (loose River bridge.
A petition containing the signatures of 200

All

or

the heaviest lax payers is before the city government, a-king tiie eitv to raise the bridge 12
J. et which will incur an expense not exceeding
s25on. When we consider that Mr. Peirce has

B

Fuller, for

boy on Saturday night took the large
tield-pieee that lias been lying out of doors

l’lie water jiower here is enormous, and the
-apply inexhaustible. It is believed this is
but the nucleus of a large muuufactoring inMr. Peirce should reterest that is to follow.
ceive all necessary aid, and the well wishes of

hibited.

enterprise

,,

<-

.,

ex-

d

SPECIAL

‘.our home
(.one
she
Hiiishi-d

NOTICES, i

location of the county road north of the village
so a< to go around the Horn hill (so called)
about 1-2 mile from tiie village.

impression on the public mind at Rockland,
and there is considerable sympathy for the
prisoner. The trial will probably close

Ill BNHAM. Mi s. Amos Whitten planted urn;
common sized potato ot the Peerless denomi-

Robbins was put on the stand Tuesday
and testified substantially that lie rememCRAMPS AND PAINS
bered distinctly nothing which occurred Whether produced by indigestion, improper food,
ot w uter or diet, too fret indulgence in infront the time he leit Rath till lie got to change sudden
water,
change- of temperature, are immedi
Rockland; had dreamy recollections of ately relieved bv it.
island
and
a
woman
the
on
seeing
being
CHOLERA INFANTUM
there, alsooi being in a boat, but couldn't
this most dangerous and fatal ailment oi childtoll whether before or after he woke up on hood is promptly
cured in the great majority ot
the island could remember when lie was cases, when this remedy is administered accorljiug
to directions. When its first symptoms appear, in
As
the
the
murder
to
with
first charged
immediate use invariably prevents a serious attack
fits at home and in Portland, lie substanbut
other
DIARRHCEA IN TEETHING
witnesses,
tially corroborated
To cheek the Diarrlnea, allay pain, and ipiiet tin
couldn’t remember what happened while child
during the period of teething, thi- i~ the bi-i j
suffering the attacks. lie was on the and safest remedy that can be used.
stand from 9 a. m. till -I r. m and was
closely cross-examined. The ( iovernment
introduced some rebutting testimony. The
1 he
testimony was closed yesterday.
prisoner preserves his cheerful manner and

mer-

store

the V of the Belfast Branch, in vvliieli
he will erect a steam mill, to be used for grinding corn and other purposes.
oil

proposed

new

rig for three-masted

schooners, by which the sails arc (o be
easily handled, anil the necessity lor
lowering the gaff-topsails when tacking
obviated, recalls the opposition encountered by the first big fore-and-afters. A
down-east contemporary at that, time
more

raked these cratt tore and alt, and declared that "for beauty and convenience
in a vessel ol “00 and 300 tons, nothing
It further decan surpass the barque.”
clared that the fore-and-alt rig for a seagoing vessel “makes the spars very costly,” "wears out more sails,” that “there
is no economy in help,” and that “it is as
life is worth to reel a
The forea schooner’s foresail,” &c,, Ac
this
down
lived
and-afters have, however,
since these criticisms

much

as

a

this week.

betrays

no

reported

haven’t yet arrived.”

opposition, though
were

test.

Until this is done
doubt fight shy ot it,

builders will no
though it looks well

on

paper.

How can it be proven that Moses wore a wieV
Because sometimes he was seen with air on
(Aaron.) and sometimes he vcnsn'l.

wide,

....

born
Hone hoim <J human hearted
u- h balm to sooth our
heavy woe
And if thou will, in t« nder, pitying fa\or,
IHi'tt n tie- time when we may rise and g*

Sim*

to 73 ct3. per

Alpacas

POTTEB, 170 Wafthinglon
St., Roifon, (den i AffenfM.
S. A. HOWES & CO., Agents.

Pills, Potions and Pungencies.
Sons and daughters of Adam everywhere u<e
Adamson’s Botanic rough Balsam. Price lift
and 75 cts.
The strongest propensity in woman's nature,
t<»
says a careful student of the sex, i- to want
know what is going on, and the next strongest
is to boss the job.
Parson's Purgative Pills will greatly relieve,
if not entirely cure, dyspepsia when everything
else fails. They have been tried in some desperate eases, and have given more relief than
any other medicine.

country apothecary,
physician stopped
inquired for a pharmacopa ie' “Sir," said
“I
know
of no such farmer
apothecary,
liying about these parts.”
at

A
and
the

a

Detroit lady to a small boy whom she
found crying in the street, the other day: “Will
a penny?”
1
“No,”
you stop crying if give you
Said

a

said he: “but if you H make it two cent1; I 11
stop if it kills me."

HOUSEHOLD"”’ T

To all person? sullering
Rheumatism. N«u

lrom

D A II A P T A

InlinliLn

alEia>

Cramps

in

the

‘i^bs
imil
Colic, o:stomc,'h;
theBi.lioul9
back,
in

bowel.?

or

side,

we

would

--ay, tiik Household

YND

Panacea and Family
Liniment is of all others

[ A M I I V
I H IVI I L 1

r,iniedy
It

I I kl I A A [ LI T
m L
|

| f| |

N I

you want for

internal and external
has cured

use.

yd.

REPTS,

.MAR!

IN MW 1 SOI. AND, and

yd

per

Paisley Shawls,
art to

examine the

to

good

e

Men

they

a*

Specialty.

I Yi I S, .IU5T HK( I

>

From S)*

i.

a
I ire < all l oots
with and without cork
order to tii ju\ ton;
»

1

hey

u*h

to

<

8 Cents per yard
f hie and ant ->
iphth ard wide Ih tiehetl < 'utton—>'/dcndid {Quality. Onh, \: ! < /..
pi r pai d,

Remnant
From

to It

BLEACHED COTTON

HEAVY

17 cents.

Former

LADIES' WOOLEN

price

\nd in l:n-[,
u*:m!i\ L.-pf
l’oiik-.

HOSE,

N It

i.

C»l

A LI

1 Y

cents

F F. r

*l.-,'i and

i

pair.

each.

>\

HAM)

«

or

..i

\ e

Boston with

Si HAW

Top Buggy

I)

I

Belfast, Oct., h.

FLS,

her

cure

will hi

mutly

Main

Street.

WHITE LOAF BREAD will he baked
daily, at my Bakery on Cross Street, during the
warm weather.' Also a

I7UU.SU

CART

afternoon, Sunday’s excepted,
through the principal streets giving all a chance to
purchase.
run

every

Buy Fresh Bread and Save Making A Fire!
crackers, Pilot, Ship and Soda Bread, Oyste

Crackers, Pies, Cakes, &c., constantly on haiid a
wholesale and retail. Brown Bread every Sunday
morning.
A. F. RIGGS, Baker,
iieltust Aua. 6th. 1’','}.— It;.

KIDDER’S Pfl8TIL118.bv‘ma1i.CtAowellT.U
Aiug».

MONEY WANTED.
tEi

THOUSAND

(30001<lollars

Estate Security.

< >

v ci

i !
SCRATCHES

LIVERY STABLE!
r*\

Arpi!I.

the

«.,t

u-

Henry Dunbar, Jr.,
stable

W
h'di
('IrT'K
J lit' tilers'

guarnmtee

with theii

|

"ii

opt ned

formerly occupied h Ft dlvim
.i 'bii;g*ttill siro
neai
i’erkilis
mis
.image diop. ul i.

i.

.•

i■.-idied for all < ocusion and.at all timt «
od and capable drivers tumid.ed when required,
i.
me a call ami t-r\ m\ team.*.
an

H. DUNBAR

Bfhad. Juh-

Making

''tli.

’.w

1.

b'l

Jr.

-nl

'..all

HALL

NIGHT

Eve.

Passengers $100.
(’AFT.

Oct. 14. 1874.

v

Belfast,

pi.

N L>

>

«

I 1

n\

DOMESm
t u»* n a unitm
to it3 extra--rdinurv i;u

Ilayford, 11-

A

10, is.

1. —t

I

\

'l-

r

!

IIIOMA-: RriBrKSS
flu

v

VMM Vl.\
.•

Via;

Israel Cox. < ion ! hi-. Am n;
Harrison llayto.-d, 1- i.i
I' VI. Moody, Il -r-t 11S .1. Iit-an Prop
t' l.;v*-i
Kben v\ Seavt v, Hotel keepHubert t. Anns. Teamster
.1 W IUa< k Deputy. sdi-rirl
.1. M H:de S. C<i. >tay« PropW. 1 < leaves. Prop
I.iV 'I
-•

I A '« V

VN

Holm. v. Capt.
1 !i>
acht 1* M
m.ak< wraklv
Ihonui- Hiirpt'-'S. w i:
(rip- betttfi-r. this oitv ami Caia er a
in mil attn
I lu.r«.hi\, bcpt.
liar bo?
,!<>, 1" 1.
•
kuuis
m
ai
i.ongriT a,
euntry proems
market prices. People who wish to di p >-*■ ot the
same will do well lu give us « call.
May hi* seen at
tne >tort-of Woods, .Mathewa & linker, or on hoard
schooner at Haraden’- wharf, where she rnav be
Ioumi \n hen in port.

Faro for

ONLY.

U.I.-

HGRSE-FLESB

FALL ARRANGEMENT.

M

_

>1 111 i:

,,

a livery stabh
stocked with
First-Class Horses, New Carriages.
Harnesses, &c.

1

AND

1

■-

Richard-. pt

H AY F0 RD

•

I

I
p

•THE

1<".

I,MEK1 SAfflEI!,!'

Prcpart-d By

;

8EAUsPOUT, ME,
KICHAXvD M. JVIOODV
and

Drum,

Apotln

txeneral
in

bno'v 1

l-ent
i, Mi

BELFAST

FOUNDRY CO.

wanted on

Address P. O. Box No 107, Belfast.

WA-LDO COUNTY

FTUI1 management take pleasure in uummn. iug
that they have secured the services of the F.mi
neat Basso anil Prince of Humorists,

JL

TEACHERS' INSTITUTE
Mr. HENRY C. BARNABEE.
Grand Concert as above, assisted by the
following artist*
MRS. H. M. SMITH,
New England's Favorite Soprano.
MISS A. R. CLARK,
Contralto and Accompanist.
J. W. WINCH, Tenor,
Solo Tenor of the Boston Handel and Haydn Society and Apollo Club, and

1874.

For One

Miss Persis Bell,
The Talented Young l.etd// Yiutinieh.
ADMISSION,

:|5 CENTS.

KESEVED SI.A is. so CEETS-

g^Doors open at 7 Concert
at Woodcock's Bookstore.

at

sale

Spectacles
large
LENSES,
A

and

Eye

iicketa
lwii

tor

Glasses!

and full assortment, with the FINK.<1
adapted to all ages and conditions of the

COLORED EYE GLASSES
good

rpHRF.F,
A Real

in

ARABIAN

Props.

the

BREAD!BREAD!
BREAD

Mi

t,

B. F. WELLS,

will he

(

each

NEW

Barnabee Concert!

and tustefiilh executed.

11

cent3 to one dollar h
r, on Keu-.oiiaF.-ie 1 •rm-'.

m

GRAND

Millinery Department !

Htf

I?

1

vj/.m.V' /•:, 70 i-2

/
11t't>
wet

A

—

PLAN.

BURNHAM & BA REMAN
4fc*rFri« aft Dining !.’> m- t >i Partie

H. H. Forbes’ Shoo Store, i

MBS. B. F. WELLS Wednesday

t<>

i/i’l

SELLING LOW

Non. 10 1-2 anil 18
Essex St.. Boston.

j|\ \|I Altai.
Ml\\V

.1.

WORK \\ ARRAN I LL*.

ONE

ini •ill w-'ik entrusted

ON EUROPEAN

Booms per day,
person, or by the

|

HOUSE,:

«»

ORNAMENTS

Will take char ire ol

!

■

Department!;

tier-kill and workman.-hip we will
:afisfy and please nil wuo may luvor
orders.

I

A

|

j

\\ ho will have the entire f.uitro!

Flowers, Bilks,
AND

I

a-a

i/o;

Dress and Cioak

FlilATH E

!

Bargain

Print-: dmeket p.-r H„.,k
[
named
keeper. &c.f &o., either ,.r‘ abo
Inn o worked ut for some time and feel myself quali
tied to undertakt with a determination to give sati»
a ro
action
Sol iting tin
will suv that good references jan
->t siu li a p. r-on,
i.
tie gg
Addrc". eare <>•' Journal nitice,
ALIA. M. < ;uai>b un
Belfast, Aug. '-1. ld-i—t:b

|i|»r\
lim

<m-tantl

LOT

i

< >

WANTED!
MT Id 'V MINT

Hilliard’- and .Mi J Southworth lain great
pleasure in being able to inform their f.ieml- and
r\ ie.cu-tomers that they have at la-t -erur. dth.

over

l>

>

HANDSOME

Mrs.

Rooms

A NEW
A

at a

ESSEX

l»oine-tie Mak*
hand.

by

>et. lb 1ST !

1w 1

RIBBONS,

uni

Belfast,

~

Trimmed Bonnets and Hats.

ALL

a-h Cu- t 'iuer

KAMI TOP HI ». Y .u g.I ooi:
ditiou will be sold verv cheat il application imade at once to the sub.icr.ht :4. \' nshiug: on Mrret,
illuMA- t.A>\\ON
•pp'eqtt ;:iei>as Work

j
J

I

OR SAME ST.

to as u

to <'

V';IV<'>\T>

SOUTHWORIH

FRAMES,

Attended

made Low

o

RoSSETS.

Felt Hats!

Departments
pri

*

hat-.

Milliner)

in ail

Slued

tad Attractive, and

t=5

ostrich era rnra-.

AND

Large

4\vl4

MISS IYZELLE FIFIELD,

VELVET

»ur

Cash.

GO

|

t o

ERE sal FLOWERS.

ment id

popular maiailaei a i
AT WHOLESALE AND RETAIL

&P

;

A

r'.i.I.L'DIXu

just retui'iieil lrum
:i
Splendid Assort-

Keeping Goods
Cassimeres from Warren,

B

cheap.

uir store

MISSES & CHILDREN,

m-

t

H. H. JOHNSON & CO.

j

FALL S; WINTER HOODS !j

MILLINERY !

r

m

House

m

RICHARDS

and

Pair

CD

VI 7 C'L'I.D annoum e to tf. Ladies ,.t Belt'a-t ami
VV tlu- County of Waldo. that in. y ii«• retu: ..Ld
from the‘Mirund Opening-’
L'.' i- Millinerv, ami
now other a full line uf

Loi'iau

fieri

,

ever

o

MISS A. F

l.i

«

Ladies' Underwee
Is the very ln-1

:

n

Ami other

in! <»F

Per

TICKIN'.,,

SASH

\W li;

$1.00

PI PM' PH IN In

l* L
Arc\. Robert-, New York,
Meade, Patterson. Sabm.
Me-lu ll. BabbbL
VV 1 ut< p >n
Oregon, I littl* Bangui,
velinc, Bagley, Pretti Murdi
e
H dm.
Ryder,Ells w ;rtb .Man I -ui-u
R ungor■.
ra
iLi i;
Haskell, Partridge.et. .Mary:

-Jt

1 1

in

HEATHERS.

h'fet.t

k

"i«m

[“i

*M

jri

HIT, PATTERN.

r/'r's<

oi l:

PI NS MORE & SON.
j

The Cekhratei Domestic Paper Patterns i

A. I

In all varietie- and at H< >i

Prices.

CENTS.

*1.7.'

KFF.P

j

CLOAKINGS !

SKI R T S?

T

YY

kiudol Boots ami Shoes that are
K- ! • I A
IF. •« » 1
AMjnHoK

w\

til and see tiiem tor they have the
‘’■“■ds and eai: and w ill -el! them at Low

--Button Kids, ouh >7<*. per

lull assortuici t

a

Keep All K ilids

per pair

ALL HF.M.Ml.l'

10

!*•

in

tiomls t’ur umlerwt :ir ;i i> usu.i
found in a Lunushitij" >!•»

Wcim’s Sene Lace and Congress Boots,

Linen Handkerchief!?,
ONLY

c

A

CORSETS,

t)nlv Ou

bc-t

*_

tL-

tow

At

-r

Best French Corsets
BEST GERMAN

also

>.

|,,h- |.:iir

■•.

give

a

vein

JET TRIMMING GOODS.

Button

and

the

exception

Prints.
FOXED BOOTS, Sheeting.
Blankets. Batting.

cent*5

HOSE,

and

CLOtTBS I

We offer

line of

Serge

[SLVpllr,™t™M

i’h.

sard

pel

Finest

O

^Prints,

yards in length, all perfect, <m.!>

u

<

New Pair for any that do not
G-ENTLEMEN
Give Satisfaciion
Will find a*i » om|»kd*' mi A

Yard Whir Hear* I’m/e,/

hit'

introducilng

•«.»

Fine French Kid Button

Boots

L.\ IS i’KU Y Alii*

t

id

are

Ladies

Shirting Flannels,
lo

Without

Walking Boots, Ladies’
Fine Am u Kid Button Boots,

We have the l,AR(iF.SJ' A>s< >KT.U 1 .N ! of these
goods in Hellast, selling -.it VLRY LOW FRICKS
*»*We give on*- of our DOMF.STIC l’APLK I’ \ 1
1 F. KX> t-• each purchaser ot a Waterprool.

ONLY

KID

Glove

WATER PROOFS.
Gent’s

TiI0KS«.\ S SEAMLESS and J0| \ IN

Vkxis and Britton Boots,
and have them made to

>i

Boots, Ladies’ Heavy Goat

We are-elling a i.OUl* HI \» K >11.k foi M j.,
1'he Celebrated id.'l.M I >11 K>. (u-.t
per yard.
70 per yd.
received, Iroui * 1.70 to

4

I Al l. \M> WIN TER

Oik1 lluiiiimi Oozeii

Hood .-dock of

a

|

IYF.D,

BLACK SILKS,

li‘•e-n.
•
-1

t

hand

on

ilaml-Sewed Goods!!

$

Ladies'

SAILED.
ept

they

Fall iV Winter Sacks.

MRS

.I

t.

also h.ivt

>

Slf('h

READY-MADE

FLFHAM

new

in fashion
Feathers, Birds, Fiowerifc I.aces for Tiumming, at W hulesale and Retail

Front *7 to >''h> Each
I>o not fail
lie made ofir

s.

Velvet, Kelt and Straw Hats, entirely

-•*«-

i'iit

Autumn 1874*

-'li
Oregon, Tuttle. New York,.la*.
Holme? Ryder, Hoboken.
■•'bby
Lhnry, New York, Cameo,
Teuel*.
Boston; Lillian, Kyan. Bo.?
iTantic. Black, Hoboken Tannic
and Edith Bartlett, Salem. K i. Mun
-eR. Bubbidgo, Bo?tou
Myra Sear-.
hapnian, do
eline, Bagley, Salem, brig I \Y. Par
ker, Brackett, Boston,
oh-. S. Tinker, Stewart. Llizabrthpori.
n
A. "
Lilli- Fergu-u>i. Rn-t >n Ahbv
Weld, Y» utton, N<’-w \ m k

r::

are

Warrant Every Pair!

Hit

BELFAST

have recent lv made arrange

manufacturer, by which they

a

BEST THICK BOOTS,

ARRl vj:i»
■pi

They

with
selling the

inents

From 25 ets. to $1.50.

From 20 to 25 cts

SHORT STATEMENT

M ILL 3IAKE A

BLACK ALPACA.: <C MOHAIlir.

TYCOON

rics and Shades. Also Colored Merinos.
Black Thibet, Black Cashmere, Bril
liantines and Mohairs, and at pri.
mueh lower than ever before ■dler. d

Dinsmore & Son

yard

now

LEO W. BURKETT V

avi >urI

the above

complaints in thousand?
casesThere is no
In'8takp about it. Try it
|
Sold by all Druggists.
Iysp32

iu all the latest Novelties, Designs, fab-

Shades.

BLANK!. 1'

NMWS.

OF

Splendid

Dress Goods

£3
0

For 25 Cents per yard.

May be huind

_

PORT

o

At Go cts. per

in

Wish to call the attention of < ti-'t mors
to their Extensive Sun k of New ami
Si \s:jN.u;i e

co

As

igaot Shades,

Good

11. H. JOHNSON & CO.

a<h

through whvh

'.on.
(
»■

I

illl-Wcol Merinos at 87 cts.

Serges, 37

los(-d with ajar, and left u- hero alone
" >• -fund without, in tear-, furlorn and ban. died.
Longing to follow where one loved has gone.

Of tlo- se\ i-n -t type ha« been promptly cured.
I ludirection- tin the use ul thi.: preparation in thi- dieasi-are those ot Dr. Edwards.,*! the Calcutta and
Bombay hospitals, uml invariably resufts in a cun

Is the mnT agreeable, effective, and sale medicine
for every disease of the stomach and bowls ever
compounded by any person or process. Full aud
plicit directions are given in a :J4 page book, accompanying each bottle, lie sure and obtain he
genuine, having a fac simile signature of E. II. San
ford upon flu- wrapper of each bottle.
Sold by all Druggists and Dealers in .Medicine.

I'he door

tlie 11

to

DIAGONALS,
F

In

IIEEKM A

seaman s

to a practical

I

*

anxiety.

that a somewhat juvenile
dandy said to a fair partner at a ball,
Miss, don’t you think my moustaches
are becoming ?” To \vhich Miss replied;
“Well sir, they may be coming, but they
It is

DYSENTERY

hom

rill;;

SUCH

In.' u;th Montwli. sept. U'th, Clara Belle eldest
child : \ H and .Wary A. Cram, ag< d h. v«ais.
month', aud jo da

CHOLERA
MORBUS

nation, and raised tiftv-tive pounds of
chantable potatoes.
1. 8. Bangs is ma king ail addition to hi>

ufl*

.11»

■BH

GREAT BARGAINS!

day«.

./

The

Antl

years.
In Surry, Sept- ‘.'th, \ irgelia Lstella. <ei!y daughter
1 tp*- hue Jo- \\
and 11 rill Cle.n. iig de mouths

■

house

m un runt ssi!

—

BRIGHTON CATTLE MARKET.
YY ttl.NKSDAY, Sept.

Opening!

FALL AND WINTER STOCK

..

«.

Autumn

Have Just Received their

»

the gun house, and carried it to the dock
the depot.
It was loaded with a tremen-

made the three-master has come into
vogue, and, with its patent gear, obviated some of the foregoing objections.
already exjiended #35.000 in his works, which The improved rig now proposed by Capt.
-urn i- but a beginning, and the industries that Forbes of Boston will it is thought make
this class of vessels still more
we so much need, it is generally believed that
popular,
ihe request should be granted.
though it has not yet we believe been put

the whole community, for the

1

in thi- mill apparently ready for use on
J
the morning of ihe lire. Imt apparently the
A t market for t lie current w eek A 'attic i.d.d ; she- p
near
Sw ine 14,4bu number ol West'rn
water was wanting in them, and the hose and LambCattle r.'Jl
ort hi rn Cattle and Working! i.v-u ami
dou- c harge and tired off 9 o’cloc k Sunday night, and
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PriceBeet Cattle, per lou lbs. Pve weight. J.x
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escape
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kett A Co. « :m be found in our advertising
mill in ease of tire, but this great disaster
Oxen Weqiiot. -ab-s ol lnr,gth « It 4 in
Working
columns, whi le* the \ set forth a large display
m
lias shed a far-searching thought on the •?J‘oO J pr. c. tr
*!»'•■; pr, o ft, d 1 n $lh<i; 1 p,of new and laney goods and at pric es that will
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subject nl mill architecture in this partic- :ft.it.bin,
5>jiu.
suit the times. II. II. Johnson A Co. abo call ular. it was found conclusively that there
store Cattle
Yearling* silnl;. two >ear old* yl.
..a.d4 per In ad.
attention to their Autumn opening of millinerv
were not ample means of escape from the mP- three year oldM deli Cow- and stores- We quote extra at s.d.da'. :.
and div-s good.-, and present a most flattering atiic story
had there been, the loss of
ordinary $ Jin,do per head.
sheep and Lambs—i-rom tin Wet there was a
display of new style's. Read their advertise- lib- would have been avoided and we now
lair
all owm-dby one tirm, costing, landed
ment.
Mrs. Richards and Mi-- Southworth are sugest as an additional means of safety and at supply, from
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in
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of
that
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a
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so
the
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be
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alarm struck in any lory should real ti all tail,
1 J per lb.
ite- with the ladies and by their determination
others in the mill
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-to please have procured a large amount of pubi
The report.further peak of tiie insutliBELFAST PRICE CURRENT.
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a
that
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and
lire
cent
c
de.i Wet Wy for the Jmtrna’.
urge
escapes
new new stock of millinery.
It is hard to say
be drawn from this terrible disaster which
!
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: c-t
who is the best, but you can always count on
luaijiflour,
ot
ib.OOal3.u0, Hound Hog,
will lead to the better protection
oper>
Corn AKa!,
n.‘We lls fora good artic le.
Din-more A Son call atives in factories in ease ot lire.
*l.l.»a00| Cleur Salt Hork,
8a'<
il.OCaOO Mutton per lb.,
Uye M.-.o
attention to their new stoc k of boots and shoes
lA’oaOC Lamb per lb.,
The verdict concludes the report and is Uye,
?as
l.lOaOo!
lb.,
JalS
Corn,
of all deseiiption.
Turkey per
They are old dealers in the to the effect that James Turner and twenOOaOO Chicken pi 11..,
1 j.il
Barley,
business and know just what the public* de- ty -two others came to their deaths either Beaus
-ua'i.-’d Duck per lb.,
i.iit
! uoal.-jd Ciee-se per lb.,
tala
mand, you can rely upon them every time, as fiv leaping from the window, of the mill Marrowlut P» a
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iiu's.'alb
Oats,
llay per ton,
regards quality and pric e. People who regard or from the effects of the flame and smoke. Potatoes, nt v.
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-tdaSO Lime,
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Dried AppleICaOo
their own interest will purchase of liberal
< 'coking Ajijtlt -.
1'ia.io Unwashed \\ ool,
ad*>
The Rockland Murder Trial.
advertiser-.
.;ua3:; Pulled Wool,
Butter,
l.jato
Ida Is Hide.-,;
Clieesi,
f aoo
In ilnj trial ol' Robbins for the murder Kggs,
SaUO Calfskin-,
14 aoo
Brooks. There wa> a narrow escape from
IT a Is Sheep Skin-<t
8 a 1.00
id (’apt. C amp, of the “Annie il.” the ease Lard,
a serious accident at tin- raising ot tin- addition
sail Hard Wood,
Beet,
Su.OCas.i.O
lor the government was completed on Baldwin a 3 j.i.
'ua.Oti Soft Wood,
to M. <'base’s storehouse on Friday afternoon.
iLuOaCd. t)
Thursday last. No tacts were adduced Veal,
4»o
Dry Pollock,
7a0j Straw
A stick of timber .'*4 feet long 7 by 7 fell from
das1
fv.Cta lu
The Dri' Cod.
beyond those heretofore published
the girt of the frame, a distance of ten feet,
defence opened on Friday, and set up a
striking B. Uowe,.Ir, upon the side of the head
plea fit insanity. The fattier ot the prisand shoulder, knocking him down, and inflict- oner testified to a
supposed til of insanity
ing a slight wound. Had the sti»-k struck him in dune '7h. Several residents ot Deer
with full force it must have resulted fatally.
Isle, testified to the previous good charA new hotel has been opened near the
Additional testimony
acter of Robbins.
station, l»v Loren and A. H. Hose, where all of this character was given on Saturday
Tin- sheriff and keeper *f the jail in which
can count upon the best “f fare for “man and
Robbins was confined said lie iiad two Aco,iupmii. il w till t'xcessivfc vomiting, terrible
beast."
.•rumps and pains, gn at muscular contract ion, cold i
Mr. and Mrs. 4'onant are about to open a
spells of what was thought to be insanity ness of the extremities, mid -iispi tided circululiuii,
Marshall tes- never fail to hi- in-<tant.lv relieved hvrhe useofSA.N
and
the
in
while
Deputy
jail,
Millinery store, at tin- late residence of 4i. 4 '. ;
tified that lie vcnl alter Robbins to bring LOUD'S JAMAICA .1 LMil-.K
Nesmith.
him into court and found him violent.
CHRONIC DIARRHCEA
The first killing frost of the season in this
Another witness knew there was insanity
>1 many years standing ha.- been permanently
section w as on Saturday night 4'Jct. 8.
in the family. The wife of tile prisoner cured by it, after e\ery possible reined) had been
Act only does it surely cure this dis
Hay Pressers are just starting into operation. testified to the mild and amiable disposi- tried in vain.
ease, but it prevents its fastening itself upon the
Brooks has got another road to build. The tion of her husband. The testimony for
system, in climates where change :•! food and water
County 4 ommissioners on Monday changed the the defence is said to have made a marked ha iuxariablv produced it
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to -!I' liiii
iiiagniiiet ut stone dam that is a
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ii ma-onrv.
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high, 2d bit thick at the base, and lias a
-wav at the top 20 feet in
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oiler, deceased. The district is composed
of the following lodges—Central, Unity. Ply-
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If. Gordon of Brooks, has been
appointed District Deputy Grand Master for
tin* Seventh Masonic District, in place of Saimie
.M asonic.

-i-

:u-i-T-

i*

which (
B. Ilazeltine, the Old Settler,
editor of this paper are duly thankful.

1

G. W. Burkett & Co. I

TEE CONFESSIONS OF 4N INV4LID,

1

Ca-e. ot kenduskeag.
Our friend will have
most siiecessful
Him' '■! rare in.it*>, has the slope of land ! his hands full in getting up locals and working
*'
hi-hulls. .nvcivd with young pear trees at the Case at the same time.
*mmc ini>
A fishing party recently visited Muoschcud.
From these lm will
--ariiig
'-t t
car n.ii
iv tmshel- of choice
pears,
consisting of Arleinas Libby of Augusta, Sam.
a
woiidevful -ight. with its hang- ! E. Smith of Wiscasset, and others. A box oi
api-r
n-li'rwhile and purple grapes.
trout from their hooks reached this city, tor

Ml

River Disaster.

Many valuable horses die from the effects of
.colic. The best tiling to do ill a ease of this
coroner's verdict in the Granite kind is to pour a bottle of Johnson's Anodyne T‘i iiLi.siiKD
as a waknini, and for the benefit of
j
Mill disaster, Fall River, Mass., was ren- Liniment into a long-nocked junk bottle, add A<n \(, Men am. othkhs who suffer from NEli
S
the
Ol
then
of
molasses
and
half pint
pour
water,
DEBILITY, LOSS OK MANHOOD, ete.,
dered on the 3d iust. It is as follows:
whole down the horse’s throat. In ten minutes supplying the means of Self-Cure. Written by one
who cured himself after
the
to cat.
horse
will
undergoing considerable
begin
"W e, the undersigned, having been
quackery, and sent free on receiving a post paid directed envelope.
summoned as jurors at an inquest before
A New Lead.
satlerers are invited to address the author.
Andrew M. \V White, a coroner in and
1
How many times doe- oO go into 2o0.ooo?
N M HAMEL MAYKA IK,
for the county of Bristol, did assemble on goes 6,000 tiints. Well, that is a good percent,
('iiio 10. j,
j*. o. Box IBrooklyn, N. Y.
the ■.‘1st day of September, 1874, to act uu even for California. Will the best ••lead" ever
there
as
much?
not.
But
-tnu
k
Certainly
pa\
the dead bodies ol the victims of the burHALE’S
arc strong
that an investment >i
ning ol the Granite Mill Xu. 1, in said Fall lift) dollsr- probabilities
made in the la-t (H and < lift Concert,
SUBSTITUTE FOR CASTOR OIL.
! River, on the morning of (ho 19th of said in aid of the Public Library of Kentucky, will
i lie most reliable and saf*
vegetable substitute for
Mil ••v*r compounded.
September, and having proceeded to view pa\ that prr «vnt. to somebody. Why no! to (• astor
Instantly relieves
olic. < ramps, Diarrhu*a and all diseases of Children
one of usy
And then we have onh to wait till
the body of one James Turner, then
lying lie doth of November for the result.
leetliing. Causes natural and healthy sleep, give
at his house in said FallRiver, did
rc-t to mother and
child, regulates the bowels, aproceed
simulates the food, ami builds the child
to make examination as to the causes
A “Big Indian" strayed awa> Irom hi-camp
right square
from sutFering, jiimv weakness, to
strong and re
which led to his death, which examination and got lost; inquiring the way Bark, he was up
bu-t health. A perfect Ml-. DU'INK <11 LSI El H{
thus begun was continued by an adjourn- asked. “Indian lo.-t“No," said he, disdain- "l K LI 1 ILK ONES. ONLY Jo CENTS, bv all
fully. “Indian no lo.-t ; wigwam lost;" striking dealers.
ment from day to day, until October ;’>d, bis breast lie
exclaimed,‘‘Indian here!"
1871.
At the time wo were summoned,
< < >nsi"M 1*11«>n Can j:k
m i•.
Important
to Sufferers,
The greatest S' HI N* I'
l‘l .llONu SV lit 1*,
tlie number of dead and wounded was conbeiieiaetoi i- one who relieve- pain and cures
s. ulm.kSsl.um.mj Tom*
siderable, and tor some days thereafter disea-es. I >r. -il-b-e has accomplished both by
•SCHEM K’S MaNDHAKE Ell I. .,
the death-rate increased, but at the time hi- miraculous discoxery ot AS \KESIS, an
An
the only medicine' that will cure Pulmonary
ot making this report the jury believe absolutely ra-v, rapid and hifiHt'},!>' cur* for Consumption. Erequentlv medicines that stop a
cough will occasion the death of the patient. they
that all those now living are likely to re- Pil.f S in all stages. All doctor* endorse it and lock up tin- li* er, stop the circulation
of the blood,
20.000 ured sutUnvr- testify to its \ irtues. It
hemorrhuge follows, and in fact, thevclog the action
| cover.
is a simple suppository acting as an instrument,
--t the
yei*, organs that caused the cough. Liver
The number of witnesses examined soothing poultice and medicine. The relief is complaint
aud
Dyspepsia are the causes of twoduring the inquest was 49 and two were instant and cur e» rtain. Price Si. sold by Win thirds ot th< cases ot Consumption. Many persons
ot a dull pain in the
side, constipation,
recalled and their testimony is voluminous O. Poor A ><>n Bella-i. Me <nd Iw ail drug- complain
oated tongue, pain in the
shoulder-blade, feelings
Aware of the magnitude of the ged • gem-rallv.
ami hull.
•»i drowsiness and
restlessness.the food lying heavily
on the
disaster, apalliug not only in It immediate
stomach,accompanied with acidity and be-lcli
C\-i.»i:n
nioi.■ than a substitute tor Cas:ng up wind.
flux- symtoius usually originate
vicinity, but sending a thrill of horror tor Oil. It is the onh onfu article in existence troin a disordered condition
of the stomach or a
the
i mil ate tin food, regidatt
Persons
'"rPlf* *iv er
jury nave left wliieli i' rtain to
throughout tin* country,
affected, if they tuke one or
two
heavy
colds
and
if
bow
el-,
cure
the
he
wind-colic
and
no
that
avenue of inquiry tm carolled
cough in these cases be
produce natural -u«!ii**ii»\
checked, will tind the stomach and liver
-it
Ii e-mtaiiis m i;her mineral-, morphine
might throw light on the inquest. The or ep.
clogged,
and
inactive, and almost
aleoliol and is pleasant to take. Children pel.lie remaining torpid
they ill* HU M! e til* lllllg-i are a lllU'3 ol SOl'eS,
testimony so taken having been fully pub- nerd not era and inoihei may re-t.
ivis
iiul ule* rat d, tie- result ol
which is death
lished in the local papers and extensively
'•eh* nek
Pulmonic Syrup i- an expectorant which
does not
by the press generally, we do not deem it
Contnur Liniment*
iini'iin opium or anything calculated to
check a cough
^uddenl/. Schentk’- Seaweed foniij neeessui \ to recapitulate here the general
1 lie]v i- no pain \\ hi. h the dissolv «*•. »he food, mixes with the gastric juices of
outlines ol the evidence In the narrative
tin tumacli aids digestion and creates a ravenous
(
iitaiir Liniment- will not renow follow ing salient points will appear,
'.ppetite. \\ hen the bowels are costive, 'kin 'allow,
n
tin- symptom
otherwise of a bilious tendency.
lieve, no ^veiling they will not
It wamany witnesses giving testimony
-.•In-nek- Mandrake Pills are
fn*- "*•
required.
in »■ \ idence that the tir a alarm of fire on
nh.luo uul no l imene- which n dicine- niv pi.-pared only bv
*L H. SC HKNC K it Sii.N,
the morning of September 19th, vvas struck
Thi- L
they will no! cure.
a
1
-i.rner Nixthiand Arch street
Phila.
from box 79 corner of Sixth and Plea-nut
An t are for -ale by all druggists and dealers.
'! ron j; language, »>ut it i- true.
‘t V Vrjjjjg
l'i
streets, the tire being til-t discovered in
Sell.-uck
will la- at liie ynx. v li«»t si Bo<l’h* \ have |»rotluee.l more on iv.
o*.N
“lith* I.dloyving Wki>xksdav
October 7th
the mule room in the fourth story, at the
.N member 4th and ISth, and December M,
of tl lei 110 a i in,
neuralgia, I*, k-iaw. paby, md
bub iml dutli.
pair of mules number I >. at ten minutes
It
I
raked
brea-ta
lull
n-.
-1! in.1
to 7 a. m
From the time the alarm was sprain-.
struck all the lire department vvithall their sail 11). uin, earaelie. A <-., upon I lie lain)an fraim-,
MARRIED.
in. galls. A
upon animalapparatus were as promptly on hand as ami d‘ -fr tin- spa\
In thi city. Sept. 29th, by Rev. .J. A. Pos-, Mi
in
ie
Ilian
base
all
other
m
pretended
could be exported from the confusion ot
year
I. til.
\
Mudgett of Stockton and Mi--, Maud 1
1 hey are • oiintt rthe alarm caused by the striking of tour edic- iiit-e tlie world b« y n
Rackiill oi \ iualhaven.
!
a
Scurspun, Sept. 2:ld, by Rev. i F. Ifunseoin,
ilitferent boxes at about the same time, irrif: id, all-healing pain ielie\crs. I’ripples
1
Mr
ha
Avrill and Miss Lizzie Lanpher, both
and we further say that ii was in evidence tliro\, away tln-ir « rutelie
the lame walk, nt Seae.'pot't
Bv the same, Oct. .td, Mr Frank W
I liomaston and Mi--: lthat the hooks and ladders included in
ot So
r.-m
t
Ridley
1ed
harmless
and
he
biteai'e
.elyn Maiden
poi-oiiou>t Stockton.
this department were uisutlieieiit in ail
Wounded :nv lead' d without a sear. Die leIn Bangor. ^ pi. l-'trli, by R.
s. F 1 tv, Mr
[>.
emergency of thi- kind and poorly handled eipt- is published around eat h hotti.-. 'They sel* .\ freat of sear-port au l Mi Sara.i V l town's, ot
J ackson.
Corrected.
on t lii-- occasion
Alter deliberate exami-\er
tore -old. am! they -ell he
a- m> arlii !<
In Fllsworth, S.-pt
tr!i, .Mr. F. ( Oak-. ^and Mi-'
ination we now snv, and as an act of justice
.Mary 1. I rauu, both ot' Klhworlh
ea m e tl;ev do jllst wliat they pretend to do.
aiv
the
eonlo
that
lu
Wuldnb.ro
ul, Fred M Folsom of
many reports
Sept
say.
glad
riio-e w ho n ,\ sutler from rheumatism, pain
Wi-Crtssct, and Floreu<»- (
F.vensuler of Waldo
I'erning the other branches ol the lire ih
boro
or -\n lling descn e to sutler if they will not u-e
In
partment are unfounded anil upon further
amdeii, Sept ISth, John .Jerrahl <■! Plymouth,
consideration, the said truth becomes ap- < eniaiir Liniment, white wrapper. More than and Mi" Addie Blake ot West Water\i!le.
In South fhomaston, Sept. Pth, Mr. Silas A. liar
parent that due precaution was not used loon riilieaies ,»f remarkable eures. including low and .Miss Alma I Robinson, both ol South
in giving tin- alarm to persons at work in frozen limbs, chronic rheumatism, gout, runflunmi-don.
In • a Helen. Sept, '-'•'id, Mr. John A
the till storv.
Had such an alarm been ning tumors. A. have been received. W will
Clough of
P 'cklatnl and Miss .Nellie Barrows ot' I'uiuden
given anil tiie rare indicated taken the send a uvular containing certilieates. the reIn \ inaltiaieii. Sept. Jiith, Mr. .lame.- 1.. Bradbun
and Mi" M F futfnell, both of \ iualhaven
lives nl all persons in that story might
eipe. At.. gratis, to any one requesting it. One
have been saved notwithstanding that bottle ot yelloyv wrapper Centaur Liniment i> j
there was but one escape therefrom, viz : worth one iiumlred dollars for sweenied horses
i >IED.
the tovvei stairs, and we should be remiss and mules, or for screw-worm in sheep. Siot-kowner—these liniments are worth your atten- oi'ituiir/i
Stum o mi Age
hiyom? ln>
in duty, did we not say in our judgment
tion.
No family should be without them.
must be paid for.
that it is remarkable that the lire being ••White
wrapper for family use;” Yellow wrapin this city, Oct. (it!i, William Henry, only son
discovered iu the mule room in the 4th per for animals. Sold by all Druggists. bO lolin and Annie Cullnau, aged 1 year and •Jti’days.
I. B.
In this city. Aug. ustii, Luima s. aged 6 months 1*;
storv that among all the men employed cents per bottle; large bottles, si.to.
< <•
b!> Broadway. New York.
i da>> Sept dsth, Lila C. aged y montlis lo davs
there, as well as those in the fifth storv, Bosk A
twin
daughters, of Horace s. -,nd Lucy L. PerkinV
;
to whom there can be no doubt the alarm
j In tlii' city, Sept v'-th, intant sou of Mr. and Mrv
X
MARKET.
L.
Jack.'On.
BOSTON
did
not
was general and ample, they
have
I n thi- city, Sept. •-Sth, deddie 1L Carlton, aged !
MmXI \Y. Oc; 5 2.".
presence of mind enough to warn their
_> ear and y months
BI'T I F11 W <• ijuoie line Nnv Y ork and \ '-mumt
fellow operatives iu the sixth story to tlec at Oa40c per II), good do at Caddo, medium at J'.'a
In this city, Sept. :>th. Miss L. Anuie Cu'hniaii,
months and IS days
rears,
from their tiery late, and had even the YMo per Jr». <vmm"U do at J4aJbe, line W estern at
In th
city, sept, lith, intant son of Mi and Mm
dTri-ioe,
male operatives in the sixth story not
\\ Pendleton
< H Pf> 1—There i- ii"
f<
in
tie
(ieorg*
note
mar
change
In thi- -ity, sppt. Htli, Leroy M., on of Ltta and
become panic-stricken at the first alarm of ket aud price- remain at Id 4 c lor hue taetoriethe late Mile- Weymouth ut Waltham, .Ala'.-.
lire that reached them, they might have and lJalde per lb for medium and good do.
In Roekfand, sept, doth, Walter I., son < f William
Tin market i- lirm at J.daJbc for l-.a-teni,
led all the women and children in their Northern are not regarded bv dealer- with so much and Martha Idiur-ton, aged 1 vear and 1 daw
I i. Rockland Sept. *J5th, Almeda f
iJreen. aged
favor, and J4e per do/ is about the price for them.
charge down the tower stairs in salety
y* ars aud y months.
BP A.VS—The market is dull, and the sales are
There has been criticism and stricture confined
In
Lineolnville, Oct. dd. Mr. Reuben Hills, aged s6
to-mall lot.- at Si Wal 9d per bushel for
•ears and 7 months.
Mr- Isaac .1. Buzzell aged
as to the means used by tiie corporations
medium- i-i 4oa2 tiu for prime Northern and Past
about so years
to extinguish and prevent tires in their ern pea beans, and S < y.da! do for yellow eyes
In .Alorrrill, Sept. 4th, of Con-uniption, Almatia
\1-4iK1'ABI l.S Karly Kose Potatoes are selling
mills, and we now pass to consider the at b.dc per bu-h. sweet potatoes are tinm-r. owing Philbrick, wife of Horace Pailbrick, aged .'j years.
H. Lllsworth, Sept. tltlth, Willie A. son of Ruel R.
»oa4oo per bbl
means used in this connection, and then tu ligrht receipts, and we quote at
and DelJie F Doritv, aged 10 mouths.
tor .Norfolk- ami der.-ey<.inions ar tirm :-t *J
to the construction of the mill as regards
In Lllsworth, Sept. 16th, Herbert Percy. \*un of
per bbl
\brain and LUen S. Sargent, aged
its style ot architecture in affording means
>ears d days*
API-I.I s
file market i- overstocked with Ap
Ii Lllsworth. Sept, ’"t!., Mr. Harry s lshy of
pie*, and prices ranged from S‘2 to $J ;dO per bbl.
ot escape in cases like the present. The evi»50
veum
Amher-t,
HAY—There i- but little old hav
aged
most
dence fully -hows i hat ail appliance for % ol tin receipt- being new and sellingoffering,
In Surry, Sept.
'th. Air- Peltiah f apl< \, aged 77
troiu
I«j'years.
ton lor primstraw is a -had<- liamei and -oils
languishing tires in all the -tories, such a- per
In sarry, sept. 'J'Jd, Kinnnt Rav, oily child of
Ht s Jo 00 i.er son
tank-. pump* and pipes, and horizontal
de- e Ruv, aged 1- y ear-.
In Surry, sept. J7tli. Mr des-e M-ai m aged -n
pipe- and hose iii tile v arious room were
Fall
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by tin Bangor Whig that Eugene
Rust, local ot the Progressive Age. was married in that city. Tuesday, to Miss Nellie A

TUn-nt

ivvi-c

tlit*

\\*,„

ing up.

ise and other ornament-.
A
ha- been ->-i off at one corner
a
aboratoi > Ac., and it i-to he
renovated anti beautilied.

»h

heads ami bloody nos s
No complaints made.

Twelve lot- at the ( amp Ground have been
sold lately, tu parties who intend to build cottages another season, as also four others outside. Jt is getting to be a favorite resort for*
summer visitors, and a little
village b spring

was

making improvements

j‘

>ore

consequence.

Frank

down

im

■n

week

hcii from the bank

i-t'i.

.i

l arge pool- of blood on the walk in front •-!
McDonald's harness shop Tuesday mm nine
told of a struggle tierce and wilt! the.-v.-nine

the most

i*r...

..

1 he city government on Monday
evening
voted to raise the G«»o-e Biver bridge ih r«
jiiiit 1 distance as petitioned by Mr. Ivir.-c*
iJn- conslruction lias been left to tin* Mavm
and tie
ominiuee t»f road- and bridges.

exhibit m
i a
\ pour imirati<»n of
li> tr.i"1 of which it foli'V ,i- burrow ed
11S11

i.v

■“»«-

1

ami !osa«rc.

t.

late swarmed with pedl.T*-,

Janies .M. Stevens, of Northport, has pren
Ba> \ jew *treel scuie.l u> with specimens of the IVnil ailed ihe
the grading of the
••twenty omit e apple*," which he rai-e-. I'hey
aii
monsters of their kind, and a very nice
ha\ e taken the mat
I
md ha\ e bettered it.
apple fur \v inter use.

ban.
!'

iK

e

ul

hou-e ever\ imaginable
taking from house
kind of merchandise. Some families think of
providing two hell pulls, me tor caller and
Din- for pedlers.

order top* rn* goe*
diate snho<d hou*c*.
he mule port ion. adds

ants to

in-

t

>

«’
1 «

.*ity ha>

nipleinent.

t’i-b’*':

1

\ ears.

uiel nn

i*t.
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tin *to\c

au-c

of tin

The

I he

>

cur

■ii*

?

be,

If

man

tit.

id* wont

u*

midnight.

papers lately have been locking
up their old men.
As the lirst attempt w e can
go into one small school district in Prospect and
Pick out It* men whose united ages amount to

euiiig*

when the

line

U»* lo *w«

•-

.*

ami

<oin mg*,

■

^

arriving

the

was

A

*1:U»it«

O

freight train being oft’ the track

a

tew of the Indians, encamped in this city
are
leaving. The majority, however, propose
i\ of lie\ t w eek lobster* i to stop so long as
they can >» ll a basket, and are
lie lcim'h of ten inches will ! titling up their ti nts w ith stoves.

I'

Pt'-n.

to

hours

et

1

was

was

the main line, the Lelfast train
late Tuesday night,
at

on

The miiks ways to
through Belmont.

team

a* '.»u

owing

uuaw ay

a

long

the exclamation of every
body as they jumped out of bed Tuesday night.
It w as only the whistle of
belated train.

to the

building

pre-

badly needed.

b'

put up.
innd\ h-,*

1

were

Little Liver bridge was up on Tuesday
enough to put in a new stringer, which

tin tun

i.

*’

streets

evening.

nrting tin m.i.*t* into the new
yard..and win l.nun-h her

s

new

sented at tht‘ city government meeting. Moinhn

ship-yards,

__

•1; i11i-

:

that

m

Ceii. K. White is loading sch. d. c. l>rew
with iee, at Hickford’s, for Jacksonville. Fla.

I»vcr\ .-son's

and wedding* may now be
b..'!j
u»d it >on get the right

•1

Milk dealers have raised the price
fluid from six to eight cents per quart.

Lecture next Sunday evening at the North
Subject ‘*The Morning ot Life.”

p;c>

material.

sun,

Church.

liking and being meta! sheathed.
dgiue. seiiior. is u*ed for
tilling the

*

eclipses this month,—one of the
and one of the moon.
wo

The brick kilns on the east side of the river
will commence operations next w. ek.

*ton-coal burning populaoperations Momlav.

num

nmnincd
ig 1

the

n

*wnw

!:

over

tin vicinity of Sanford** wharf
ii'd -didc last week.

«**i 11•
:

1

choice lot of

a

ea*k* "t linn went
the interior la*t week.

fo

Loose

increases

•'i Oi*.md

•»

t all tn^e commences to look
up a little.
hay i> being marketed quite liveh of
late.

and County.

P assenger travel over the railroad
eokl w eat In r adv anees.

for weak

eves at

HERVEY'S.

Freedom Notice!
is to notify all persons that I give my miuor
son, Henry O. Dodge, his time during the re
maiuder of his minority. I shall claim none of his
wastes nor pay any bills of his contracting after this
S. L. DODGE.
date.
Brook0, ?ept. 2Rth, 1874. ’.wl".

THIS

SEARSPORT, OCTOBER
To continue five

Head of the

days.

JOHN H. FRENCH, LLD.
—

A

N H

LUCE.

PROF. N. A.

Teachers will please come provided with paper,
pencil'4, ami such text books a- are generally used,
and prepared for thorongh work. All friends oi
Kducatiou are cordially invited to attend bothdav
WARRKN JOHNSON,
and evening session.
■*wlJ
State Superintendent

&c., and

Renew Your Strength!
PURIFY THE BLOOD!!
r

s

i

n

«;

DR. OSGOOD'S

1

tithes, i’iMm.,

is

Prepared

to Fill all Orders

with

promptness and to turn out FJKfT
WORK.
Sir.

Abbott,

Mr. Chase, and

:i

11

f '<■

n>

I A

<

!•

kmm

u

supervisors and workmen of tin* «*duMi hment.w;!
wait is;
be found at the new place, r« ad\
tomers.

Manager’s office ill I’henix

I!

m

-it..

White’s store.
We are prepared to do jig •'Hwiiit: ml •>,
f„r.,
-i
ing, in any amount and siyle. Hnviiii* just put
some new and expensive tool*, for the pur;e, ^

..

can now

v. \

fide, Belfast, and is supplying it with

12th. superior tools of every description,

CONDUCTORS,

HON.

The Manager of tins establishment announr* s to
its customers ami the public that -in.*- tiie tir*• Julias leased and fitted up the Wilder Foundry, at the

execute iron

shafting up

♦<>

1<> feet

planing
length.

I.,

■■•.inch.

f.,

Orders left tit the office o\.*r i..
j
\\ ;.lf,
Phenix Row, will meet with
prompt attention.
W. W. CASTLE, President &
Manages
I> A AC C. ABBOTT, Sr-e'y &
Superintendent
Belfast, Sept. 22, 1873.
tt

FOR SALE

CJIEAF,

INDIAN BITTERS. TWO GOOD
FARMS,
AN OLD AND TRIED MEDICINE.
best and cheapest.
wm. o. poor & SON,

Proprietors.

HIGIIWAV

DIVIDING

TIIIM,

4 and
FIRST FARM
1;»0 Acre.-, 2 Cottag* II. i.
8 rooms, finished; one Barn and >hed.-. l’ric* $p^ee.
300 Acres, 2 Cottage Houms, 8
SECOND FARM
and 10 rooms, finished; 3 Barns and >heds. Water
Privilege and Circular Mill. Also, 1;»0 Acres Moun
tain Pasture included. Price $4000
Addresi, ut
JOllNSl'N HROts & CO
closing stamp,
Leominster, Worcester Co., Mass
2niosi2

How it was Done.
donning a servant's livery as lie went. At
the Pont Xouf he alighted with his friend,
The Merrimae Journal tells a story of a rusand both started on loot for tile line du tic swain of Newbury, Muss., to whom years
Bac. At the precise moment when they had come without matrimony or that knowlmounted edge of the fascinating world which is neceswere entering the street six
to avoid devious and dangerous paths,
* tv-, r in the
came
the
slumb'rous
tvees
tearing along at full sary
valley
gendarmes
and who was beguiled, a short time since, by
were the lirst of a detach- two
Droop, heavily lovveled with fallen rain;
They
gallop.
nymphs of the pave, whose quarters wen4
a
v1
spicy-scouted, tremulous breeze
ment which luid beeudespatched to all the in tlie*“Push-and-Puir hotel, formerly hearing
In ripple- eros-es the
bending grain.
the
name of America's most distinguished philot
Paris
of
to
notice
the
prisongive
gates
osopher. How could he do otherwise than
I'li winding river, like silver, grains
er's escape.
on the brink of pleasure, though dangers
through dreamy vistas that melt and fade,
live linger
in
had
had
but
Lavalette,
truth,
were thick and fast upon him !
Stronger men
\nd the sunlight failing in slanting beams,
minutes start. Not hearing his prisoner than he had done the same—Samson, the lion
''trike loop iii the hear. •*» tlie forest shade.
stir at the end of live minutes, the turn- slayer and Philistine killer, among them. Wiser
On distant upland tin* loin 1\ pine
had done the same—Solomon, the wises! of
key had peeped behind the screen, and, men
this New1- tangled with purple and bound with lire:
the
Countess
had raised all. He was a shepherd boy once,
there,
perceiving
and
V..
-tones in tin* churchyard glance
bury farmer, an old boy now, and the royal
shine,^ an alarm. But Mine, do Lavalette
is
wire.
vane
sprang
weather
before
him.
had laid
\nd Th<
gilded
shepherd boy of Israel,
upon him, and during a couple ot minutes aside his harp, whose sweet notes could soothe
i n. tap* ring cedar, like a spear.
there was a desperate struggle between an insane king, to listen to the sweeter notes of
>itouts out of the cliff, where stand- revealed
them—the jailer only escaping at hist by the female voice. Let not the world judge
l h? rocky ledge; and the herd appear
therefore. Every man to his destiny.
uf color within the field.
the sleeve of his coat in the harshly
Like
Sunset

After

Shower.

a

or the hill-tops, fold upon fold.
Like blood-stained banners within the sky.
'aided with crimson and fringed with gold,
la a -oa *»f amber that spent cloud* lie,

leaving
•

Ami the braided banners of clouds are seen
Jo tiercel* burn, as with -udden shame;
While the vale below and the hills between
Arc drowned in a vellovv mist of flame.

the brazen woodlands echo and ring.
And tin* earth and sky seems to shout with

..*Mi

tiiiii

pearly arch oi the hawk's fleet wing.
Vnd the -weltering landscape seems to swim.
a cottage shines—
indovv westward flashes and glow
s amid it- sheltering v in«*gli-teuiug iv v, like a rose.

yonder hill—i*le

<

*

l li<- w
11«• -1 i

ii

<‘i

-:

the porch two lovers woo—
tb-i -leuder figure his arms enfold :
\\ n.i. Hi* doves ill tin* dove-cot Dili mid *•*»*»
: rutile t!
\
ii uccks of green and gold.
11.<

t

jv m

the

Fanny

Flirt.

dangerous girl.
*ln lamelightly, she smiles so divinely,
an tliiig -mb a glauee a- she tosses a eiirl
!. it her partner believes he is gelt lug on
finely—

f

tin- Flirt i-

:inm

a

-tagger ;iw:iV at the
-he lie\ ei -how s

»

An instant afterwards

given, and so rapidly was
the pursuit organized that some gendarmes overtook the sedan chair bearing
Josephine Lavalette before it had turned
But the most extraordinary
off the quay.
part ot the escape has yet: to be told. During three weeks Lavalette was searched
for with unparalleled ardor; a price was
put on his head, a description ot him was
posted at street corners, all the hotels and
more than a hundred private houses were
the alarm was

Ami a farmer's boy. all aglure with light,
L »oks over the cliffs where the cedars grow
And shades with hi- hand hi- dazzled sight.
Au*l alls to his comrades down below.

V

'ountess's hands.

last, hadlv hurt.
merev. does Fanil' the

Flirt.
an -mile ami look down—
F! rt,-b
-mile and look up with an air so contidiug.
ill klil all your hopes with a
di! -le-

ransacked, and as usual numbers of inoftonsive persons were mistaken for him
and apprehended at the gates ot Paris.
But all this time the prisoner was lurking
in ai: attic of the Foreign Office, where
the Due de Richelieu, the Prince Minister,
resided. Nobody thought of looking for
him in the bedroom of a clerk, M. Bresson : but it happened that M. Bresson hail
himself been saved from death by some
kind soul during the Terror, and to repay
this debt of gratitude lie harbored LavalAt the
ette faithfully (or three weeks.
end ol this time, the keenness ot the chase
having abated, the prisoner was smuggled out of the country, disguised as tlie
\\ ilsen ant of three Knglishinen. M.-s-i
>iin, Hutchinson, and I’m -e

;

frown
.1 turn '-Mi adrift with a -mile of
id -oral i>le by hid reefs all begirt
•. a, lu*r\-fraught a- fair Fanny the

deriding,

\

V irt

Mi

:.n\

to

v\,"

Flirt.

lovely ill tare,
hand that impri.-ioii- her
be

in t\

tin

linger-:

to tin eyes that halt faiuv they trare
railing "1 hers ot a lovelight that linger-,
:
one- to tlu trial her answer i> airt,
an
no pit\ has Fanny the Flirt.

\

ivoe

\
w
v

Flirt! Retribution must eome!
alse
fleet measure:
e)i shall bedim and the lmart shall
be numb.
tie thought- ot the past bring the suri!ie

i:

a
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or
u
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a

mourn
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an\

folly

is

missed from hi-
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-in-
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not.

does Fanuv the
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The

Escape

ot

Lavalette.

I all Mali (.azctte says: "The es-

tin

dial Bazaine recalls the escape
another celebrated French prisoner, the
nit de l.avalette, which wa> probably

i
t

Sixteen

Aces,

Sam Oglivie
gambler by profession ami practice; but among the planters
who freipienteil hi,s faro bank (ami all of
those ot any wealth or standing within
a hundred miles ot Selma took a turn at
it when they eould) there was not one
who would entertain a (piestion as to Nam'honesty. In that little white cottage, alwas

a

hidden by the surrounding grove,
none but the fairest ot taro was dealt, none
Imt the sc[iiarest fd poker was bet on.
When the chips were brought and the
cards cut, each one tell that what fortune
meant the pack to bring him would not be
interlered with by any manipulation of
the cards.
But, alas! when was humanity beyond
temptation P Adam tell, ( kesar fell, \\ arren
fell (at Bunker llill), and even
One dav Sam was
Beecher is suspected
tempted and lie,—but let me give the demost

tails.

Judge Humphrey, Colonel Swain, old
Andrews (whose plantation was measured
by the thousand acres.) and Sol. Lovett,
from St. Louis, were silting in Oglivie’s
front parlor playing a sung little game of
draw. All were heavy betters when they
held the cards; but just then the cards
were running light, and so were the bets.
Sam. who cared v ery little for poker, had
-at by watching the game rather than going in it. lie held a hand of course; imt
hi thoughts were rather on the lay-out in
the next room than oil the cards in his
hands. Several times lie had hinted at
abandoning the game, blit each time tinothers had insisted on going on. so Sam
had politely stilled his impatience and had
kept Ids scat at the table.
As tile clock was telling ten, Sam was
called from the table, and excusing him11 is
self for the moment, left the room.
way was through the back parlor where
lav the sleeping tiger. The table, with itlay out, the ease, piles of cheeks, decks of
cards, ail were ready tor the players. As
lie glanced carelessly over them, a sudden
thought seemed to dash through Sam's

:c unexpected and more daring.
damans de Lavalette was born in
b
lie entered the army at the time ot
v.
iitiou, served with great distine:
v
and by became aid-de-camp t"
Nan.
ami married the Kiuperor’.s
.I.'
M:!.
de Beauliarnais.
In 1812 he
a
a[ painted Postmaster-lreneral. lost
tin- restoration of the Bour.i.
but was reinstated after the
s nlurn Irom Elba, and bestiri...i:-I
.:
actively in the imperial
p.i-i
during tin Hundred Day s that, alter
in- shared the late of Xey and
ant'-ni ed to death.
It excited some
nil
'.tat the Bourbons should display
A sardonic smile crept over bis
brain.
ujnaeable severity towards a man thill cut
lips, and bis long lingers played
.11"r a., w as but
i secondary rank ;
with his mustache, as if to hide the twitch•ut l.avaa-tle wieldevl great social
inAdfrom some unseen observer.
aad M. vie Talleyrand was said to ing lips
vancing to the card-box, where cards by
.ouina d him as a partisan ot linthe dozen packs, in unbroken package.-,
--I ■'ia us aud more dangerous than
in'.
lie busied himself for a momarshal
Sv Louis X \ 111 lay piled up,
ment in opening packs, breaking wrapi-i
grant a reprieve, and the expers, ami assorting cams, men hum an
u a-fixed for I he gist ol December,
of guiless innocence upon his
N ov l.avalette was confined in the expression
out with a “cold deck" up hi- sleeve,
lad the Princess de Yaude- iaee,
he returned to the parlor-table.
v
...te-s de ( hassenou, ami M.
In a lew minutes it was Sam's turn to
ion..'inis ot l.avalette, conferring
deal, llis hand faltered as he lifted the
•io- Collates.-, nis wile, decided that
cards, a deuce spot tluttered into his lap.
wiuld ie j'—ible to save him by the
ai d. in packing it up, a rapid movement
a.le11 an;: lag ell a lies with him in hiof the long, lithe lingers, had exchanged
Mine df l.avalette was allowed to
the table pack for the “cold deck.”
.husband every evening at
A grain of remorse seemed to touch his
•k a:
emailied till seven
it is
heart when he carat' to serve tin' cards.
remember that ladies’ bon••1 can't take a hand this ileal, gentleiv- re
ang'-r in those days and their
1 have got to step around to the
men.
a.ample, -o that the idea of smug- hotel for a moment.”
a
man
in woman’s disguise
The others acquiesced, ami the cards
>f lIn darkui— was much
A good hand, one would say.
were dealt,
t.
it
be
-able
than
would
in
these
p;
by the actions of the players. There was
.' a.i events the
was
experiment
a thousand in the pot and a very obstinate
...
vva
iling of the goth ot Deeeiu- expression on the faces of the
players be-in .'ceded : but the
was
escape
fore the drawing began.
: sue!, hair'.—breadth kind that some
Then a
circumstance was noare
persuaded that there was ticed. Thesingular
Judge only wanted one card :
ti
mai'i'i than appeared outone card satisfied the Colonel, and one
v ardlv
card each took Lovett and Anderson. (hid.
e
mtei
u
niijianied by her
each one, and wondered whether
! -•
|ill.■;11 twelve years of age. thought
they were trying to bite a full or a Hush,
h'-r ha-band’- cell punctually
or were hiding fours.
Hut each glanced
Their dinner was a sad
at his own hand, and calmly waited tinair lit be. and the prisoners
issue. confident of his own and pitying
we.'
alii., -t compromised at the

-ih

in

Mari'

v

■■

..

-•

■

■

■

■

...

the other's hand.
The cards served, 8am lit his cigar and
started for the hotel, it he had waited he
would have seen the tallest betting that
was ever done inside of that cottage.
A
thousand dollars the first bet, fifteen hundred the second, two thousand the third,
and shawl. Lavalette was
and twenty-five hundred from the “age"
it man. m taller than his wife, and
on the first round.
Everybody in and
i.
in-.
a
fat, but luckily, conlineto lap his pile.
Out came checkand the disguise willing
it aad thinned liim
books and pencils, and each one rapidly
e.
unph-te that vvliiMi he emerged east
up in his own miml how much his
hind the screen when- the change
credit was good for among the commis,c t,.,-n ell’e.-ti'd his ehilvl did not recogsion merchants of New Orleans. Cheek
I in- -eieen played a great part
in
alter check was written, torn out and
vv iiliout it
;
could
ape
nothing
oil the table, until there was
enough
I' 11.
It was the custom of the placed
staked to cripple the richest men there, if
1**111,'
into
the
.>•
t"
prisoner's eel) he lost.
rei
evening immediately after the
'The judge stopped it
Why. 1 don't
! hum ii uic countess nail
iii
know, unless it was that he had readied
...
able i“ oiieeal herself lor a few
the last check in his book. As lie filled
oi." behind tin- screen the turnkey
that out he remarked, with judicial gravi....-I i.aic immediately noticed the pi'isty :
:,e:
ilisapiji-arauee. As ii was, the in“There is but one hand at the table that
nut l.a\ alette had lied from the
i.iui (
can win that pot, gentlemen;
ain’t it
:
the
and
hand
daughter
by
Uiiug
about big enough?
1 will see you,
i,. jnug
liainlki-rehiel to his mouth, the
Colonel.”
:ike_\ imm iii a- usual, but hearing the
This checked the game. The pot was
<
unless rummaging it the toilet-stand
in all conscience, and some of
n-l,.ml tin- -i-ri-i-ii. coin luded that the pris- big enough
them trembled a little as they thought of
his
was
and
m
witlihands,
washing
the thousands pileil there and 5iow potir the
iicw into tin doorway, where he remaincall was to make three of the comrades.
0. 1 ti\.
minutes offering consolation as beTwo more sights and a call brought the
<■
and being answered by what he took
to a focus. Perspiration stood out
Meanwhile the fugitive had game
In- sobs
upon more than one forehead, ami the lint.. tin- mid ol the first passage and had
gers that griped the cards tightened per.--. ii lim
unsuspecting jailers, who rose
as the crucial moment
approach,,.,1
iicd their heads; but before reach- ceptibly
ed. And heads had to be turned to
pretin open air In- had to go down two vent the
from
hungry eyes
feasting too in,i,,rc corridor-, a flight of steps, the mile
the
on
the
table.
tensely upon
pile
ti'ft'. or office, an inner gate, a large
The venerable colonel hardly looked
an:, and ail outer gate—ill all about two
as
he
up
gently laid down llis hand:
n
nln-d yards of ground, lie reached the
“Fours. Aces, gentlemen?”
tin
in safety : but here a dozen turnkeys
Then Andrews, with distended eyes and
wi n
gathered round a stove, and one of pursed-lips: “Four aces for me !” ami the
mu in g close to the prisoner, laid
iln-ui
cards were laid upon the table to verify
,i
band mi his arm and said: “Courage,
the claim.
J.nvalette had drawn a gold
madam*
Reproachfully Lovett glanced at his
an emergency; he
to
such
dropped
pni
comrades as at inhospitable barbarians
i
and tin-man in stooping to pick it up from
whom the title of stranger was no
allowed him t" sweep on across the gate
protection, and blandly remarked: “Exami
into tin- courtyard, where twenty cuse
“Fours!”
me, but mine are aces.
gendarmes were lounging outside the amt again the cards
the claim.
proved
that
a
miracle
guard-room. It was almost
Lashing his spectacles from his Roman
the sergeant on duty did not come forward nose to liis
perspiring forehead, the judge
1. identify the veiled
figure, but perhaps sank hack in his seat and gazed despaircompassion for the supposed Countess’s ingly from face to face around
the board.
grief withheld him. lie ordered the gate As his eye met Lovett’s he
partially
t" in'- opened, and l.avalette, passing out
straightened himself and said: ••Sixteen
lit. tin- grand court of the balace of .Jusaces, as I am a sinner,” and again lour
i,c.
instantly entered the sedan chair aces
lay upon the table.
but the chair porters
that was waiting,
They waited l'or Sam that night, but he
Two minutes, which
were not present!
did not return to the cottage.
must have seemed two centuries, Laya,ette w aiti-d. expecting every moment to
‘•Tear an oyster from his native bed,and
Me tin Conciergerie door open; but at
length the chair was suddenly lilted by un- from all the tender affections, that cling
setoff
the
at
a
and
known hands,
around him at the place of his birth, and
porters
swinging trot for the ltue de Harley, on transplant him to the Pacific coast, and
the l^uav des Orfrevres, hard by. Here he dies of sheer homesickness within a
Lava- year.” And
M baudus was stationed in a cab.
yet, to gaze upon the extreme
lette sprang out, leaving bis daughter in placidity of a fried oyster, you would
the chair and was whirled away toward searcley think that a little thing could
the i\,ut Xeuf, pulling oft’his disguise and effect him so.
ie

ifjUaeious turnkey

a

com-

iiaii-pa-. six o'clock to offer connot got rid of till twenty
lie a
.'ev e
and the next quarter ol
.v as Inti
'dl v occupied in arrays'•
er in his vv ife's bonnet, black
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-r
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■

■

■
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What if the onions in the Oldtown fields were
not weeded, or the potatoes hoed, or the cattle
cared for; hi4 must go to his Delilah m town:
and so often that old horse—old enough to have
borne a veteran militia officer on his back in
the days of the Salt Hay company
even
learned the way and knew the stopping place.
As time moved on, marriage was talked of,
and the engagement ring was forthcoming.
Now all was gay as a May morning, and
‘•birds did dug in lier bosom, as Elizabeth
says: and it seemed so pleasant, so natural to
low—is not the matter all recorded in tiie |
••statements" with which the papers haw
teemed ? lie bad money—inherited and hardearned: money—dug from the soil, gathered
from the trees, torn from the marshes, drawn
from the udders of the willing cows; money
the minted labors of years. But who can tell
what a man of hull a century, in love for the
first- time, will do. Love that could break the
crust of such a heart, would laugh at purse
strings; and so the deposits were w itlidrawn
from the Saving*
Bank, and the ladies are
domiciled in a richly furnished residence at the
North-end. which to him was more attractive
than the harp of Orpheus to the ghosts of hades,
though that could draw the shades of the dead
back to earlli.
hut win delay ? Let u-make the storx short.
One cool September morning—there xx a- something chilly in the air—the old horse, like the
one in the song, looking as though he never
was new—wended his
way up High street and
doxvn—(never mind the name) to the house of1
ihe farmer'- renting.
!b- rings—no au-we*lb rap- w ith his h« a\ y riding-w hip—but no reJI
is
heart
sponse.
leaps up to hi- throat—“are
they dead, an* the early loved early losty" He
rushes to the rear of the house and climbs into
one ot the
windows—uohod.v there—no furniture even: in* piano in tin* parlor; no mirror
on ihe wall: no picture of Isaac at the Well, or
Kli/aoelh on “the little red lounge!''
lb*
looks to sec if he lias not been mistaken in
the house; lie runs to the neighbors to know
what has happened. No consolation for hi- exded heart; and little information was receivHe learned that when the moon xvas
ed.
up
and the stars first began to appear, the night
before, teams were nmx ing furniture to the railroad.
'1’hen tithe railroad “lie runs, as fast
as he could go.'' io lind that the freight train
liad borne away the uierchandise lour hours before.
In fact, ihe birds had flown—those beautiful little songsters, the delight of his -out—
and the cage was suiuslu-d-—literally robbed and
riddled. lie returned by the xvay of the Oldtown graveyard, wishing that in* xvas sleeping
with the a-iies of hi- fathers; and the last seen
of him. in* was sitting on a rock behind the
barn with pencil and paper, reckoning tin*
cost.
The bird that tlexv past saw ssoo one
item: s:V2;» a second item: and was frightened
bv tin* exclamation;—“,M\ (bid, is this nn.y
Iit reality «*r a dreamy
Alas for human infirmities—the xveaknesses
of man; tin* frailty of woman, hut he will be
wis< r it not richer; and when next tin batterer comes and the syren sings, lie will -know ihe
cost, and will not dally there.
—
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Savings Bank.
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being computed on same, the first Mondays ot June
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^GILEAD
extract from tie Balm Of Gi|P3d
few other ingredient-,
l.ach urn- like
Bud,
the Balm of (Iiload is a medicine of itself.
1'he formula of this < >il has been examined by some
ot the most eminent phy-icians, and pronounced by
them to do all it is lecommended.
iutiammation
For Sore Throat,
of the Throat and Mouth, Colic, Cholera Morbus,
Sores of most all kinds on man or beast, and excelling >l11 miners for Scratches on Horses,
nil
with a

CORNETS,
ALTOS,
TONES, BASSES,

Silver

un

CYRUS STURDIVANT
I
Portland. Mm
General Atfeut.
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Dr. Folsom's Improved Dental Plates.
Reliable (lift Distribution in the
The
Ki:vi*i\(i Alan i*. There are leu pleasanter «
s
Part icular attention given to making and insert
ing
sights in the world than a room full of ladies
artificial teeth.
tf-hi
Morseness,
listening as one of their number reads aloud. w
H
u.
Some of them are sexving. perhaps: some making tatting, some bodilv idle but all intent. I he 00
z
IN VALUABLE GIFTS!
reader'- voice—“soft and low, an excellent
thing in women'*—is sovereign of the hour.
TO BE DISTRIBUTED IN
WE WARRANT EVERY BOTTLE.
Not a"w hisper is heard. Once in a while some
TEX PER CENT. N KT.
happy thought in the book wins the comment The Iowa Loan and Trust
No better medicine for Headache, Loothache,
Company, Des
of a general smile, orj puts sundry pairs of
Rheumatism, Neuralgia. Rain- in tin side, Back
45th SEMI-ANNUAL
" perjwt
1
WARRANT
ONE
BOTTLE
exeMoines,
into
Iowa.,
than the (Genuine Balm of (Jihad < >il.
and
Stomach,
momentary
bright
sympathetic
curt in all the worst forms nj Piles, also two to fire
invests
for Kastern lenders at ten per cent,
Jk there no Holm in F'ilead! \.. /'//i/s/Vidn ther.
rapport with sundry ether pairs of bright eyes’: interest, money
ill LI'll*ROSY,
S( KOFUI.A,
SALT
KlIEFMATIS.M,
semi
net,
at
Prove
oil
the
payable
Chemical
annually
thillijs: hold fast that irluefi i.< amxH"
hut thi- switt telegraphy i- noiseless, and* the
Rhf.i m, Catarrh, Kihney Disk vsls, and all
National Hunk, New A ork. All loans secured on im
Prominent among lis main- cure- are HFp\<
voire How -on unhindered, as a summer brook 1
di sea see of the Skin, and the greatest Blood Pi hi
s< .ia/ >s', Fprsn errs, sp/ruas, hiu jsi
proved Kcal L-tate, and the collection in full guarcurl- in a -il\ erv monotone, while tin* .sunbeams onltril by ilc
IKK ever discovered.
Kntirety vegetable, send !<• FHOSTFh /.IMPS, and I) ] ,1 /.* H Hi F I.
Company. Lenders subject to no e\
me ami take bark your 'money in all eases of failure.
are darting at and around it.
Nimble lingers peuse. Full abstract of Title, Coupon, Note-, Mort
Be sure to buy the Genuine, with the name ,.t li
Xoue for lf» i/rs.
H. L>. FOW LE, Chemist, Boston.
eha-e the Hying needle, am! nimbler mind- fol- gace. &c., made direct to lender,) forwarded on
Stkvk.N's blown in the shoulder ot tin bottle.
Sold everywhere. £1 a bottle. Semi lor Circulars.
New \ ork and New Kngland references
low the musical words, though
T* cents per bottle, .(t#
completion.
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#3-Price
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to STKYKNS & CO., Bangor, Maim
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Sold
b\
and Apotlu curie-.
fin'd
Druggists
mav l*e thinking of the last game of
croquet, Hi vkiwki.; Sec’y, 1 >• Moim-, Iowa.
and fin* look in his eyes a- he bade her good
PORBATE NOTICES.
bye. Hut a- a company, ibex are not only attentive but absorbed. How the time Hies*
BARI•'•ampb- bottle of .4 rirtiiiMun’M
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iS.ilMam at all drug
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chatties and credits of -aid deceased are not -ulli
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Basses,
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Successor to Dr. C. MOORE.
May still be found at the old stand of
Ur. Moore, corner of Church and
Spring Streets. Has all the latest
improved instruments for operating upon teeth, in
eluding
MORRISONS DENTAL ENGINE!
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DR. G-. P. LOMBARD,

Ko'pectable, honorable, pleasant and prolitable, and
ill no way deceptive, it otferni. Well
adapted to
anvassers, and dealers in Medicines in t ow n and
Country. Active no n of character and good bit-i
ness tjualitieat ions nia\ address
»LU(T ». I(» lloml Mil.,
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favorable to purcasiier.
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Bitters.

M"M1 U!■'.I IIIUlsANK ,‘tOOO ’dollars wanted 1*11
1 Real 1 -fate Securit v
tl'-l
Addre— IV o Box No If.;, R, Hast.

Win. IF

( apt. .1 p.
JOHNSON,
Belfast for B< st-m every MO\|)\\
WKDMKSD.U, NIL 11>1>A ^ and SATUUia)

declining years. No one can remain long unwell ( unless afflicted,
with an incurable disease) after
taking a few bottles of the Quaker

MONEY WANTED.

SPONGES, &C.,

(

Will

posed of choice Roots, Herbs, and
Barks, among which are Gentian, Sarsaparilla, Wild Cherry,
Dandelion, Juniper, and other
berries, and are so prepared as to
retain all their medicinal qualities.
They invariably care or
greatly relieve the following complaints: Dyspepsia, Jaundice,
Liver Complaint, Loss of Appetite, Headache, Hilious Attacks,
Remittent and Intermittent Fevers, Ague, Cold Chills, Rheumatism, Summer Complaints, Piles,
Kidney Diseases, Female Difliculties, Lassitude, Low Spirits,
General Debility, and, in fact,
everything caused by an impure
state of the Blood or deranged
condition of Stomach, hirer, or
Kidneys. The aged find in the
Quaker Bitters a gentle, soothing

Office in Gordon Block, Main St.
SEARSPORT, ME.
Special attention paid to extracting

1.00

Nice in Colors,

srKAMI If

KATAHDIN, CAMBRIDGE,
liol.X,
apt.

QUAKER BITTERS

DENTIST !

$0.62
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DR. FLINT’S

Maino.

Office and residence at the house ot .1. I..
of Cedar and Franklin Streets.
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STREET, BELFAST.
formerly occupied by H. K. Hoyle.
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ItOSiO Y AMD LOWELL,

PHYSICIAN & SURGEON,

Kid Cloves!
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-FOR-

Belfast, Me,

J. M. FLETCHER, M, D.,

DRAWING CERTAIN AT THAT DATE.
LIST OF GIFTS.
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at Law!

<fjjrAU business entrusted to him will receive
rompt attention.
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Jubll Uui'kyvi'od, F-<|.. tile nlilest inhabitant nf Pidgrude,
died in that tinvn Tuesday. 22d iusi. He was
1)0111 ill Oxford. .Mass., Dee. 27th. 1774. ami
went to Augusta previous to 1.200. moving to
Pclgrade in that tear, and settling on the farm
where he died. Fur fifteen t ears he was oneo!
lie >ei el men i*l ihe town, the first time being
in I sue.
A various times lie held ot her tow n
nlliees, and in Isg'.l was Representative to the
Legislature, when the sessions were held in
I'or!land, and of the then member.-, Hull. Fdtvard Kent ot Pangin' is the only known <urtit or. In that tear tile delegation from Kenindue I' liinn was an aetive one.
tieo. Fvuiis
of < iardini'i' was Speaker of the House.
Augusta \t;t- rt'preseiiled ht Uetiel Williams.
lit
Ilallott el!
Win. *'lark. Watery illr lit Tim*>tlit Poulelie, .Monuioulli ht Penjamin White,
l<'ariiiingloii lit H. Peleher. and Vassalboru'by
Flijali Robinson. All*. Rockwond was a Jusiieeofthe Peace nearly 00 years and in that lime
united in marriage some itvo hundred couples.
[ Pori land Adt ertiser.
111

I

A

KN IT.VAIilAX.

A member of tile Saginaw county bar. was
reeeiit Iv in one of mu' Itfiviiig interior tow ns

i

professional business. In the olliee of the
hotel lie was accosted by a very agreeable gcnlIemaii. evidently of the t/i uus drummer, who
wanted to know "where'lie tvas from." The
legal gentleman lint exactly relishing the
-Iranger's familiarity, answered shortly, "From
Detroit." The next ijueslion tvas "For tvlial
house are toil traveling?" "For my own."
"You are! May I ask tour name?" "You
mat ."
Pause—enjoyable In the hnvver. embarrassing to the other. "Well (desperately),
yvliat is your name?" “Jones." “What line

C OFFINS
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every

Style and Size

on

hand and

tion of the
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SHORT
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NOTICE
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tihhipnmVs.
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Prices

Reasonable.

MEAT

MARKET

GROCERY1 STORE!

Library

I'lie attention of
I'MTKD STATKS

in

Twelve

lawyers

next,
noon, and shew cause, if any they have, why the
should not be granted.
ASA HI URLOUiHI, Judge.
A true copy, Attest.
B. i*. Field, Register.

same

ton in?"
"I don't understand you, sir."
What are you selling?'’
(impatiently).
"Prams," (coolly). The drummer saw his opportunity. and looking al the other from head
lo font, in- said slowly. "Well, ton
appear to
carry a deuced small line of samples." Plaekslone says fie owes that drummer one.
are

Among the New

York firms that were
obliged to yield, for the time, to the panic
of last September, tvas that id A. Al. Kidtier A Co.. Wall Street bankers.
l!ut

within twodaysalV r the reopening of the
Stock Kxchange, i,i (he same month, they
renewed their business, having setteled
with their creditors on tire basis of fit! 1-:;
per cent, liefore the year closed they increased their payments to a basis of 60
per
cent., and now have paid the remaining
60 per cent, of their own free will and
notion. Their being no legal necessity
or siii li an act, there is all the more reaso n
lor chronicling their honorable
assumption
and payment of all their old and cancelled

free of
W

us

at

a

ny part of the City

Charge.

invite our old friends to call.
1.VIN .) Gi: \V.
V 1
PA I fPKSoN.
Utdtast, Aug. goth, D7-L t IT
e

< A

SCISSORS

aid SHEARS

Selected Iron. the host in:tk<-rs.
good article call at

C.

Good

Bye

For a

HERVEYS.

Lobsters!

riTHK law prohibiting the sale of L<»b-ters takes
-JL ‘‘llect Align t 1, l>:t.
We shall continue to

ALL OTHER KINDS OF FISH
And

Groceries !
J LSI

obligations.

Till-: .SAMP.

V\ j; IIA VJ’. A GOOD STOCK UK
It is an exquisite and beautiful tiling in
our nature, that when the heart is touched
TRIMMED
FINS !
and softened by some tranquil happiness HALIBUT
or affectionate feeling, the
memory of the
Halibut Heads.
ami fins. Murk, k,
dead comes over it most powerfully and
irresistibly. It would seem almost as
WHICH WILL l.i: .SOLD AT
though our better thoughts and sympathies were charms, in virtue of which the WHOLESALE
OR RETAIL!
soul is enabled to hold some vague and
Afi1 Don’t pay the High Prices for FLOl'U. We
mysterious intercourse with the spirits of
those whom we dearly loved in life ! Alas, arc selling the **Little ll«>»ufy” for $ |0..»0
barrel warranted.
Jt comes
per barrel.
how often anil how long may those patient right up alongFvery
side of PI. A ATS.
hover
above
us, watching for the
angels
A. E. DURHAM.
spell which is so seldom uttered and so

Napes

soon

forgotten

Pel fast,

!

An Example to Beeciieu.

If Beecher

were as spunky as that Missouri preacher
he would have been out of the woods
long ago. When they started a slander
about that Missouri preacher he exclaimed
from the pulpit: “This diabolical story
about me and Mrs. l’odhaminer is an infernal lie, and if I can’t snatch the sonof-a-saw-horse ever.astingly baldheaded
who started it, then pronounce me a bobtailed purp and kick me ten miles hellwards.” And that slander was setteled.

“It is settled principle, your honor,”
said an eminent-lawyer, “that causes al-

ways produce effects.” “They always
do for the lawyers,” blandly responded
the Judge, “but I’ve often known of a
single cause to deprive a client of all his
effects

July J*J, 1S7-L

sw

1

MISS BEECHER’S

HAIR OR WHISKER DYE,
For Hair and Whiskers. Changes light
or gray hair to a jet
black, dark brown, or
auburn color. It contains no Sulphur or
Lead, or other delete-

rious ingredient. It
requires but a single
application to effect
purpose .and washing is required after
dyeing, as in the case
of other dyes. It is not
two separate articles
are
(as
most
hair
dyes), but a single
combination; and experienced wholesale
druggists, who have
Handled all the various dyes, pronounce it the best
single preparation for changing the color of the hair
Which has ever been brought to their notice.
PRICE 50 CENTS. Satisfaction guaranteed in every
Case, or the money refunded. Prepared only by U. Vv
THOMPSON, Rock land. Me. Sold by all dealers.

Iits

Judge of Probate

tor

the

chatties and credits of said deceased are not -utii
<?lent to answer his just debts and charges of Ad
ministration, by tin sum of four hundred dollar-.
Wherefore \ our petitioner pray- your honor to
grant him a license to sell and convex so much of tin
real estate of said deceased, (including the reversion
of the xvidoxv’s doxver thereon,) as will satisfy his
debts and incidental charges, and charges ol Admin
istration at public auction or private sale.
JOHN UKEELY.

furnish in about tirelrc volumes tin* entire contents
of the old edition of thirty-one volumes, together
with much additional matter. Two volumes of the
first series (which covers the period from the begin
ing of our judicial history to 1S70) are now ready.
S.
Vol. 1 contains a digest of all decisions of L
Courts on till subjects covered by the letter “A.” as
far as and including Assignment; \ ol. 11 a digest of
decisions on subjects remaining under “A,” and
those under “B,” as far as Bills and Notes. Vol. Ill
will contain a digest of decisions on other subjects
under B, and many important topics under “C,”
-uch tis Contracts, Corporations, Costs, ike.
Vol. II and 111, royal svo pp. f>20, 8S0. $7.50 per
vol.
The Annual Digest, New Series, Yols. I, II, III,
IN', or 1$70, 1S71, 1x7'-', and Is?.'!, now ready, Svo.
*7.50 per vol. Send for a descriptive circular to
L1TTLK, BIMNVN & CO., Publishers.
110 Washington St., Boston, Mass.
:>wlo

Upon the foregoing Petition, ordered, That the
petitioner give notice to all persons interested by
causing a copy of said petition, with this order there
on, to be published three weeks successively in the
Republican Journal, a paper printed in Belfast, that
they may appear at a Probate Court, to be held at
the Probate otlice in Belfast aforesaid, on the second

Tuesday

of October next, at ten o’clock in tin lore
noon, and shew cause, if any they have, why the
same should not be granted.
ASA 1 F1URI.OI (ill, Judge
V true copy,
Attest:—!’.. P. Fill..'-. Register,

At a Probate Court held at Beltast, vv it itin and for
the County of Waldo, on the second Tuesday ol
September, A. 1)., 1&7L

(
HAIR

a

personal estate ot said deceased.
Ordered, That the said Emily \V give notice to all
persons interested by causing a copy of this order to
be published three w eeks successively in the Republican Journal, printed at Belfast, that they may appear at a Probate Court, to be held at Belfast, within
and for said County, on the second Tuesday of
October next, at ten of the clock before noon, and
show cause, it any they have, why the prayer of-mid
petition should not be granted.
ASA Till RI.Ol (.11, Judge.
A true copy, Attest
B. P. Fll-.i.O, Register.

opinion conrpilol SANDS ol' people are of one now
1 cerning this popular preparation
being so
'•xtensively used. They all agree that it is a perfect
i 1 aiit Dki-.ssini.. Keeps the hair from lulling out,
makes it soft and pliable, cleanses the scalp, eradicates dandruff, stops the hair from splitting at the
ends and breaking off; is not greasy or sticky, it always leaves a sense of comfort and cleanliness attained b> no other preparation, lie sure you get the
genuine Bayoline, prepared only by LEVI TO AVER, Jr., Boston.
will increase tin*

growth

Is not greasy

BAYOLINE,

or

AND FOKEIUN

at
on

eeo

in the County of Waldo, deceased, by giv ing bond
as the law directs; he therefore requests all persons who are indebted to said deceased’s estate to
make immediate payment, and those who have any
demands thereon, to exhibit the same tor settleLEWIS M. PARTRIDGE.
ment to him.

SOLICITOR OF PATENTS
For Inventions, Trade Marks or Designs,
St., opposite Kilby St., Boston
extensive practice of upwards of :u>
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prevalent and afflicting.
purities tin* blood, purges out tin* larking humor-

it

in tin* system, that undermine In ulth and settle into
troublesome disorders.
Eruptions of the kin are
t

he appearance* on the surface of humor- that should
expelled lroiu the blood. Internal derangement>

be

the determination oftln-se

humors

same
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internal organ, or organs,whose action tln-y el«* range
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fTTUE subscriber hereby gives public notice to all
i concerned, that he has been duly appointed and
taken upuu himself the trust of Executor ol tinwill of
GREEN PENDLETON, late of Searsport,

PATENTS.

R. H. EDDY

AATER

Iron make-

Belfast, within a ml lor
the second 1 ue.-day■ ol

JANE BOWl.ER, widow ol James D
IVA. Bowler, late of Palermo, in said County of
Waldo, deceased, having presented a petition for an
allowance from the personal estate of said deceased.
Ordered, That the said Mary Jam- give notice
to all
persons interested by causing a copy ol
this order to be published three weeks successively
in the Republican Journal printed at Belfast, that
they may appear at a Probate Court, to be held at
Belfast, within ami for said County, on the second
Tuesday of October next,fat tenjof the clock before
noon, and show cause, if any they have, why the
prayer of said petition should not be granted.
ASA Till RLOLGII, Judge.
A true copy, AttestB. P. Field. Register.

nomical Hair Dressing now in use.
Price .00 cents per bottle. For sale by all Druggists
The proprietor of iBayoline upon receipt of a :t
cent stamp, will send to any address a book full of
:tmos2
valuable cooking and other receipts.
W. F PH I FLIPS & CO., JOHN W. PFUKi.NS &.
CO-, W holesale Agents Portland.
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At a Probate Court held
the County of Waldo,
September, A. D. l!>?4.

sticky

BAYOLINE, is not an Alcoholic Wash.
BAYOLINE, gives new life to the Hair.
BAYOLINE, keeps the head cowl
BAYOLINE, is the cleanest, best, and

the

—

of tin- li:tir.

BAYOLINE, is a delightful dressing.
BAYOLINE, eradicates Dandruff.
BAYOLINE, prevents the hair frum tailing

k, SIi 11 inuia

Capt.

c

e

ual

the

The Best Hair Dressing Ever Used.

BAYOLINE,

an

•«

Iodides of l'<dassium ami

W.

TRIPP, widow of Daniel Tripp, late
’J of Freedom in said County of Waldo, deceased,
I7VMILY
TONIC. having
allowance from
presented
petition for

I»<

Mandrake with

/

are

At a court of Probate, held at Belfast, within and for
the County of Waldo, on the .Second Tuesday ut'
September, A. D. l>7i..

(
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2 'and

County

JOHN

is invited to the M'.W

DIOKST, carefully revised and
arranged by Benjamin Vaughan Abbott. It will

A Team will deliver all articles

purchased of

compound of the
Vftp-tahle alterat i\ e-, Sar

UREEI.Y, Administrator of the e-tate ol
James U. Bowler, late of Palermo, in said Coundeceased,
ty,
respectfully represents that the goods,

Volume*.

rpill,

XiT

BLOOD!

This

saparilla.

To the Honorable
of Waldo.

Oil

l \ l>i.i:si«; KD have purchased the stock
JL and trade i»t the Meat and Grocery Store tor
merlv occupied by SANUGKX & S J APl'.LS in I ele
graph building, conin' of .Main and High streets
\\ h< n
they will keep < ver\ tiling in the meat and
vegetable line that the season ailbnlAlso gro
ceries of all kinds.

PURIFYING THE

Tuesday

of drawing, and other information

TO LAWYERS.

—

A

manner

| in reference to the Distribution, will be sent to any
ordering them. All letters must he addressed to
j one
main in
u k,
L. D. SINE, Box SB,
101 W. Fifth St.
Cincinnati, O.

P ION E E R

years, continues to secure Patents in the United
States; also iu Great Britain, France, and other foreign countries. Caveats, Specifications, Assignntt iits, and till papers for Patents executed on reasonable terms, with despatch. Researches made to determine the validity and utility of Patents of Inventions, and legal and other advice rendered in all
matters touching the same. Copies of the claims (it
any patent furnished by remitting one dollar. Assignments recorded iu Washington.
A'o Agency in the United States possesses superior
facilities 1\>r obtaining Patents or ascertaining the
patentability of inventions.
All necessity of a journey to Washington to pro
cure a Patent, and the usual great delay there, are
lure saved inventors.

TESTIMONIALS.
“1 regard Mr. Eddy as one of the most capable and
successful practitioners with whom I have had official intercourse.
CHARLES MASON,
Com’s’r of Patents.”
“I have no hesitation in assuring inventors that
cannot
a
man
more competent and trustemploy
they
worthy and more capable of putting their applications in a form to secure lor them an early and favorable consideration at the Patent Office.
EDMUND BURKE, late Com’s’r of Patents.”
“Mr. R. II. Eddy has made forme over THIRTY
applications for Patents, having been successful in
almost every case. Such unmistakable proof of great
talent and ability on bis part leads meto recommend
all inventors to apply to him to procure their patents, as they may be sure ol having the most faithful attention bestowed upon their cases, and at very
reasonable charges.
JOHN TAGGART.”
Boston, Jan. 1 lt<74.
Iyr27.

subscriber hereby gives public notice to all
concerned that she has been duly appointed and
taken upon herself the trust of Administratrix of the
estate ol

THE

;

j

FRANCIS C. CHADWICK, late of Palermo,
in the County of Waldo, deceased, by
giving bond
the law directs; she therefore requests ull persons
who are indebted to said deceased’s estate to make
immediate payment, and those who have any demands thereon, to exhibit the same for settlement
to her.
HANNAH CHADWICK.

la >S1TI \r 1.1

NO FURTHER POSTPONEMENT
<»t

rpHE

public notice to all
duly appointed and
Administratrix of

WILLIAM <i. PIPER, late of Searsport,
n the County of Waldo, deceased, by
bond
as the law directs; she therefore requests all persons who are indebted to said deceased’s estate to

giving

make immediate

demands thereon,
to her.

payment, and those who have any
to exhibit the same for settlement
BETSEY E. PIPER.

subscriber hereby gives public notice to all
concerned that lie has been
appointed and
taken upon himself the trust of Administrator, of
the estate of

THE

duly

RALPH DEVEREUX, Sen., late of Prospect,
i n the Count y of Waldo,deceased,by gi v ing bond as t he
law directs; he therefore requests all persons who

indebted to said deceased’s estate to make immediate payment, and those who have any demands
thereon, to exhibit the same for settlement to him.
RALPH DEVEREUX.
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SECOND AND LAST

(ill\N1Mt11 T CONCERT
Coughs, Colds, Hoarsonoss, Asthma
Bronchitis, Influenza, Soreness of
the Throat, Chest, and Lungs,
And all Diseases

leading

to

BAULK

BOTTLK. 35

CBN I S.

It is pleasant to takDon’t fail to try it.
Sir
that the name of F. \V. Kinsman is blown in the

glass.

4A*»Sample Bottle and (Circular Free, ffjr
W. W
HIMMAI, Proprietor.
14i Water Street, Auguatu, Ne,

1 011 SAi.l. KY Al.l. iMil t.tilSi s.

1\

e o

w
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Manhood.' How Lost, How Restorod :
edition td llr.
Just
published,

_—

^*/flMC'ulierwell’w
dgMMF
W

a new•

( elel»raled Km
it h,.ut medi
m»v on the radical ran (w
Cine) of Sri k m a nmnit-i Ia or Seminal
Seminal I i»ss« s, sit'o n-.Ni

Weakness, Involuntary

Mental and Physical Incapacity, Impediments t».
Bfil
Marriage, etc.; also, C"N'i rl‘ion,
y:i’sv and
Fits, induced by self-indulgence or sexual extruxa&c.
ance,
Ht)- Price, in a sealed envelope, only six cents.
The celebrated author, in this admirable F.ssay,
clearly demonstrates, trom a thirty years’ successful
consequences of selfpractice, that the alarming
abuse may be radically cured without the dangerous
use of internal medicine or the application of t ho
knife; pointing out a mode of cure at once simple,
certain, and effectual, by means of which every suf
ferer, no matter what Ins condition may be, may cure
himself cheaply, privately, and radically.
A#* This Lecture should be in the bauds of evorv
youth and every man in the land.
Sent under seal, in a plain envelope, to address,
of six cents or two stamps.
post-paid, on
Address to Publishers,

receipt

OHAS. J. C. KLINE & CO.,
1**

ly'-f

IN

Bonerr, *»w York:
Post OUicc Box. 4S«»

UD Ol

I III

Masonic liolio!

Association

OK NORFOLK, V A

Consumption.

ll is prepared from Vegetable Kxtraets and Bark-,
of wonderful healing properties, and this Balsam is
highly recommended by physicians, clergymen and
others, testimonials from whom 1 can furnish with
out number.

as

subscriber hereby gives
JL concerned, that she has been
taken upon herself the trust of
the estate of

\
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CASH

FRI/KS a^resatiiijr

$-,'.o,ihxi

I'UICL Of U< KF.Ts
Whole fickets,$10, Half TicketQuarter lick
Whole Tickets or Ivo-nty tvo>
Lleveii
ets, $l\5o;
Half Tickets for $HK>.

This Concert is strictly for MASONIC »>ur
poses, and will be conducted with the same liberality,
honestv, and fairness which characterized the tir-i
JOIIX l. HOPEH.Pm
enterprise.

HENRY V. MOORE. Secretaiy.
Norfolk,

.a.

I-'or Tickets ami Circulars giving lull particular*,
apply at Branch Office of tin- Association,
(Moon, 2A ) ?M A MO Broadway, * V,
Or address MASON 1C KF.1.1F.F ASSOCIATION,
1‘. o. Box 1417, Nfw York City
•emus 1!
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